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IRRADIATION PROCESSING DEP_
MONTHLY RECORD REPORT

APRIL, 1959

SUMMARY

RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING OPERATION
|

A test loading of nickel-plated fuel elements was discharged at the low exposure

goal due to flaking of the nickel plate. Examination of the chemically plated

elements revealed severe flaking which had resulted in exposure of up to thirty
percent of the aluminum can surface.

Full size extrusions of tube-rod and tube-tube prototype NPR elements have been

made by Nuclear Metals, Incorporated and are currently being evaluated by them.

Evaluation of the product from experimental runs of Zircaloy clad extrusions of

the I and E geometry by each of four proposed processes indicates that the high-

est quality material will be produced by the "floating mandrel" process, minimum
cost material by the "til_ped mandrel," and the "filled billet" and "over-sized

mandrel" methods will not produce material within specifications.

0ni-of-pile laboratory tests of the Traveling Wire Flux Monitor have been satis-

factory. An installation in the EN Reactor will be coordinated with reactor out-
ages in accordance with ProductionTest lP-240-AE.

Preliminary measurements on graphite samples irradiated in the MTR (experiment "
GEH-9-7) indicate that the effect of temperature on the rate of contraction is

considerably less than indicated by measurements made on similar sac_les several

months ago. Irradiation of further samples is continuing in experiment GEH-9-8.

The four compressors for the I_ Reactor Gas Loop have been received from the

General Engineering Laboratory, tested and installed. Difficulties encountered

,. with two of them when operated at design conditions have been corrected and ap-
" propriate procedures established to prevent recurrence.

Further examination of elements discharged from _ER Loops i, 2 and 3 because of
indicated ruptures have failed to confirm the conditions.

Equipment consisting of a specially designed tube and fuel element container and

hydraulic ram was constructed and assembled for use in determining the force at
which elements compress to the extent of sticking in the process tube.

PRODUCTION AND REACTOR OPERATION

Reactor input production was 19.1 percent above forecast; 9.0 percent above at
the six old reactors and _.4 percent above at the K Reactors. Forecast was

exceeded, particularly at the K's, dme to rescheduling the EE outage with a third
of the outage forecast for April occurring in May.

I New maximum power levels exceeded from 15 to 75 megawatts those previously
achieved at B, C, D, F and EN Reactors.
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Overall time operated efficiency was 78.4 percent (72 percent forecast); 82.9 per-
cent at the six old reactors and 64.9 at the K Reactors.

Six ruptures were removed from the reactors, five I and E regular metal and one

solid regular metal. Two of the I and E regular metal ruptures were at KW and

one each occurred at C, D and DR Reactors. The solid regular metal rupture was
at H Reactor.

Significant items of equipment experience were:

I. Nine water leaks were corrected - seven tube leaks and two van Stone leaks.

2. At F Reactor inspection of the river effluent line by a diver revealed a

weld failure approximately 45 feet from the shore. No repair work is planned
during the present high water period.

3. Leaks in 30 of the new J-type pigtails at H Reactor were corrected.

_. The installation of EAPL-120 Loop equipment ras completed at H Reactor and
tested.

5. The KE Reactor was shut down the last half of the mouth for au extended out-

age to replace rear face gas seals and Resistance Temperature Detectors.

6. During initial tests of the No. I EE Pump set, as a prototype unit for Pro J-

ect of the rewound low lift motor The
CG-775, overheating was apparent.

motor was returned to Westinghouse for inspection and repair.

There were no disabling injuries or security violations. Two technical radiation
overexposures occurred; one at D Area and one at H Area.

Processing and power statistics for individual reactor areas are tabulated ou
pages Ch-I through Ch-5 of this report.

FACILITIES ENGINEERING SECTION

Model test results indicate that significant flow increase may be achieved in the

I05-F dowucomer. Studies of additional process water back-up systems for IOO-K

are continuing.

A review of the status of continuous charge-discharge equipment at I05-C was ini-
tiat ed.

Installation and testing of the prototype process water pump modifications at

190-KE was accomplished. Test results indicate that the performance of the pump

modifications are satisfactory although the suitability of the rewound low-lift
motor is uncertain at mouth' s end.

Authorization has been received for the design of KER loop modifications and de-
sign activities initiated.

Drilling of holes in the top shield of I05-KE was undertaken during the month as

part of the-graphite stack restoration program.

DEC SSI ED



Portable radio transmitters and receivers were used to
\_

communicate between the rear-face elevator and the front-face elevator, the front_
face work area, and th_ control room.

Testing of a projection nel element charging machine was initiated.

Scoping of a replacement effluent facility for 100 B-C Area was initiated, con-

tinulng the concept of retention as a basic principle.

A study was initiated in regard to the filter rebuilding program for the 100

Areas in order to establish best methods and schedules for performance of the
work.

Shop tests were performed on Victoreen Remote Monitors which showed them unsatis-

factory.

Recommendations were made to minimize high noise levels from coal car shakers.

The power layout drawing for Metal Heat Treat Facilities was completed and
issued for comment.

On Project CGI-791, "Reactor Confinement", all piping has been installed in 105-

KE and the filtered water tie-lns have been made. Approximately four shifts _ere

utilized on shutdo_u work. The fog sprsy system will be manually operable until
additional control e_ui_ment is received.

t

Contract negotiation for the performance of the proposed halogen collector test

program as part of reactor confinement are continuing. Detail design for this
project is progressing rapidly.

RELATIONS PRACTICES

There was some decrease in SmOgS and PhD recruitment activity during April; also
exempt transfer activities remained at a low level. Non-unit, non-exempt place-

ment activity continued at a very high rate.

Additional mail service was started during April to the Standards Engineering
Building in White Bluffs and to the 185 Building in 100-D Area.

Mass communication activities included the publication of nine Management News

Bulletins, one Round Table Guide, two IPD Employee Headliners, one letter to all
IPD exempt personnel, secretaries and clerks from the General Msnager, one OPG

and _ght Advices issued during the report period. GE News coverage included

seven items about IPD activities totaling 208 column inches or 30 percent of all
available space. One Management Information Meeting was held during April.

Salary review activities consisting of appraisal analyses and salary recommenda-

tions, broken down into priority categories, were studied and adjusted during
April.

No disabling injuries occurred during April; however, a noticeable increase in
Medical-type injuries was observed the last half of April with a total of 104

reported.
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Four security violations were reported during the month making a total of eight
violations documented for 1959.

A comprehensive inspection of F Area was completed during April. H Area will

undergo a similar intensive inspection in the month of May.

FINANCIAL SECTION
,, ,

A revised allocation of FT 1959 equipment funds has been made by HAPO. ZPD's cost

ceiling is now $1,015,000 comprising $912,000 for normal equipment requirements

and $103,000 for NPR Unique Facilities. Ceiling on commitments at June 30, 1959,
is $2,509,000, which consists of $912,000 for normal equipment requirements and
$1,597,000 for NPR Unique Facilities.

Physical inventory of fixed plant and equipment in lO0-K and IO0-H Areas com-
menced this month.

A study on radiation and safety activities within IPD was prepared for Contract

Account ing.

In line with the realignment of Financial clerical functions, one exempt and
eight non-exempt employees were transferred to Contract and Accounting Operation.

The cash funds maintained in the Irradiation Processing Department were counted

on April 30, 1959, and a report of the findings was issued.

Revisions to nine AEC Manual Chapters were reviewed for the effect on IPD opera-

tions and for possible problems arising from AEC requests for compliance.

NEW PRODUCTION REACTOR PROJECT SECTION

The architect-engineer presented a general review of the over-all heat dissipa-
tion system design for the benefit of Hanford personnel.

Progress on NPR heat dissipation system scope design is being delayed while deci-

sions are being reached regarding standards of reliability to be applied to
process cooling system design.

Contract negotiations were initiated for process piping model testing and support-
ing stress computations.

Assembly of the high pressure process tube rupture test facility was essentially
completed.

NPR Project Representatives and Design Council met regularly during the month.

Four scope items were approved by the Council. Field and Operations Engineering
was relieved of the responsibility for approval of detail design.

Preparation of position guides and position evaluations for Field and Operations
Engineering was completed, and arrangements were made for reviewing candidates for
vacancies in the operation.

DECL SSI,,ED



IRRADIATION PROCESSING IIEPARTMENT
MO_u_Y RE_ORT OF _IONS OR DISCOVERIES

Ali persons enga6ed in work that mi6ht reasonably be expected to result in inven-
tions or discoveries advise that_ to the best of their knowledge and belief, no
inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work during the period
covered by this report except as listed below. Such persons further advise that,
for the period therein covered by this report, notebooks, records, if any, kept
in the course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or discov-
eries.

Name Titl_

G. C. Fullmer Automatic Flux Distribution Control For Nu-
clear Reactors

_ IRRADIATION _ESS ING DEPARTMENT
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J APRIL 1959

R. Quadt and Q. Clevmland of Brldg_por_ Brus Co., Rivexllde, Calif. and
S. N. Randall and F. HeinJelman of M_lory-Sharon Metals, Nilem, 0. visited
HAPO on 4/6-7/59. J. Dozen, R. Quay and H. _ff of the Chase B_ &
Copper Co., Waterbury, Conn. visited KAPO on 4/8-9/59. Contract negotiatloDs
on NPR tubes were discussed.

• W. DeBoskey of Westinghouse Electric Co., Plttsb_, Pa. visited HAPO on
4/6-11/59 to discuss fuel train thermocouple modifications. He returned to
HAPO on 4/30/59 for several d_ys to observe loadlmg and initial operation of
the KAPL-120 Loop.

F. W. Davis of Babcock & Wilcox, New York, N.Y., S. Siegel of APED, San Jose,
Calif. add K. W. N_ of _0 Prodtu:ts,Inc., Los Amgeles, Calif. visited
HAPO on 4/I_-17/59 for decontamination discussions.

W. Mayne of Crane Cumpa_, Chicago, Ill., visited HAPO on 4/22-24/59 to give
emglneeri_ asmlmtan_e on cheek valves.

D. H. Cn_ia visited the Hazv_ Aluminum Co., Torrance, Calif. and the
Bridgeport Brims Co., Bri_eport, Conn. and Riverside, Calif. to review

" develo_ _m_ on HPR process tubes, 3/30-4/5/59.

J. M. F_ts a,t_LP. A. Carlson, 4/4-II/59, attended the Nuclear Engineering
and Science Conference of the 5rh Ruclear Compress in Cleveland, Ohio.
FAT.Fours also comsulted wi_h Nela Park pezsonnel on underwater lighting,
wh£1e FAr.Carlson visited Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, 0. to
obtain informatlon on heat transfer and fuel development problems.

0. H. Greager visited Nuclear Metals, Inc., West Concord, Mass. to discuss
DDR contracts. He attends4 the annual meeti_ of the American Chemical
Society in Boston, Mass. and the Atmnfalr in Cleveland, Ohio, 4/4-13/59.

A. G. Dunbar visited Atomic Energy of Canada, Chalk River, Ontario to
partici;ate in the Sixth Tripartite lustr_men_ation Conference, 4/18-26/_9.

W. R. Conley and R. W. Piilan attended a meeting of the Pacific Northwest
Section of the American Water Works Association, Vancouver, B.C., 4/22-25/59.

L. T. Ha_ie visited Savannah River Plant, Augusta, Ga. for discussion of fuel
element problem_ and New Methods Steel Stamp Co., Detroit, Mich. for discus-
sion of marki_ devices of various Eiuds, _/2_-5/Z/_9.

R. W. Benoliel visited Phillips Petroleum, Idaho Falls, Idaho to consult on
graphite irradiation tests, 4/26-28/59.

E. C. Wood and T. W. Evans visited Nuclear Metals, Inc., Concord, Mass. for
discussions on RPR fuel elements, _/26-28/59.

DECLASSIFIED
B-1
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VISITORS AND BUSINESS TRIPS (contlnued)
J

W. D. Gilbert visited the Aircraft Gas Turbine_Depto of G.E., Cincinmat O.
to discuss decontamination procedures, 4/27-29/59.

R. Nilson attended the American Physlcal Society Meeting, Washington, D.C.,
and also recruited PhD candidates, 4/28-5/2/59.

ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL
i li i i ii iii ' i i i i i

Permanent Rotational

Mar. Apr. Mar. Apr.

Management & Administration 5 5 - -
Process & Reactor Development 43 _ 4 3
Process Technology 33 33 3 2
Operational Physics 19 18 _ 5
Irradiation Testing 23 23 I I
Component Testing 17 18 0 0
Coolant Testing 25 24 0 2

Process & Reactor Development: Bonnie C. Sarama, Secretary_ deactivated
because of persomai illness, 3/9/59. W. S. Nechodcm, Engineer I, transferred
frcznOperational Physlcs, 4/1/59. Mary C. Caton, Secretary, returned frc_
Leave of Absence (F Reactor, IPD)j 4/24/59.

Operational Physics: W. S. Nechodum, Engineer I, transferred to Process and
Reactor Development, 4/1/59.

Component Testing: J. C. Jochen, Engineering Assistant, transferred from B-C
Reactor, 'IPD, '4L/_;/59.

Coolant Testing: D.W. Keefer, Engineering Assistant, transferred to Facilities
Engrg., IPD, 4127/59.
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Reactor Fuels
i

Present Reactor Technolo_y

Nickel Plated Fuel Elements

T_e low exposure columns of nlckel-plated fuel elements and a control column
were discharged at approxlmatel_ _00 NWD/T exposure on April 24, 1959. Before
these could be examined in the I05-C Metal Examination Facility on the 2Sth,
C Reactor was scrammed by a Panellit trip, apparently on the single column of
electroplated fuel elements schednled for irradiation to 800 MWD/T. This
column was discharged for examination to attempt to evaluate the cause of the
scram, leaving one column of che_ical_7-plated elements and one column of con-
fro1 material in the reactor.

Examination of the column of chemicalS_-plated fuel elements discharged at ap-
proxln_te_ 400 _D/T revealed severe flakinK of the nickel from the fuel sur-
faces; up to ab_t thirty percent of the a,l_ can surface was exposed on
several of the elements. The rezaind_ of this test has nov been discharged
for examination.

Uranium Fabrication

Delay _uenched Uranium

Evaluation of post-lrradlation data from the first eight columns discharged
from this test indicated that there was no difference in core stability be-
tween rod heat _reated _aterlal with normal air quench and the longer _5-second
air quench. These columns were discharged at 500-700 MWD/T exposure. Eight
additional columns are scheduled for discharge at 900 M_D/T.

Direct Cast Cores

Preliminary evaluation of post-lrradiatlon examination data from the first
columns of elements with cast uranium cores indicated considerable diametral •
growth, mostly at the ends, on several elements. Examination of the remainder
of the pieces is contlnnlng.

Advanced Reactor Fuels

NPR Fuel Development

The first full-size extr_Asionsfor the tube-rod prototype were made by
at American Brass in April. Although it does not appear at the present time
that this ge_ would be suitable for the NPR first load, a small experi-
mental lot is being prepared to gain experience in fabricating large size,
heavy wall tube. The extrusions produced have not yet been evaluated com-
pletely but appear to be satisfactory. The NPR size extrusions for the tube-
tube pzototype (made and reported on last month) are still being evaluated
by NMI and have not yet been received on site.



NMI is presentl_ fabricating the 1.6% enriched 2 w/o Zr,material.

_& E Cladding Develo_nne_t

Zircaloy clad extrusions of the I & E geometry have now been made by each of
four proposed processes. Evaluation of the product of the four experimental
runs indicates that the cbnventional floating mandrel will likely produce the
highest quality material. It was originally believed that the small internal
diameter would make this method impractical. However, by using special steels
for the mandrels, it has keen possible to make good extrusions.

The extrusions made by th_ "tipped mandrel" technique are fairly good, al-
though not equal to those,discussed above. This process would offer the ad-
vantage of m¢,_,_ cost if production quantities were made.

The other two methods tried, the "filled billet" and the "oversized mandrel",
did not give entirely successful results because the internal diameter was
variable and not within _ecificatlons.

Modification of 1706,,w"_. (0GZ-839)

The preliminary project proposal was approved and a work authorization for

$115,000 was issued April 6 for design and management services. The project
is to be funded from NPR construction monies. Design was initiated in the
latter half of the month°

Irradiation Test Experience _ 1706-_G_R

Seven enriched Zircaloy-2 jacketed seven-rod cluster elements being irradiated
in 1706-EER Loop i under PT IP-_6-A were discharged March 29, 1959, at about
1250 MWD/T because unexp_alned variations in pre_sure drop across the tube
prevented consistant operation at the elevated coolant temperatures requiredfor the test.

Two enriched Zircaloy-2 Jacketed seven-rod cluster elements were charged in
a front-to-rear test hole (Tube 3674 KM) on April 24, 1959, to be irradiated
to 2000 MMD/T under PT II_237-A. The purpose of this test is to obtain
irradiated cluster elements for subsequent failure testing in the ETR.

_FuelDesign Studies

The status of active production tests are summarized in Table I.

The IBM PBysics program being developed as a Joint effort of Reactor Planning
and Reactor Fuels is now _inthe final clean-up phase. This program will in-
clude a flattening vs. rods analyzer in addition to all the other basic lattice
calculations and build-up burnout calculations.
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Batelle Memorial Instlt_te on April 6. This system, as indicated in previous

reports, wall monitor the thermal neutron flux in a reactor core. Anticipated
delivery schedule for the first prototype detector assembly for In-pile
reactor testing and evaluation As early fall of 1959.

Heat Generation in E Metal Loadings

The data in the following table were _eveloped to illustrate the fraction of

pile power level generated in E metal versus degree of enrichment. The data

in the last column is the percent of pile power generated in sufficient E

metal to provide I0 mk of reactivity when uniformly distributed in the active
region.

No. of Rel. Spec. No. E % Power

Be____ m_ 8 Active Power
Columns in

Pil____e Fu$1 .Pile Tubes of E Required E

K 218 .535 3200 1.17 274 i0 %
c _ .618 199o .L.17 150 8.85
Old 2O8 .618 1990 1.17 155 9.l%

Calculation of k_, _ , _ , 9, f.for Lar_er Slugs

Calculations were ma/e, using the survey program of C. A. Mansius; of k_, _. ,. _ p, f for increases up to 300 mils, in solid slug diameters for the old
and K piles. Water volume was held constant and the diameter of the process
tube was increased according/y.

o,, 128).

G. Venchey's, S. Blaze, et al, have reported a value of"1/(28) for 14.2 Mev
neutrons; their result is:

+.lO

n/28 (i_.2)= 4._5.._

Leachman's expression m/28 (E) - 2.40 + .I19 E predicts a value

"v'28.Cz4;2)
Bondarenko's expression _/28 (E) - 2.439 + 1.41 E predicts a value

"v'28 (l_.2) = 4._.

Thus, more evidence As unearthed to make the larger value of _28 acceptable.

Advanced Reactor Ph_slcs

NPR Transient Calculations
, m, , ,,

Prel_m_na_ calculations have been completed in an attempt to describe scram,
outage, and startup transients for the various proposed fuel loadings in the
NPR. Three cases were calculated; a 20 lh/ft cluster fuel element, an inter-
mediate 24 lh/ft rod in tube element and a 26 lh/ft tube in tube fuel element.
Data of interest are tabulated below:

[I[CL SSI I[I)



Fuel Max Scram* Minimum Down C°id Clean _ac_k
• • tY

Element Recover_ Time Time** _tack Cold at 200o

20 lh/ft .15 - .25 hr. 55 Hours i mk 7 mkCluster

24 lh/ft .5 hr. 31 Hours 36 mk 27.5 mk
R&T

26 lh/ft _ 0 70 mk _5.5 mk
T&T

* Scram recovery time is defined as the elapsed time between scram and first o
indication of criticality during the recover_ attempt, lt w_s assumed that
15 mk of HCR strength was inserted at equilibrium.

** Minimum down time is defined as the elapsed time after shutdown where xenon
decay permits the reactor to become supercritical with all control rods out.
As used here, it is also assumed that the reactor core is at a uniform
temperature of 200°C.

By proper adjustment of stack temperature the xenon transient may he over-
ridden permitting startup at _ ti_c.

Fast Effect Calcuiatloms

A Monte-Carlo program is being programmed to compute the fast effect in simple
lattices. The initial attempt w_Ll include (_, Sn) reactions, coupling effect
hut not backscattering from the moderator. The first cases attempted will be the
simplest cases possible_ a solid fuel element in a dry graphite lattice. If
the results from this are acceptable the program will he altered to include more
com_llcated lattices and the backscattering effect will he included.

Control Rod Studies

Work continued on expanding the existing program to make it more versatile. Pro-
vision has been made to include, if desired, the epithermal absorptions in the
control rod. _hls is taken into account by giving the extrapolation length for
fast neutrons which m_y be greater than the rod diameter. The extrapolation
length is used to determine the slope of the flux at the boundary of the rod.

lt has been found by past exper'lemcethat the infinite series in the finestpro-
gram term is extremely divergent and should be cut off at about four terms. Fur-
ther terms chauge the accuracy hy less than 1/lO%. The other 3erles converges
rapidly and poses no problem. Provislom has been made to sati_fy the program
equations by iterating either R or k@. Thus one may obtain rod strengths in
either micro-bucks or milli-k units.
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__ .TemperatureDep,endence of .theResonance Integral

New information on the temperature dependence of the effective resonance inte-
gral was investigated. The experimental results were obtained from Eric
Hellstrand's work. Hellstrand found that the temperature dependence of the
resonance integral is mainly due to the effect of the surface absorption term,
This is in direct contradiction to the interpretation given to the older
measurements made by Rochbach, Pearce, Walker, Davis and others.

On the basis of & least squares fit to the experimental data Hellstrand wrote:

A S

Where _ - 0.6 x i0".4 per °C ) metal
= 2.6 x I0"A per °CI)

. o.lx lO' per°c)
= 3.1 x 10-4 per °C )

Hellstrand's results were compared with Davis' results and it was found that
the new values tended to be lower than the older results. However, for a fuel
element with a large surface to mass term this result may be reversed.

NPR Loo_St._ilit7Studies

Analog computer runs are complete and the data obtained are now being reduced
to graphical form. When the analysis of these runs are complete, estimates of
relative stability can be completed.

HLO is attempting to obtain transport lags for the analog computer. If they
are successf_l, the transients in the primary loop can be studied much more
completely.

Studies are in progress by design to put the primary heat exchangers on the
analog. After this program is operatings it is hoped that the two studies can
be merged for a complete prlms_ loop analysis. Before this can be done each
program must be reduced in size due to equipment limitations.

Reactor EngineeringI _', '_1

Heat TEansfer and Hydraulics

- Equations designed to describe the transient decay of flow and
pressure of a KER loop after inadvertent opening of a dump valve have been de-
veloped. Efforts to obtain experimental confirmation have been initiated.

K Reactors - Au equation has been developed which describes the allowable bulk
outlet temperature at the K reactor durin6 five-pump operation. This equation
is based on the philosophy that loss of a single pump such as caused by a
shaft break shall not result in a temperature surge which will damage reactor
components.

OEClAI7 D
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(A small probability of effluent system damage exists.) The outlet
surge temperature is limited to i02°C wi_h a 2° allowance for errors
an_ approximations in the equation.

I_E Fuel Element Design - Design basis for +_e determination of self-supported
I_E fuel element geometry have been completed. The largest uncertaint_yis as-
sociated with the effect of the supporting hardware on the hydraulics. "Drag-
coefficient" techniques have been used in the calculatlons. Efforts to obtain
definite experimental data have been initiated.

Materials

Zirconium process tube contracts have been sent to all vendors. The contracts to
Mallory Sharon Metals Corporation was signed by the Commission and mailed on
March 25, 1959. Mallory has accepted the order but has not yet returned the
signed contract. _%_e Reducing Corporation an_ Superior Tube Company contracts
were mailed on April 22, 1959. Superior has acknowledged receipt and raised some
questions over wording. No word has been received from TuBe Reducing Corporation.
An unsigned contract was mailed tc,Harvey Aluminum on April 16, 1959. No word
on this contract has been received°

Orders for 50 tubes each of the smooth base type C reactor size were placed with
Harvey Allm_Lmmmand Bridgeport Brass Compa_7 for a price of $1,029 per tube.
Orders were placed during the week of April 13, 1959. The vendors have assured
us that every attempt will be made to ,_ke delivery by June 30. However, most
probable delivery will be late in July,

In connection with the contract with Lockheed Aircraft Company for earthquake
studies at HAPO, Richard Graham accompanied by 0. E. Adams of HAPO inspected
control and safety rod system structure at DR and EE reactors. In addition, the
vertical risers on the front faces of these reactors were examined.

Advanced Reactor ..Technology

Heat Transfer _ Eydraulics

Pressure and temperature limits have been established for the KER Loop No. 2
when fitted with a new zirconium process tube. These will permit KER Loop No.
2 to simulate approximate _ temperatures and pressures.

Materials

Zircaloy-2 Process Tubes - On April 16, 1959, recommendations for placement of
pilot order were officially transmitted to AEC-HO0. On April 16 and 17 AEC
selection board met and accepted recommendations. A contract to Allegheny
Ludlum Steel was prepared and is in process for local authorization. Contracts
to Harvey Aluminum and Chase Brass and Copper Company are being prepared, lt is
expected that these contracts will be mailed by week of May _, 1959.

B-12
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_. Test Irxad_atio_

Preliminary measurements on the samples of TSG_ graphite in experiment

GEH-9-7 discharged from the L-42 position of the ETR on Febraary 2, 1959,
after exposure equivalent to about 5000 MWD/T at lOOOC_, _Indlcatestthat

the effect of temperature on increase of the rate of contraction (transverse

to the extrusion axis) ma_ be considerably less than was indicated by measure-
ments made several months ago on other samples of TSGBF. The indicated rate

is about 0.03 percent/lO00 MND/T at the I000 C temperature. The earlier

measurements indicated a rate about three times as great. Best laboratory

data to date indicate a rate of contraction for TSGBF graphite in the range
of 400 to 700 C of about 0.02 percent/X000 MND/T. The measurements on the

recent samples are believed to be more accurate than the earlier measurements.

Substantiation of a lesser effect of increased temperature on contraction rate

through further laboratory tests will permit setting, or possibly even raising,
graphite operating temperature limits for both existing reactors and _the NPR
with increased confidence.

Irradiation of further samples of TSG_F graphite in the MTR in experiment

GEH-9-8 at controlled temperatures up to i000 C is continuing.

E_ Test Irradiations| ,

The Engineered Installation Schedule for the E_R dated March 19 indicated that

there would be practically no operation of the reactur until after June 19,
1959. This schedule effectively reduces the formerly expected eight and a
half months of time for test irradiation of NPR candidate graphites in the ETR
to shout five months. Discussions have been held with both Hanford and

Washington Commission personnel in an effort to obtain i) althigher priority
than the present C priority for the GEH-13 graphite irradiation experiments
in the ETR, 2) assignment of the other two corner filler locations to the

GEH-13 experiments in addition to the two such locations already so assigned,

3) assurance that following the June 19 date to about the middle of November,
1959 that the ETR will be operated at substantial power levels.

Radiological En_neerir_

Radiation Control Experience

Two technical localized overexposures occurred during the month. One involved

a radioactive ¥_ticle giving a dose rate of II0 rads uncorrected for source

size lodging on the protective clothing of a D Processing Operator when he was

sprayed with water while inserting dummies into the rear of a process tube

containing a ruptured slug. The radiation dose received by a significant

skin area (i mm ) of the trunk of the employee was established at 16.5 fads
including 0.5 r. The other occurred to an H Processing Operator as the re-
sult of a radioactive particle becoming imbedded in the insole of the heel of

his shoe. The particle gave a corrected surface dose rate of 126 mrad/hr.

lt is likely the particle was in the shoe for two days, making the dose about2.5 rad.
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Fifteen Reports of Lapse of Radiation Control were issued during the month.
Iu addition to the technical overexposures reported above, there were four

cases of spread of contamination to the skin or personal clothing of em-

ployees, and four cases in which employees received uncontrolled exposure to

radiation. The latter cases occt_as a result of: l) broaching a process
channel without monitoring; 2) inadvertent exposure to an intense beam on

X-2 level; 3) taking a water sample on X-2 level without monitoring; and 4)

wiping up contamination in the transfer area without monitoring.

Other lapses involved: l) working iu a radiation zone without badge and

pencils; 2) storage of highly contaminated clothing next to a rest room wall;

3) working in a radiation zone without adequate protective clothing, and
smoking .ina radiation zone; 4) working in a radiation zone without a re-

quired neutron badge; 5) handling contaminated clothing without wearing pro-
tective clothing and without monitoring.

Lapse of Radiati0n Control
• Distribution by Reactor and Operation

IPD

B C D DR F H EE KW Totals

Processing i I 2 i i 0 O 0
Maintenance i i 2 0 0 I 0 0

Supplemental Crews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Research & Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0

Facilities Engineering 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Central Maintenance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reactor Areas 0 0 i 0 0 i 0 0

Assigned Totals 2 2 5 i i 3 i 0 15
IPD General 0

Vertical columns do not necessarily add up to the indicated totals, because

in some cases, a Lapse of Control may be chargeable to more than one component.

Effluent Water Statistics

These data are reported .through the cooperation of the Radiation Protection
Operation, HLO.

Columbia River and Sanitary Waters

lOO-F Area

Raw Sanitary .....
Jan. Feb. Mar. 12 month Jan. Feb. Mar. 12 month

average average

% MPEG I 7.7 6.2 6.3 6.0 2.7 1.3 i._ 1.2

HAPO Limit 27 13 14 12

@ OECLqgS/7£O
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_m_ac_.oo

Raw Sanitary
Jan. Feb. Mar. 12 month Jan. Feb. Mar. 12 month

average average

_MPEGI 3.2 1.3 1.6 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0°3

% HAPO Limit 6_ 26 32 32 8 8 12 6

Kennewick

Sanitary

m_Gi 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3
_ m_o mmat 8 4 6 6

Average Reactor Effluent Activity Output

April, 1959 ..March,1959 April, 1958

107-B 32,000 _c/sec 31,000 _c/sec 28,000 pc/sec

107-C 31,000 " 47,000 " _9,000 '
I07-KN 58,000 " 66,000 " 81,000 "

.I07-KE 46,000 " 58,000 " 30,000 "

I07-D 38,000 " 36,000 " 32,000 "

107-E_ 43,000 " 21,0OO " 24,000 "

107"H 43,000 " 27,000 " 29,000 "

I " lO 7- F 45,000 " 26,000 " 33,000 "

Radlmlogical Training

The radiation protection information program continued. Lecture No. 5 was
p2_sented during the month with attendance by area as follows:

lO0-B IO0-D IO0-F IO0-H IO0-K
i7z _ II6-- 0

Training of instructors for presentation of Lecture No. 6 was carried out.

Radiation Protection Topic #13, entitled '_/ranlum Handling Dose Rates" was
issued.

The presentation of seminars on '!_he"Monitor's Job" was started. Three, of

a total of five meetings were held. The. seminars, are held with Radiation

Monitors and Processing exempt personnel in attendance.



PROCESS TECHNOLOGY OFERATION

REACTOR POWER LEVEL LIMITATIONS

The limits to all reactor power levels at the end of the report period were

based on fuel element failure control at the goal exposure currently in effect.

_ATER _NT

Plant Te sts

The present bauxite feeders at 183-B continue to operate 6/7 of the time.

The experiemental filter at 183-B is operating well as expel.ted.

The Production Test to determine the effects of relaxed process water turbid-
ity limits has been approved, and the test will be perfc rmed at lO0-F Area.

Alum to Diatomaceous Earth Filter

Alum addition to the diatomaceous earth filter at 183-KW has not only improved
water quaD_ity and lengthened filter runs, but has reduced diatomaceous earth
feeds.

PROCESS STANnARI_

HW-A6000 B_ Process Standards -R_actor

Two revised Standards were issued daring the month. These were:

Process Standard "C-O30 - "Flux Monitors"

In addition to re-arranging the material to provide a more functional Standard,
the revision reco_nends using the sub-critical monitor, after completion of
Project CG-707, for monitoring neutron flux during shutdown, since this new

instrument is more sensitive than the Beckman bucking voltage system. Also,

the minimum Beckman flux monitor amplifier read/ag permitted during equilibrium

operation was reduced from 50 to 40 per cent of full scale. Because the amp-
lifiers are linear, this change represents no additional reactor risk. The

change will reduce the necessity to move the flux monitor chambers to ad4ust
the reading, which could cause an unnecessary scram.

Process Standard F-O_O - "Char e-Dischar • Dur Reactor eration - Poison

Column Control Facilities

Based on a review of hazards associated with PCCF use, the required margins
between actual tube outlet temperatures and TAI limits were revised for all

methods of Poison Column Control discharge. Also, charging of uranium in PCCF
tubes is no longer permitted because of the potential problems associated with

inadvertent flushing of uranium slugs, lt was concluded that discharging
uranium during operation should only be performed in the OC-D Facility.

DECLASSIFIED
B-l,
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Two reviser Standards were issuer during the month. These were: w4__

Process Standard C-O_0' - =Flux Moniti__rs"

Numerous unnecessary outages have been caused by spurious flux monitor trips.
To reduce outages from this source, the flux monito_ system has been modified
so that dual rather than single controller trips are necessary to cause a #1
Safety Circuit _rip. The StanSaz_ was revised to include provisions for the
new dual-trip system.

Process Standard F-O_O - "Charge-Disoha_e Durin_ Reactor Operation - Poison
Colusm Control Facilities"

, ,

The revision is Ide_tlcal to that Issued for _g_ B, above.

Ng_6OOO F and Ng-_ H_ Process Sta_a=r__.- Re_._to r

Two revised Standards were issued d_lng the month for each manual. These were:

Process Standard C-O_O - "Flux Monitors"

The revision is identical to that issued for _-_ D, above.

_ProcessStandard Y-O_O - "Char_e-Discha_g_D_ri_ Re_-_torOperation - Poison
Column Control Fac,ili, tles"

The revision is identical to that issued for Ni-A6000 B, above.

RW_6000 K_ ,,Process Standards- Reactor

One revised Standards was issued during the month. This was:

Process Standard C-O_ - "Flux .Monitors"

The revision is identical to that issued for __ B, above.

PROCESS CEAN_ AUTRORIZATIO_S,,lli ,

Twenty-_wo Process Change Authorizations were issued during the month to permit
temporary deviation from Process Standards. Of these, 16 were issued to permit
temporary deviation from Process Stan_kr_s.- Reactor, HW-A6000; three were
issued to permit temporaz7 deviation from both Water Plant and Reactor Standards,
BW-27155 Revl, and _E-_XX_; two were issued to permit temporary deviation from
the Water Plant Standards, _-27155 Revl; and one was issued to Permit tempor-
ary deviation from Process Equipment St,n_,rds, Ng-41000. These were:

PCA #9-26 - "C-Elevator Photocell Ynstallatlon_ MZ Reactor"

Current Standards require a photocell interlock to prevent movement of the C-
elevator if the photocell beam is interrupted. At EE Reactor, electrical faults
in the photocell circuitry make it impossible to comply with this requirement.
The PCA Permitted operation of the C-elevator without a photocell interlock
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while circuitry faults were repaired. Conditions to be observed while operatln@
the elevator without an interlock were specified.

_-_ - "Process Tube Tem_rature Monitoring - C Reactor"

A combination of defective temperature _onltorlng insulation and water leaki_
from "0" ri_ seals in the rear face resulted in inoperable thermocouples in
excess of the _umber permltted by Standards during operation. The PCA per-
mitred continued operation, under specified conditions, until the next outage,
at which time corrective measures would be taken.

PCA _-_ -"Water Leak - C Reactor"

The water collection rate at C Reactor increased to an amount _eater than
permitted by Standards. Data indicated the leak was in the rear where graphite
damage would be relative_ insignificant. Based on _aI_lte dema_e, the PCA
permitted continued operation u_der specified conditions.

PCA _-_ - ",Riser Pres,s, ure Swi,tches - F Reac,tor,','

During operation, the Standards re_uire that the steam turbines, suppl_J_ng emer-
gency coOl_ water be set to accelerate automatlcaAl_ upon loss of electric
process water pumps. To permit calibration of the reactor riser pressure
switches that initiate turbiDe acceleration, the Process Change authorized
manu_l _o=t_ol of the turbine system, if operation was necessary, during the
five. minute period required for calibration.

PCA #9-30 - "Remov_..,of ExP0,rt'S_em .From service During Reactgr operation -
DR Reactor"

Leaks in the DR Reactor emergency raw water line requAred the llne be valved
off for repairs. The size of the leaks were such that it was not possible to
comply with the requirement of the Standard tha_, during testing or repairs,
the expor_ system ras to be maintained in such condAtion that it could be
restored to service wlthin 45 minutes. The PCA permitted removing the export
llne from service for two hours to make repairs, provided certain conditions
were observed to ensure reactor safety during the period of repair.+

PCA #9-31 - "Temperature Monitoring During Start-Up an_ Reactor Operation - KE
Reactor"

_ ,

The PCA extended the provisions of PCA #9-2. The expirlng PCA specifies con-
ditions under which KE Reactor could be operated with a greater number of in-
operable temperature circuits than permitted by Standards.

PCA _9"32 - "Start-up with Export Line Leak - C Reactor", i l __ _ ,.1 __

On March 21, C Reactor shut down to repair several leaks in the raw water
export line. By the end of the reactor's minimum down time, repairs had
progressed to where system reliability was greatly improved and production
losses could be minimized if start-up were permitted. The PCA permitted
reactor start-up, but because export system reliability was below normal,
restrictive tube powers and other conditions were specified until repairs
were completed.
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On March 21, vhen severs1 _ leaks occurred in the ray rater export llne, B
Reactor ras in outage ststus. On Y_rch 22, B Reactor desired _o start-up v_th
the line pa_lally repaired. At this time, repairs has progressed _o vhere
systea rellabilit7 was grea_l_ improved, and prodnn_ion losses coul_ be min-
imized if sta_-up were permitted. The PCA permltte4 reactor start-up, but
because the expo_ sys_ reliability ras below normLl, restrictive tube powers
an_ othe_ ope_i:_ condition© were specified until repairs were completed.

_nt Standards requlre tha_ the 16 outer ball holmpers at K Reactors be in
servic_ durins an outa6e. To prevent spurious drops du_=s Ball 3X circuitry
_ln_mance, these hoppers mtst be made inoperable, either by locking out the
hoppers or by blocki_ _he relays. Of the two methods, blockAng is perferable
because the balls can still be rapidly inserted if needed. The PCA permitted
blocking the relays _ aaAntenance, under specified conditions.

I_A #9-35- "C-Elevator a Photocell Zuterlock t D-Da Reactors"

The PCA superseded PCA _-_. The superseded PCA required electrical Interlocks
for p_ C-elevator :ovenent vhezwwer _harKiaK machines or the sp_ne
chopper p:o_ee_ into the tube p_tern.

Thls I_A extmaded the pro_slons of P_ #9-_0. The expiring PCA pointed out s
potenttall_ :safe mmad$_ton in vhich a complete row of Panellit gau_es vould
be Inadver_en_17 b_-passed If an Intentlonall_ by-passed gauge was tripped.
_e I_A required ellmlna¢lon of the unsafe condition. °

PCA #9-37 - "Operating Limit Changes for Fi.re-Pump0_eration - KE Reactor"

Be_&use of pmep _diflc&_Ions that are In progress, KE Reactor is being su_-
lied with process v_ter by five pumps instead of the usual six. For this
reason the pressure parameters requlred for operstlon under normal TAX 1/mlts
could not be mst. The PCA provtdml reduced TAI li._ts applicable to the l_r
pressure ava£1able _ flve-pu_p operation.

PCA#9-58 - Wa erscreens andKWesc ors,"

This P_ exten_s the provisions of PCA #9-9. The explrln_ PCA permitted per-
manen_ re_en_lon of the _ rash raw va_er s_reens _ed at the K
Reactors. A s_ has shown that the K Area screens, _hlch are of larger
mesh than permitted by Standards, have adequate strength and provide the
required degree of safety.

I_A _k_._ . "Ball 3X Componen_ Tes_In_ _nd Seismo.sco_e_ivation of V_'s at
C Reactor"

.,

The PCA extended the provisions of PCA #9-5. The exptrtnK PCA permitted delay-
InK Ball _X functional test until completion of the recovery system renovation.
T_e re,ovation Is ccmple_ ez:epr for acceptance testl_. _e PCA extends the
moratorium on functional tests until acceptance tests are completed.
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PCA #9-40 - "Water Leak - DR Reactor"

The water collection rate at DR Reactor increased to an ,amount greater than
permitted by Standards. Since data indicated the leak was in the rear of the
reactor where graphite da_e would be relatively insignificant, the PCA
authorized continued operation under specified conditions.

PCA #9,-41 - "Selsmosco_ circuit - _, Reactor"

This PCA exCeode_ the provislons of PCA _8-120. The expiring PCA permitted
setting the Sels_oscope to trip the VSR's rather than the Ball 3X system to
e1_mln-te one source of spurious ball drops. Spurious drops are avoided be-
cause of the ball recovery problem that exists in the fringe zones due to
graphite separation.

#9- z- "OC-DFEn tr wth theRear valve ,Closed"

Current OC-DF Standards require that determination of whether a tube has been
completely discharged be wade with theree ballvalveo enfoLlow any0C-
tube discharge during reactor operation. The Standard also requires that the
rear face Bec_-_n rea_t_g rettu-nto normal background before the rear ball
valve is closed.

Reactor safety can be increased by utilizing the rear face, 20 ft. Beckman to
cloe-, aut_atlcally the rear. ball valve as soon as its reading drops, thereby
re-establlshing outlet temperature and _ activity monitorlng on that tube
na_.hsooner. _he PCA peralt_ed the "empty tube" analysis to be made with the
rear _11 valve closed, ana in, vialed the pressure data necessary to de_ermine
whether or not a tube is espty. _e PCA also permitted continued reactor
operation with stuck slugs in an OC-DF tube, provided there were no r_pture
indications in.._e tube prior to, or after, the attempted discharge.

oil,  actor"

The PCA extended the provisions of PCA #8-110. The expiring PCA provided a
method of reducing the viscosity of damplng Oil in Pan@flit gauge sensing
lines from 160 Sa_oolt Universal Seconds to _O S.U.S. to avoid restrictive
TAI limits. Oil is used in sensing lines to reduce gau@e fluctuation. The
higher viscosity oil over-damps the gauge, thus slowing gauge response time.

PCA #9._ -, ,Poison.C01umn Cont.rolYacilltiesz,D-.DR Reactors"

A recent revision to the Standard specifies that prior to chargln6 a PCCF tube
with fissionable slugs, the valved front connector and both front and rear ball
valves be remove_. Since inmediate compliance to this new provision of the
Standard w_ul_ have caused a significant increase in outage time to remove bell
valves from PCCF tubes containin_ uranium, the PCA specified conditions which
would permit a delay in ball valve removal until the tubes are re-charged with
fissionable slu_s.

PCA _9-A_ -, "Graphite T_rature - B Reactor"

Graphite temperatures at B Reactor were above limits due to an unfavorable re-
activity status, and could not be brought within limits in the time allowed by
Standards. The PCA extended the time allowed an additional 48 hours. Burnout

duri_ this short additional period under the conditions at the reactor wasconsidered.

OECLsSIREO
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During the Aprit 7 KE Reactor startup, sufTlcient process tube temperature
monitoring elements were operable to meet the startup provisions of Standard
C-050 and PCA #9"31.. However, at approximately turnaround power level, it was

noted that the _le temperature .Kn_ttoring elements were not drying out
and. recovering as expected ao that the equilibrium _slons of the Standard

and PCA _uld not be met. PC£ _9-46 pemtt-_l continued operation at low power
levels; with a large nmaber of inoperable elements, until the provisions of
PCA #9_31 could be met. Conditions under which, the reactor would have to be
shut down were specified.

PCA+_'_7 .'. "0peration Duri_ R:_,Ort L_e R_e_-_r- B Re_-ctor"

On..April 12, while raw water export Line leaks w_re being repaired at B and C
Reactors, it became apparent that permanent repairs could not be made without
rem_mg export system backup for apprc=imate_7 four hours, be Standards
require that it be possible to return the export line to service during
testi_ or repairs within a period of 45 mitres if the reactor is operating.
_he PCA pex_mttted B Reactor to co_ti_e operating without export backup for
four hours under,ccDdAtlcms specified to ensure tel/able backup cooling fran
other souraee° _ repaAz_, C Reactor was down for a scheduled outa6e.

One engineer mnllted conformance to Process Standards on all Processing
Operation shifts.

Grephics

Graphics services prepared 20 graphs, charts, audvisual aids for various _D
and HLO c_pc_ats.

R_ EXPERIENCEin !

Failure Date Tube No. Lot No. TypeMetal Exposure Type Failure

_/.3/.59 3656D CL-035-C 8" _ Natural 799 Hole
_/.9/_9 0263H EA-179-B 8" Solid Natural 526 Unclassified
4/20/.59 3665KW CK-817-D 8"
_/.2_/.59 387_DR CL-O_-D 8" DME Natural 866 Hole
_/26/.59 2281C CJ-07_-C 8" DME Natural 566 Side-Hot SpotD_ Natural 605 Side-Other
_/28/59 3091Eg CK-8_7-D 8" DME Natural _32 Side-Hot Spot

er - Failttreprobabl_ _aused by corrosion or water penetration of the
can wall or other unknown mechan_s_.

Hol_._e- Failure on the internal surface of an I & E piece probably caused by
water penetration thro_h a weld or other unknown mechanism.

Unclassified - Failure mechanism could not be determined.
S'ide Hot Spot - Failure probably c_amed by accelerated corrosion in a local-

ized region of _ temperature.

B-21
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OPERATIONAL PRTSICS OPERATION
. , i i , , ! ,i.

Pn_ _slcs A_IS_

Flux distribution control was relatively smooth during April, _Ae in part to

lower residual exposures and in part ta continued improvement in control tech-

nlques and their application. Correspon_Lugly, the total number of effective

central tubes for all reactors reac_ed a new high slightly greater than 77 per
cent of the total number, of tubes. Spline usage at the D and KM piles

contributed to the increased flattening; however, mechanical problems associated

with start-up spline usage late in the month negated the earlier equilibrium
control gains.

Several checks on minimum down time were made during March and April as a
measure of the graphite reactivity coefficient as a function of ergosure in the

I and E Ioadings. Other plans for improving prediction accuracy include the

application of basic bucEllng concepts rather than statistical weighting approx-
imations for loading change evaluations.

Preliminary investi@ation of the incentives and obstacles for deliberate central

zone discharge cycling (as opposed to scrambled column exposures and frequent

small discharges) is continuing. Relative effectiveness of the two extremes of

_ischarge cycling depends on many indirect factors such as frequency of un-
scheduled outages, availability of flexible supplementary control and enrichment,

and type of limit to total pile level (bulk or specific power).

TABLE I

Li_a_ NormoF_., ,,_._59
Pile B C D IR F H I_ KM

li l| I I I II II| ,I I

ECT in April (I) 1470 1635 1480 1545 1505 1585 2_0 2565

12 Mo. Avg. ECT 1430 1600 1450 1500 I_5 1595 2420 2k35

Equil. Scram Time (2)20-23 20-25 21 26-36 15 20-25 18-20 18-24

Recoveries (3) I/0 2/1 i/i i/0 0/0 0/0
No. of Non-Scram

o__ (_) _Io _I_ _Io _Io _Io _Io _Io _I_

Report Period: From 3_ 3/24 3/.25 3/_23 3/26 3/p--2 3/L_'/ 3//24_/_ _/_ _/_ _/_ _/_ _/_ _/_

(i) Effective Central Tubes; this value is defined as the pile power divided by
the average of t_e ten most prO_Active non-enrichment tubes in the pile.

(2) bis is defined as the maximum time available in minutes between scram

and the first indication of startup.
(3) be first pair of numbers shows the number of brief outages from which

seconda_7 cold startups would be made and the number of successful _tart-

ups. _ne second pair shows the number of brief outages from which hot
star,ups would be made and the number of successful recoveries.

(4) be first number shows the number of ordinary outages (including those

initiated by scrams followed by unsuccessful recovery attempts), and the
second _hows the number of additional outages to discharge temporary poison.
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Operation was interrupted by a shutdown to remove a PCCF oh .DAe,
tvo Panellit scrams, and one rupture. Two of the shutdowns resulted in
minimum outages; the other two occurred during non-equilibrium conditions.
be minimum outage time was found to be 35-3 hours, or some two hours longer
than had been anticipated.

A recent tube power factor invuti_tion indlcate_ that the radial enrichmen%
was nearer the outside ed@e of the reactor than warranted. Over the next few
months a steady program to move it in "oy one lattice unit will be carried ou%
which will result in more reactivity without increased total control demands.

e

C Reactor - R. L. Fers_son

C Reactor achieved a record power level @urin8 the report period.

be reactor was shut down twice for scheduled outages in an attempt to alleviate
the water collection rate. A high Panellit trip caused a third outage.

Scram transient and graphite coefficient t_,stswere performed prior to and
during the outages of 3/29 and 4/11. Data _om the tests gave a metal co-
efficient of 0.12 ih/_ and a graphite coefficient 15 per cent lower than the
one presently Used.

A new rod configuration (2, 8, 14 half-rods; _ and 10 long; 5, 11, 9 out; rest
u required) was used _ing the short operating period between 4/2 and 4/li to
determine the effect on the front-to-rear flux distribution. Data from this
test will be useful in dete_ the optimum rod configuration for good
longitudinal flux distribution.

D Reactor- A. D. Vaughnm ,,,

_he operating period covered by this report was interrupted by tvo outages and
a Scram from which recovery was successful. _e reactor was approaching equil-
ibrium on 3/27 when an uubypassed Panellit gauge to a PCCF tube scrmmed the
reactor. Failure to reset the Beckmans resulted in a second scram from which

recovery was not possible @Ae to lack of reactivity. On 4/3/59, when the
reactor was a_in near equilibrium, a stuck rupture occurred in a low-power
tu_e, 3656D. Recovery was successful following a Panellit scram on 4/7.

" During March and the first part of April about 700 tubes were discharged from
the central zone of the reactor, dropping the resid=al exposure from 71.8
to 37.6 _D/tube. be rods came out farther than expected on the basis of
flux-squared weighting calculations, causing a heat pocket to develop in the _ .
center, be addition of twenty columns of enriched fuel d_ring the April 3
outage corrected the heat distribution and reactivity problem. With the
large fuel discharg= cycle which currently exists, poison splines must be
added when the central zone is at high exposure and cnrichment must be added
at low central exposures.

A recent Process Standards change required that rear face valves be removedfrom PCCF columns charged with natural uranium fuel. Sixteen columns were so
charged at D pile. To prevent the complete loss of ali of these tubes in
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D Reactor (Contlnued)
,

the PCCF system, it was planned to return four of these tubes to active use
in the system.

Although stert_p standards requirements are met, the galvanometers were not

sufficiently sensitive (greater than 500 watts) to be used as back-up startup

instrumentation and the period meters associated with the experimental Triple
PC were not performlng reliably. Efforts are currently underway to improve
instrument performance.

IR Reactor- D. I. Monnie

The ECT was maintained between 1530 and 1550 during the report period; the

heat d/strlbution was relatively easy to control when watched closely.

On 4/1 the reactor was shut down to correct a water leak. Recovery was

successful following a PCCT tube Panellit scram on 4/23; the subsequent
recovery level was severely limited for the first 7.5 hours of operation due

to limiting tube powers in the center near. The reactor was shut down on 4/24
for a rupture.

On 4/22 the Flexowriter failed at the same time nine PCC_ tubes were charged

with poison. Although a complete temperature map was not obtained for 24 hours,
there was little heat movement _u_ the reactor was operate_ smoothly.

An equation was obtained for the graphite temperature coefficient of reactivity

based on the minimum d_wn-time test and hot reactivity data from a long operat-
ing period.

F Reector- R. A. Chitwoo_ t G. F. Ba_le_

Operation was interruptec[ by one outage during the report period, a shutdown
for a water leak on 4/i0. The previous three consecutive outages had also

been due to water leaks. F Reactor attaine_ a new high power level this period.

A significant decrease in flattening efficiency was noted after the discharge
on 4/10; this discharge included about 300 tubes on the outside of the central
zone an_ caused a drop from --1480 to _-1430 ECT.

Because of the relatively low residual exposure the rod configuration was
worth only about 270 inhours, and none of the three rods from the central rod

bank were in use. However, the PCCF system contained about 225 inhours of
poison, about average. _lls combine_ with a relatively low helium concentra-

tion (about 40 per cent) put F Reactor in an excellent position to absorb

long term reactivity gai_s associated with a long operating period.

Instrument sensitivity returned _'onormal acceptable levels; the P.C. somsi-
tivity was about ten watts and the No. 1 Galvanometer about 400 watts.

Operational requirements interrupted an attempt to perform a graphite coefficient
test. However, the rise in the subcritical neutron level _J_dlcated that the

minimum down time was about 38 hours rather than the 35 hours which was expected.
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• H Reactor- G. _. Ga_agher a _. L T Stiede

The pile was shut down f--_x_nequilibrittm on 4/7 for a scheduled outage During
the subsequent startup the selsyn on ECR No. i failed, lt was impossible to

tell the position of the rod except at the all-in or all-out position. Also,

No. 4 HCR would occasionally creep out unexpectedly+ The Panellit scrammed
the reactor before turnaround was reached. A few hours following the secondary
cold startup a rupture occurred in a fringe solid regular metal tube.

Dmring the following equilibrium operation maximum graphite temperature
variations of 75°C sa_ _e lx:_wer variations of 200 kw were observed. _e
Izroblem resulted partly fram faulty in-pile gas system make-up and partly

• fr_n high resi4msl exposures. Pil_ residual i_ er,pected to remain high during
May, then to drop back with heavy discharges in June.

c.

The reactor was scrammed five times during the month; twice because of failures
in EER instrumentation (both resulting in miniznm outages), once because of
partial cone screen pluming, once manually because of insufficient heat
distri1_utAon control on a startup. _e reactor stayed down for the RTD extended
outage a   LUit scram on /15/59.

_le manual scram occurred dmring the approach to turnaround on 4/7 when the
region outside the rod banks became hot. Because a considerable number of

thermohms were out of service in the bottom section of the reactor (prior to

the RTD outage), there was a lack of knowledge of tube outlet water temper-

atures in the bottom section of the reactor. _ts combined with the magnitude
of the heat movement into that region was believed to constitute a potentially
unsafe condition and therefore to warrant a manual scram.

During the extended outage the number IS half-rod was scheduled to be switched

to the _,mmber Ii position. _is would+ complete the movement of half-rods to

the outboard positions. Also, installation of the poison spline removal system

and the placement of a large quantity of spline caps on the unit were plaumed.

.KM _eactor ,,- C. E. Bowers .

Operation d_ring most of the month was smooth and cycle free; a new high power
level and ECT (2565) _ere achieved. _e versatility of the splines for trim-
sing the flux distribution was largely responsible.

Operation was interrupted on 3-28 from a trip initiated by the KE-KM inter-
tie system.

A zupture on 4/20 occurred in X and E regular tube 3059.

Considerable difficulty was encountered with the poison spline system at the
end of the report period; after four months of smooth operation at least two
splines stuck in the tubes, both requiring tube removal. Considerable spline

chopper troubles have also been experienced lately. As a result spline usage
was restricted except under carefully controlled conditions.
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KW Reactor (Continued)

An estimate of production gains attributable to spline usage for the period

1/1/59 to 4/9/59 was presented in Ng-60038, "An Economic Account of Initial
Spline Usage at the _ Reactor."

Control Safety

A second series of subcritical monitor runs undA,_ PT IP-188-C was made late

in the month at D pile. be latter data, combined with that from the March 18

series, are expected to provide sufficient experimental information for standards

recommendations for initial use of the subcritical installations. Supporting
analytical studies are now being made prior to report preparation.

A production test to confirm expected response characteristics of the rate-of-

rise instrument system ham received most of the necessary signatnAres and will
probably be carried out during the next D pile outage. Analytical studies on
this system's use were described in _-59975, published during the month.

Requirements for supplementary poison columns with respect to enrichment
geometry were provided for the KE Reactor extended outage.

Pile Reactivity Studies

A report on use of the buckling concept for evaluating loadin6 changes in

piace of statistical weighting approximations is in rough draft form. Work

will be _-tended to include programming for either digital or analogue
cc_ter ps_s_eter studies upon which to base routine operation_l application.

Effects of mixer slugs in the C pile on front-to-rear flux distribution were

calculated, be "difference" results obtained will be useful in selecting rod

configurations and downstream dum_ patterns compatible with mixer slug use.

A minimum outage test for determinir_ the graphite reactivity coefficient was
CarTied out at the C pile _uring the outage of 4/11. A partial test was run at

the F pile; minimum down-time had to be inferred from data from the temporery
subcritical instrumentation because of outage work conflicts. _he instrumenta-

tion was checked out and is available now for use at the B, F, and H piles
where it is needed for this test.

Control E_ficiency Studies

Gains from startup and flattening control from spline usage continue to be very

attractive. _y,_=ver, two mechanical problems negated spline effectiveness during

the month: spline swelling, and chopper Jamming. It is expected that the spline

swelling problem, which resulted in two stuck charges, will be resolved by a
sintered boron-aluminum solid spline now under test and scheduled for early

order by Mechanical Develo_-_ent. It is expected that the chopping problem will
also be improved by this change, but this cannot be established without
adequate experience.

B-_
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Control E_iciency S_es (Continued)

A Supplementary _ctlon test is being _Titten in preparation six-
column poison column _ispla_eaent prototype systez expected to arrive on plant
about July 1 and to be installed at _g as soon as possible thereafter.

A _rodnctlon test to permit the substitution of nitrogen for carbon dioxide
at the F pile to help caspensate long term gains has now received the appropriate
Research and En_ueering signatures.

A very PreliminaA-y.outline of the possible benefits and problems associated
vith full-zone (as opposed to time-staggered) charge-discharge is being prepared.
Certain operating features must be assumed compatible such as availability of
flexible supplessentarycontrol and enrichment, flexibility for varying specific
power without bulk limitations, and freedom frcu frequent scrams.

Startup and equilibrium efficiencies reported for March in N_-60060 showed

no unusual deviations frc= averse, but were not as favorable as February which
was an unusuaZl_ good month.

NPR Activities

A program for multi-region shield gamma flux calculations was converted to
IBM 709 use chu-lng the month, and several cases were cumputed. Results were
obtained for gamma flux distribution, heat source density, and dose rate

throughout the reflectar and shields for three types of concrete suggested by
Design. _hese studies are in SUPlX_t of Reactor Physics and Design AnalysisNPR work.

Considerable attention was given to rough draft comment documentation on NPR
control, instrumentation, and readout. In addition to ccmnents forwarded
through the Research and 2_.neeri-g contact, Document Ng-_)027 was published
to explain a proposed syst_: of seml-autamatlc flux distribution control.

Documents of Ope_ation,1 Physics Si-_iflc-n_e Issued During Watch am__p_il,

HM-57000 - "Pile Physics Manual of Transient Calculations," Section 6.0, H
Area, G. R. Gallagher, 2-9-59, and Section 1.0, B Area, W. R. Stair,3-16-59.

_-59024 - '_qeactivityTrends and Prediction Problems vs Operating Trends, B,
D, ER, and F Reactars- 1954 Through 1958," D. E. Goins, 3-1-59.

_-59_i - 'Reactivity Balance and Associated Reactor Physics Data - February,
1959," D. E. Goins, 3-6-59.

_-59537 - "Flux Traverse Data Prior to 1955," G. P. Eanneman, March 6. 1959.

Eg-59587 - "Potential Gains and Operating EfTiciencies - February, 1959,"
D. _..Clark and W. S. Nechod_m, March i0, 1959.
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Documents Issued (Continued)

"Physics and Engineering Variables Affecting Reactor Production, April
through June, 1959":

HM-59589 - B Reactor - W. R. Smit and C. M. Heeb - March 31, 1959
_-59590 - C Reactor - R. D. Carter and E. E. Leitz - March 31, 1959
_-59591 - D Reactor - A. D. Vaughn and J. D. Agar- March 31, 1959
N_-59592 - ER Reactor - D. I. Monnie and C. C. Wheeler - March 31, 1959
_-59593 - F Reactor - R. A. Chitwood and A. Russell - March 31, 1959
HM-59594 - H Reactor - G. R. Galla6her and M. A. Clinton - March 31, 1959
N_-59595 - KE Reactor - F. C. Franklin and J. L. Benson - March 31, 1959
E_-59596 - KM Reactor - C. E. Bowers and N, E. Fuller - March 31, 1959

HW-59025 - "Reactivity Trends and Prediction Problems vs Operating Trends,
C, H, KE, and KM Reactors 195_ throu@h 1958," D. E. Goins, March 13, 1959.

_-59915 - '_eactlvity Balance and Associated Reactor Physics Data, March, 1959,"
D. E. Goins, 4-9-59.

HW-59975 - "Power Rate Meter Response Characteristics," D. E. Simpson,
April 13, 1959.

•g-60027 - "Short Cut to Automatic Control - NPR," G. C. Fullmer, 4-15-59.

_-60038 - "An Economic Account of Initial Spline Usage at the KW Reactors,"
C. E. Bowers, 4-14-59.

HW-60060 - "Potential Gains ana Operating Efficiencies - March, 1959,"
R. D. Carter anl D. E. Clark, April 15, 1959.

HW-60135 - "Production Test IP-261-C - Determination of Power Rate Meter
Response," D. E. Simpson, April 30, 1959.

HN-59906 - "Semi-Annual Summary Report Pile Potential Gains an_ Operating
Efficiencies through December, 1958," W. S. Nechod_m, April 10, 1959.

B-28
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n_ADXA_IO__STr_ SUB_ZCTXO_

The empty in-pile tube _as on recirculation without fuel for six days and on
process water cooling for the remainder of th_s report period.

Yolloving is the s_atus of the Loop medificaticns and the preparations for charg-
ing the Loop:

i. The heat exchanger piping and instrumentation are complete.

2. The lagging is complete.

3. The delayed neutron mcnltor piping is complete.

4. The instrument panel inltaLlation is complete.

5. The instrument calibration is 90 per cent complete.

6. The pump lxnmr s_l_y modifications are complete.

During the rec_culation run with an empty i--pile tube, it became apparent that
the operation of the three sTstem check valves ras unreliable. A representative
of Crane and Company, manufacturerr of the valves, vlsi_ed _ on April 22,
and 2_ to inspect the valves and recommend corrective measures. The suggested
repairs were completed and _ valves were operating satisfactoril,7by April 27.
The performance test:Lug of the Loop components duri_ recirculation without
fuel ras resumed foll_ the repair of the system check valves.

Production Te_ number IP-2_8-D _XW-Sg768),which authorizes the operation of the
Eoop,as modified,and Production Test number IP-2_-D, Supplement A (Ng-59769)
which authorizes the irradiation of the EAPL-120-8 fuel trains are being circulated
for signatures. A compilation of the thermc_ulic analyses which support the
plan of operaticn authorized by the Production Test was issued as Document
EW-59721,"Calculations Pertaining to the EAPL-120-8 Experiment", J.E. Hanson,
dated March 23, 1959.

The I_ fuel _rain (square flow tube) rill not be charged with the two NRM fuel
trains. WAPD has decided to fabricate similar fuel elements according to the
standard manufacturing process which has recently been adopted for the seed core
fuel. A train of these nay elements will be inserted at some later date. This

can be done during the -8 run since the modified loop provides for the indepen-
dent charge or discharge of each of the flow tubes.

DR GAS-COOLED LOOP1

The construction activity cn the DR Gas-cooled Loop is now approximately three
weeks behind schedule. The construction is approximately 95 per cent compl_te.
The fourth compressor was received from General Engineering Laboratory. All four
compressors _ere successfully test-run at full speed and atmospheric pressure
before installation into the Loop.
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The delay in construction is due to the failure of two of the compressors during
attempts to recirculate helium in the Loop at design conditions. A third com-
pressor has operated satisfactorily for twenty minutes at the same conditions.
The fourth compressor is installed in the Loop, but has not been operated at
design conditions.

The first compressor failure occurred when the stator windings of the compressor
motor overheated due to repeated start-stop cycles without sufficient coollng
time between cycles. A timer has been added to the starting circuit to preven_
re-occurrance of this failure. The rear bearing thrust and Journal surfaces of
the second compressor failed at full speed. This was apparently caused by an
overpressuriza%ion and consequent distortion of the bearing while bringing the
empty loop up to design pressure. Procedures have been established to prevent
excessive differential pressure on the bearings in the future. Both of the
compressors were returned to GEL for repairs. Two representatives from GEL we_e
at HAPO during the assembly, installation and testing of the compressors.

Additional shielding was installed in X test hole on X-2 to reduce radiation
erposure rates. The construction forces are now working on an eight-hour time
li_it with the neutron spectrometer operating.

A dimensional mock-up of the General Atomic fuel element assembly, M3CR-I, was
received. The element passed through the in-pile tube easily, but the fit of
the piston rings under compression is loose enough to permit leakage of gas
under the rings. Rings with a smaller inner diameter are being fabricated for
further testing.

A series of EAnford Test Pile (E_P) exposures have been completed to determine
the enrichment densit7 of the M_K_-I fuel element. The fuel element mock-up
and enrichment loadings of 10, 20, 40 and 60 grams of U-235 per foot of e lemea_
were supplied by General Atomic. Based on the RTP results, an enrichment density
of I0 grams of U-235 per foot of fuel element (15 grams total) has been set fcr
the first test assembly. The heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics
of the proposed fuel element with this loading is being investigated in detail.

IRRADIATION TESTIm STUDIES
,,, ,

The cost of producing 150,000 curies of cobalt 60 in the K reactor reflector zone
test holes 'weestudied at the request of AEC-KOO. For the specific geometry
proposed by the AEC, the cost ranges from five cents to ten cents per curie de-
pending upon the various bases proposed. The results of the study were reported
in HW-59852,"Study of Cobalt-60 Production Costs in K Pile Reflectors", Re E. B aars
dated April I, 19_9.

An irradiation was made in the Pneumatic Facility at XE to determine the neutron
flux. Gold foils indicated a t_ermal flux of 6.0 x 1013 n/cs2 sec and cobalt

foils indicated 5.2 x 1013 n/cs_ sec at an adjacent tube power of i000 KW. Sulfu_foll data indicate the integrated fast flux (above 1.6 MEV)to be 1.7 x 1012 n/cs
sec. Further work is p1amn_d to resolve these values.

An irradiation of cobalt foils was made in the 2 B Magazine facility at EW. The
data indicate a thermal neutron flux of 9.2 x 1013 n/cre2 ssc normalized to an
adjacent tube power of i000 KW in the flattened region. The same correlation

cannot be used in the enrichment ring or the bu=kled zo_...___#_E_U__SS
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The irradiation of one three-foot-long svsged UO2 fuel element in tea hole
3865 KB _P0-215) contlnues. As of April 18, the fuel element had reached
36 per cen_ of goal.

Two 1.6 per sent enriched seven-rod cluster elements were charged into 367_
on April 22, i_9. The fuel elements will be irradiated to 2000 MWD/T, after
which they will be discharged and shipped to the _ for further f_-radiation
testing.

_. IRRADIATI0W TESTS ARD SZRYICXS

1. An assembly designed to provide the controlled temperature exposure of graphite
samples in the 50-300 C temperature re_e (_JLPO-124)was charged into DR
reactor.

2. The irradiation of a theruocouple capsule to determine to what extent the
electrical output c_ thermocouples ii affected by the gaseous atmosphere
which surrounds the thermocouple bead continues in the 2A test hole at _/
reactor _N£PO-199).

3. The modifications to the nose plug of the 36" Shield Plug Facility at C
reactor were completed and the I_ thermal and biological shielding sections
ins_alled. One set of flux foils (HAPO-231) were irradiated and recovered
and a _ ae_ c_ foils Installed.

4. A total Of thirteen sets of activation a_al_sis samples were irradiated in
the Poison Column Control Facilities st DR pile. These samples are
identified as folAows:

a. Ten sets of KAPO-I_ samples in support of a Washington Designated Prcgram
assigned to BIO.

b. Three sets of natural uranium samples (HAPO-218) in support of an in-
vestigation of the release Of fission products from uranium at hi6h
temperatures in oxidizing atmospheres. The Fission Release investiga-
tion is being pursued by BIO.

_. A total Of ten su_les were irradiated or are undergoing irradiation in the
Quickie Yacilit_ _E test hole) in F pile. These samples are identified as
followu:

a. One sample of effluent water residue (KAPO-172) in support of an ELO
study of z_loisotopes in effluent water.

b. One sample o_ UO_ (EAPO-2_) _o pr?_ide a Np239Tt_eCe_ in_s_po_: of*_
a_ l_I_OtC_emi©_.: Separatists atud_,._ ,: ' •

c. Eight samples of _D2 (EAPO-229) in support of an KL0 study of the effect
of neu_Ironirradiation and fission events on the structure of thin foils

of U02 . The examination of the foils is being done with an electron
microscope.
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6. Four graphite boats (EAPO-177) were discharged from the Hot Graphite
Facility (Y test hole) at C reactor. These irradiations are in support
of am HIE study of irradiation damage to graphite.

7. The followimg activities were carried out in support of the Radioisotopes
Distribution Program:

a. One sample of Ta182 and oressample of Hg203 were discharged from the
Magazine Facility (2 D test hole) at KW reactor.

b. One charge, k5 pieces, of Be_N2, was discharged from the front to rear
General Purpose Facility _tuSe 3674) at KW reactor. This tube will
provide an estimated 55 curies of carbon 14 for the Radioisotopes
Distribution Program.

8. Eighteen baskets began exposure and seventeen baskets completed exposure
in the KE gamma facilities. Three of the irradiations utilized pressurized
water b_s at a temperature of 175 C. The bulk of these irradiations am
sponsored by the Non-Metallic Materials Development Operation,HID. The
dose rate inside the heater-bomb assembl_ was determined to be 3.0 x 106 r/br
when the unperturbed dose rate is 5 x I0o r/hr. The ceric-sulfate dosl-
meter was used to make this determination.

TEST FACILITIES

New type s_ep plugs which will facilitate obtaining traverse data routinely we_e
installed in the Z2, Z3, and Z4 traverse holes at EW reactor. The step plugs
for the Z holes in EZ reactor will be installed during the first outage after
the thermohm replacement outage.

A new step plug was installed in the 2 C test hole at KE reactor. This step
plug and associated casks constitute the Hot Graphite Facility. Visual exami-_-
tion of the graphite channel indicates that the entrance to the channel may
have shifted downstream approximately 3/8 of an inch. A tool for aligning the
step plug and channel has been fabricated fox-'useduring the extended outage.

The sample reciever cask, sample removing tool and graphite sample boats have been
completed and will be checked out during the extended outage.

s coPmm

The following examinations ware made with the horoscope in an effort to assist
the Maintenance Operation with problem tubes and channels:

a.,Process Channel 3487 KE - The channel was in good condition with the
exception of a scored front gun barrel.

b. Vertical Safety Rod Channel #. 13 - 10_-D - Broken liner block was noted
at 16 feet down from the top and the channel was obstructed with broken
graphite at 38 feet from the tsp.

OfC4gSItTEO
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noted s't 2_and 33 feet dovn from the -_- •
free of obstructions but had uni_mtifled mtallic appearing deposits
oa the si_e8 c_ the channel from 16 feet to 33 _eet do_a from the top.

V mXCABO.WX

A s_ of the rosu_t_ c_ vertical b_ _e_ure_n_s fo_o_. All distances
a_ unuu,:_T _'X'_ '_,e frc_ v_stone.

A_ea Date Tube # Distance Results
ii

10_ 3-3z-_9 _74_ 39 rts dow= .ZO"at 9'8" since 9:Z3-_
acran .:LS" at l?' e_ce 9-z3-_

Z0_-K 4-8-59 _67_-K J_oTJ;. _o-a: .oi" ai; lo' since z-?_9
down .06"st 23' since I_7-59

B-33
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COOLANT TESTING UNIT

DuringApril, 1959, activities of the Coolant Testing Unit included operation of

the 1706-KE in-pile and out-of-pile equipment, operation of the 1706-KER loops,

and maintenance and alterations of the KER loops and 1706-EE slngle-pass
facilities during the KE Reactor extended outage.

A summry record of activities involving each piece of equipment follows, in-

cluding significant items of performance, changes, and improvements:

KE Reactor Outage

All in-pile test equipment was shut down on April 15, and remained shut down

for the balance of the manth, due to the extended outage at KE Reactor, which °
was scheduled from April 15 to May 8. This shutdown period was used for ex-
tensive maintenance work and equipment alterations cu the in-pile equipment.

1706-KE Single P.ass TUbes (PT-IP-197-A)

Re six central zone siz_e pass tubes that were charged on January 14, 1959,
with the I & E i_ael elements canned in X-8001 alumimun alloy, including a mix-

ing slug, contlnned operation until the extended outage, under the same opera-

ting conditions reported last month, namely:

4355 7.0 pH filtered water and 2 ppm dichromate

4456 7.0 pH filtered water and 1 I_ dichromate
4557 7.0pH processwater
_63 7.0 pH process water
4963 & 5063 6.5 pH process water

1706-KE Mock-Up Tubes were operated during the month for the fol_owlng tests:

Tube No. 5 - Corrosion evaluation of two types of nlckel-plated slugs,

electroplate and chemical plate and corrosion evaluation of four types

of X-8001 alumlmt_m cams, including tests on cast blanks. The test con-
ditlons ere process water, 50 g_ at 120C.

Tube No. lO - Corrosion evaluation of chemically plated nickel-plated
slugs at 165C and _O gpm.

Tube No. LI - This test is to evaluate several different types of coupon

holders for i_-pile use. The test conditions are process water at 35 g_m
and 130C. A special nozzle cap with thermocouple leadouts is also being
tested.

Tube No. 12 - Galvanic corrosion evaluation of two types of nickel-plated

slugs, electroplate and chemical plate. The test conditions are process
water, 40 gpm at 60C.

Elmo Loops
,

ELMO-I - The loop re_ned shut down during the month.

- The loop was operated during the month at 290C end pH i0.0 for
corrosion tests on samples of carbon steel, Zircaloy-2, stainless steel,

. _ . • . ._ _ :._-" .'_



Hasteloy-C and carbon steel samples were discharged during the
Carbon steel coupons previously exposed to the Turco 4512 process had a

film two to three times as heavy as control samples of carbon steel not
previously exposed to Turco.

EL_-6 - The loop continued operation during the month at 300C and
pH 4.5 far corrosion tests of Zircaloy-2 and stellite coupons and for

particle stabili_ tests of magnetite (Fe30_) , currently beln_ studied
as a filter material. Ex_,_nntlon of the-ma6netite has reveal_.d a reduc-

tion in particle size of e_prcxlmately 15%, with the Fe304 appErently
chancre6 to Fs203 .

- Tests completed durln6 the month were:

a. RPR flared nozzle-to-tube connection. This test was removed after

2250 temperature cycles between 200 - 525F and 961 cycles between 200 -
580F with no leakage.

b. Tests on electrically nlckel-plated _u6s. The electro-plated slugs
failed by peeling after water temperature was raised to 580F for one week.

Plating failure at the can corners began on the chemically-plated slugs
after a total of four weeks operation, including three weeks at 525F and
one week at 580F.

c. The test of a thermocouple in the core of a Pu-AI element was remove_
with no sip of failure.

d. Test of defected Zr-2clad PRTR element. Slight swelling was noticed
on the element with a slit defect. No swelling wes noted on the element
with a hole defect.

e. NPR cap sealed with a Flexitallic gasket. This test was removed due
to excessive leaka6e.

ELMD-_ - Tests continuing during the month were:

a. Canadian rolled-Joint nozzle-to-tube connection. This Joint has ccm-
pleted 2250 cycles between 200-525F and 277 cycles between 200-572Y at
1800 psi with no leaka6_ occurring.

b. PRTR cap and nozzle-to-tube assembly. This assembly has completed 2250
cycles between _0-525F an_ is showing continuous slight leaka6e at the
cap seal and intermittent slight leakage on the nozzle-to-tube connection.

c. NPR bell-rlng cap seal. This Joint is continuing operation at 525F
_ with no l_'akage.

d. PRTR full-len6_h 19-rod zlrcaloy-clad element. This element has con-

tinued testing at 525F, the only failure being a broken snap-ring on the
fuel element end assembly.
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ELM0-______8- The loop has been set into place in the new building addition.

ELMD-IO - The loop remained shut down during the month, awaiting arrival
of a new pump.

Dowtherm Unit .1The unit ham remained out-of-service due to the power short-

age in the 1706-_, resultlng from a burned-out transformer in 165-EE.

CEP-1 - The loop was started up during the month, following installation of

new l_ersion heaters and completion of piping revisions necessary for ex-
tensive decontemlnatlon testing. The loop is being run at 300C and pH lO.O
for conditioning prior to decontsmlnatlon testing.

Organic Coolant Pro_mm

ORA-1 - The loop was started up on April l, following pump repair and
piping revisions. Operation at 700F with 20 ppm water continued during
the month until April 29, when a simulated heat exchanger failure test

was run, in which water was injected to a concentration of lO,000 ppm.
Flow became very erratic, making l_op control difficult. The loop was

shut down and test coupons were discharged to observe the effects of high
water concentration ca corrosion films.

- The loop has been shut down during the month. The next test will

be to check leakage of KI_ with American Standard dryseal threads.

Induction Heating Al_.aratuB

This facility is awaiting electrical revisions before final testing.

107 Basin Sealant Test

This test is being run to determine the suitability of Bentonite clay for
sealing cracks in the 107 basins. Cracks up to i/4 inch wide on a level

surface have been successf_lly sealed with a mixture of Bentonite clay and
cinders under simulated basin conditions of water temperature and flow.

The contractor is approxlmately two weeks behind schedwle due to delays in
obtaining security clearances for construction personnel.

Tie-ins to all 1706-KE building services have been completed, with the ex-
ceptlon of electrical.

KER Facility

KE Reactor Extended Outage - The KER Loops were shut down on April 15 because

of the extended outage at KE Reactor, scheduled from April 15 to May 8. This
time during the month has been used for minor loop modifications, extensive
malntenence work, and removal and preparation for re-installation of new

higher pressure zirconium reactor tubes and mock-up tubes in Loops 2 and 3. Ali
material I_ loops Nos. i, 2, 3 was dischszged at the beginning of the outage.
The text-and-tube charge was left in Loop

OEClASSITEO
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K_ Extended Outage Continued

•

k_ The following are the month's activities on the KER Loops up to ginning
of the extended outage:

Loop 1 - The loop r_m-_ned on single-pass operation with dummies charged
until the extended outs_e.

Examination of ali components of the previous charge in Loop I failed to
reveal any cause for the partial plugging which occurred during the pre-
vious test run.

Loop 2 - The loop remained on sin@le-pass operation with dummies charged,
until April 6, when the tube was discharged and the tube removed during
the unscheduled reactor outage. The tube was successfully guillotined into
short sections during removal with central zone sections reading up to
140 r/br at i0 feet. Pushing forces for the tubes were negligible.

Examination of the fue_ elements from the previous test run has not con-
firmed the presence of 'a rupture in that charge. Ra_alysis of loop
water samples taken at the time of the indicated rupture has failed to
reveal positive evidence of the presence of fission products resulting
from a rupture.

Loo_ 3 - The loop remained on single-pass operation with dummies charged
until the extended outage. During the extended outage the dummies were
discharged and the tube removed. The tube was removed in the same manner

as the Loop 2 tube with the same pushing forces and activity readings
encountered.

Examination of the fuel elements from the previous aluminum bond test
showed no positive indication of the presence of a rupture. Radioanalysis
of loop water has also failed to produce positive evidence of a rupture.

Loop 4 -Loop operation at 220C and pH 4.5 was resumed on April i, follow-
ing reduction of outlet temperature conditions during March. The loop
continued operation at these conditions until April 6, when a severe
fluctuation in instrument voltage resulted in fluctuations in all loop
instruments, csuming a reactor scram. It was later determined that the
voltage fluctuation was csumed by an instrument man working on an instru-
ment which was erroneously assumed to be de-energlzed. 27.3 hours of
outage time were charged to EER Facilities during this outage.

1706-KE-EER Performance and Improvements

A total of 43.2 hours of KE Reactor outage time was charged to Coolant Testing
Unit during the month. The following is a breakdown of time charged:

A_ril 6 Outage

_-_-_4-A (Loop2) - Tuberemoval 14.5
PT-IP-2OS-A (Loop 4) - Lost time due to scram 7.8
PT-IP-216-A (Loop i) - Loop revisions 2.5
PT-IP-229-A (Loop 3) - Loop revisions . _ 2.

27.3

lib
B-37
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1706-KE-EER Performance and ImprovementsContinued

Extended Outage - to May l, l_

Loop discharge and general maintenance 7.9

Removal of Loop 3 tube 8.0
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COMPONENT TESTING UNIT

IRRADIATED MA_ EXAMINATION

Examinations were completed on the fuel elements from the following 37 tubes

at the Metal Examination Facility during the month of April.

PT No. Tube No. PT No. Tube No. I_ No. Tube No. PT No. Tube No.

84A 2370-B 168A I074-C 178A 1863-KN 207A 1469-0

0767-B 368 l-C 2275 -KW 2072 -C
93A 2463-C I074-C 2566-KW 1468-C

2263-C 2477-C 223A I062-B Rupt. 5148-k_

2260-C 171A 0382-B 2761-B 2470-KE .
2760-C 0461-B 2960-B 3_87- KW

2666-0 0856-B 2963-B 2765-B

95A 2389-D 0658-B 209A* 3565-KE 3656-D
2884-D I055-B 207A 1675-C 3665-KW

0263-H

* During measurement of nickel plated fuel elements from Production Test IP-

207A it was observed that nickel plating was flaking off. This flaking was
more serious on the fuel elements which had been chemically nickel plated than

those which were nickel plated by electrolysis. In fact, the only flaking
noted on the electro-plated elements was found to occur in the spire whereas
flaklng on the chemically plated elements was found on both the internal and

external surfaces of the slugs.

SPECIAL TESTING
,,

The DeJacketer was used to strip the aluminum can wall from lead dummies into
which gold wafers had been inserted prior to irradiation. This was accom-
pl/shed using a special stainless steel basket and manual operation of the
DeJacketer controls.

The De_acketer was also used to test two processes to remove the radioactive

film from stainless steel triangular pieces which were exposed to 180°C, high
temperature water in the EER recirculation loop. T_e use of 4501 Turco process

was found to be more effective in removing this film than the Apace process

(alkaline permanganate followed by ammonium citrate and ethylenediaminetetra-

acetic acid). Am a result of these tests future experiments will be run using
the 4501 Turco process on triangular pieces which have been expose_ to various
operating conditions.

Am)M0X)Z ZED,,,EQUZE
A hydraulic ram and specially designed tube and fuel element container was con-

structed and will be used to determine the force necessary to compress a water

mixing slug to the point where it would stick in a process tube. Testing this

equipment using non-irradiated mixing pieces indicated forces of 31,5OO pounds.
The mixer portion of the slug did not collapse. However, the ends of the fuel

elements mushroomed to the extent that they became stuck in the process tube.

This equipment will be used upon irradiated mixer fuel elements as soon as they
are availab le.
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PROCESS TUBE CORROSION MONITORING PROGRAM
' ' i,e

In-pile measurements of 147 tubes were made during the month. Listed below

are the number of tubes measured per reactor and document numbers of the reports
issued.

Pile No. of Tubes Probolo_ed Report No. Ng Number

B 28 15 59869
H 35 16 5996o
F 7"3 17 60044

Eleven tubes from C-Reactor will be reported at a later date.

Visual and metallurgical examinations were completed on three tubes from D-Reactor,
one tube from DR-Reactor, six tubes from F-Reactor and one tube from KE-Reactor.
Two additional tubes were visually examined from DR, however, no samples were

taken for actual me_ents becaule too many of the sections were missing from
each tube to obtain any significant results.

Tubes examined from D-Reactor were 0287, 0_4 and 25_. Tubes 0287 and 0_
were given routine exa_nationl to check on external corrosion and actual wall

thickness measurements. Tube 25_ wLm examined to investigate the corrosion
occurring on the top wall in second generation tubes. The tube was in the pile
15 months and had an average of 12 _tls removed fraa the top wall. The maximum
corrosion occurred between 10 and 12 feet from the rear Vanmtone flange.

The tube examined and sampled from DR-Reactor was 1286. This tube was removed

because it was a leaker. _tion revealed _he tube apparently was very thin.
At 11 3/4 feet from the rear Vanstone flange the residual wall thickness was

25 mils. The section of tubing that is located between 9 1/2 and 11 1/2 feet
from the rear Vanstone was found to be the thinnest; however, this section was
not received for exan_nation. The only section received from tube _065-DR that
could be identified was a 2 foot section with the rear Vanstone flange. It
appeared that the Vanstone was not properly made. A small Vanstone flange was
present, but the flange had flattened out to tube diameter causing the tube
to go back into the rear gunbarrel. On tube 19_O-DR no significant results
could be obtained because all the downstream s_ctions of the tube were missing.

Tubes examined from F-Reactor were 0160, 0_9_, 1570, 1481, 3082 and 4079. The
tube exa_ned from _E was 4070. These tubes and tubes examined during February
and March are reported in detail in the Interim Report, Ng-60188.

PANELLIT PROGRAMS

Inspection of gauges processed in individual area instrument shops totaled 807.
Of those inspected 138 were rejected for non-con_ors_ce to Process Standards.
This is a _ercentage rejection of 17.1, a reject percentage reduction over last
month of 12.3 per cent.

In-Board Re-liability Examinations were performed on 510 gauges. Thirty-two

gauges were removed from service as sub-standard for a percentage defective
rate of 6.3. This months percentage is indicative of better than anticipated

!J_,, j _ _,
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gauge service ability. A total of 5,335 gauges received In-Board B m

coil leak examinations. Of this total, 28 were detected af leakers for a leak

rate of .5_. Leak rate, established during the past 17 months for 79,359
examlnatlons, is .37_.

Failure Analysis Examination Procedures were applied to 19 gauge failures
during the month.

In-Board Response Times were determined for 916 gaugesduringthe month.
Approximately 18 per cent were found to have response times in excess of one
second and received corrective action.

The Failure Analysis Report for the period begiza_ing February 1 and ending
March 31 was published under document No. HW-6OO34. During this two month
period, only 30 failures were experienced • the lowest number of failures for
any two month period since the program was adopted in March, 1956.

Five hundred gauges were shipped off-plant for modification and calibration.
The first shipment of modified ga_es is expected to arrive at HAPO on or about
May 15.

The EN photo-recorder coordinate scram identification system remains out of

service, per ,_co_enda_ion of Process Technology Sub-Section personnel,
pending solution of a feed-back problem which has been related adversely to
reactor safety. It will remain out of service until a satisfactory solution to
the feed-back problem is obtained. The foregoing applies to the F-Reactor system.
However, installation in F Area is tO be continued in anticipation of an eventual
acceptable solution.

INVENTIONS

All Research and Emgine_rimg Operation personnel engaged in work that might
reasonably be expected to result in inventions or discoveries advise that, to
the best of their knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made
in the course of their work during April except as listed below. Such

persons further advise that, for the period therein covered by this report,
notebook records, if any, kept in the course of their work have been examined
for possible inventions or discoveries.

Inventor Title
• i

G. C. Fullmer Autce_tlc Flux Dietribution Control

Researc_Mamager, sting

IRRADIATION _EPAR

PROCESS _MENT
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B-C REACTOR OI_ERATION

APRILa 1959

I. ORGANIZATION AND LFUNCTIONB . No change.

II. PERSONNEL,,=,

A. Force Summer_r

March 3.1 April 30 Net Change
E NE T-ota-I _ _ HE- Totei of Toteivam _ i __ --

General 4 3 7 4 3 7 0
B Processing Operation 16 39 55 16 39 55 0
C Processing Operation 17 34 51 17 34 51 0
Power Operation 14 97 III 14 98 112 / I

Maintenance 0peration 2_ i05 12._8 23 i___ 127 i._

TOTAL 74 278 352 74 278 352 0

B._ Movement of People - Exempt movements consisted of: the transfer of
C.C. Jones, Specialist, Reactor Operation, B Processing, to Supplemental
Crews, wR-KM Reactor Operation, a a 8upervlsor, I00 Opermtiona II; the
transfer of J.W. Jones, Supervisor, I00 Operations II, from Supplemental
Cr_ws to B Processing, as.Specialist.,Reactor_Operation. Nonexempt changes
included 4 transfers eut, 2 t_ansfers in, 1 rehire and 1 reactivation.

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES - C.E. Harkins, Manager, B-C Power Operation met
April lOth with re_esentatives of the TelAutograph Company relative to

proposed installat._.onof inter-building visual communication systems.
Messrs. Cottingham, Burns, Furzell and Ver Hagen of the Van Waters and Rogers
Company toured B-C Area facilities April 9 escorted by C.G. Lewis and
C.E. Harkins of B-C Reactor Operation and Robert Harmsen of A.E.C.

IV. SAFETY AND SEC_ITY - There were 22 medical treatment injuries; no disabling
injuries, fires or security violations were reported. A Serious Accident
(No. 59-8) occurred when an employee fell on the 18A-B stairs and sustained
a chlp fracture of the hand. An area-wide survey was started to determine
if additional machinery guards are needed to adequately protect personnel
from moving machine parts. A six-month Safety Slogan Contest was started;
winning slogans will be posted on road-side signs.

V. NON-ROD_ REPORTS - None vere issued.

VI. INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES - Ali persons engaged in work that might reason-
ably be expected to result in inventions and discoveries advised that, to the
best of their kmowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in
the course of their work during the period therein covered by this report;
notebook records, if any, kept in the course of their work have been examined
for possible inventions or discoveries.

OgL.SSIo
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VII. COMPONENT ACTI'V_ITIES '_F,#'#'#_'_,_A

A. Administrative Activities - A revised Salary Review was submitted on

April 15; after"some alterations at the Department level, oral approva_
was received. A Civil Defense Alert and Practice Evacuation was con-
ducted at 9:30 AM, April 17.

B. Personnel. Development - Six employees continued participation in PBM-I

classes. One exempt employee attended one IPD Exempt Training
Program Class. 27 nonexempt employees participated in In-Plant
training sessions dealing with Radiation Protection_ one Technical

Graduate continued a Rotational Program assignment _ith B Processing
Operation. -.

C. Cost Control Activities - Reviews were made of B-C Plants FT-to-date

cost vs. budget standing in budget categories of EQuipment and Operating

Expense (particularly planned maintenance); review findings were dis-

cussed with component managers in a cost meeting attended by a representa-
tive of the Financial Operation. Expenditure pattern planning and pro-

curement of authorizations were coordinated for necessary additional
FY 1959 work in planned maintenance and equipment categories.

D. Landlord - Planning continued on improvements to the Main Badge House
and tiling the untiled portion of 170_-B. Improvements were started
in the 170_-B Ladies Restroom. Most of the air cooling units were
restored to service.

E. Suggestions - Under study at the start of the month: 50, received for

study during the month: Ii, completed during the month: 7, under
study at the end of the month: 5A.

B PROCESSING OPERATION

A. Production - Input production was 121.9 percent cf forecast. Power
level was limited by tube power, graphite and TOA considerations.

TOE was 92.1 percent. A new high in power level was acheived.

B. Qperating Experience - There were no scheduled outages and one unsched-

uled outage. The reactor was down on the first day of the month as a
continuation of the last March outage, which was unscheduled.

D_ Outage Hours Cause

1 21.4 (In April) Continuation of rupture outage.

22 35.3 Panellit scram due to valving unJumpered
gauge to the Heise.

Cb-2
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C. E_uipment Experience - Twenty-five tubes were probologged; two were found
thin and recharged with 8ol_d;alt,_Muu_'_.Fifteen"leaklng front bellows were
located using the'/'explOsi_eter";elght of:these have been corrected using
the "foam" process,. Th@ S_lioa Gee.in Nu._2 Dryer was replaced; dryer
performance has_significantly improved.

D. Improvement Ex_rience - An adjustable damper was installed in the air
supply duct to the rear face; pressure differentials can now be set to
the minimum, which will save reactor gas. FrontAface nozzle tags have
been installed; thls should reduce errors in critical work. Project
CG-7801 "Improvements to IO_-B Ventilation" - has advanced to about
60 'percentComPletion. Lagging, plus bala'_cingof air flows, is in
progress. The ventilation duct under C Elevator was put in service.
There has been no detectable gas in the Work Area since.

PT-IP-84AI"Evaluation of Slu_s havin_ Pro_ections for use in Ribless
Tubes" - Two tubes were discharged for inspection, and then re-charged.

The new stairway to the storage roof was completed. The Work Area Danger
Zone was enlarged after removal of the old "Blue Room". It provides
considerably more working space. The new timekeeping station has been
completed and is now ready for use.

E. Radiation MDnitorin_ Experience - There were two cases of personnel con-
tamination with a maximum activity of 4,000 c/m noted; both were readily
decontaminated so that the exposure received was negligible. There were
two instances of shoe contamination from unknown sources; in both cases,
shoe decontamination was successful. There were two instances where

employees were found in radiation zones without protective clothing;
checks revealed no detectable clothing or skin contamination.

Maximum personnel exposure rates for various Jobs were as follows:
Silica Gel removal from No. 2 Dryer Room tower, 2900 mr/hr; discharge

operations, 50 mr/hr; poison charging, 40 mr/br; dummy recovery,
129 mr/br; tube and poison burial, 2 r/br; front-face gas lea_ t_stlng,
25 mrem/hr.

A total of 13 air samples were taken during the month; none indicated
activity densities greater than the permissible limits for respiratory
protection worn. Of the 70 vehicles surveyed, two were found contami-
nated; activities to 8,000 c/m were found in the glove compartment of one
vehicle and another vehicle revealed activities to i0,000 c/m on the under-
carriage; contamination was removed and the vehicles were released.

F. Events Influencir_ Costs - 149.2 nonexempt and 8 exempt manhours were
utilized, including 16.0 nonexempt RM. The total helium used was
257,350 cubic feet as compared to 239,_00 cubic feet in March. The total
gas used was 334,220 cubic feet, as compared to 322,358 cubic feet in
March. 11,130 process du_ales were reclaimed for re-use.

OfC/goc/ f
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C I_OCESSI_ OPERATION

A. Production - Input production was 90.9 percent of forecast.

level was controlled in a manner aimed at holding the rupture rate

constant. TOE was 70.3 percent. A new C Reactor maximum operating

level record was achieved; it exceeded the previous high (March, 1999)
by 20 units.

B. _rsting Experience - One scheduled and three unscheduled outages
_e of which was a scram recovery) were experienced as follows:

Day Outage Hours Cause

1 49.8 Continuation of scheduled outage initiated
March 29.

Ii 88.4 Scheduled outage.

Scram - High trip on penellit gauge 2072.
23 39.3 Insufficient reactivity for recovery.

26 35.3 Rupture - tube 2281 _regular I&E slug)

28 1.4 Scram - Panelllt row 24. Cause undetermined.

C. Equipment Er_erience - Water Leak - During the outage at the start of
the month, 1676 process tubes were hydrostatically leak tested, a front

leak, caused by a cracked Vanstone, was found on ball valve tube 2972
and a new Vanstome was rolled. The thermal loop was also leak tested

by closing off the exit valves and increasing the supply pressure to
ii0 psi; no increase in the drip leg level was noted. Two rear ball

valve sample lines were found disconnected and repaired on March 24;
the open lines were spraying water against the reactor face in the
vicinity of the bellows. Water collection rates returned to normal

following this repair.

Repairs were made to 129 faulty tube outlet thermocouples during the

month. A break in the raw water export line at the B-C wye was dis-
covered during the April ii outage and was repaired.

D. Improvement Experience -"PT-IP-207-A-_FP - Evaluation of Effluent
Contamination Problems Associated with Nickel-Coated Fuel Elements" -

A high panellit trip on tube 2072, charged _under this test, resulte'd

in a 39.3 hour shutdown. The behavior of the panellit gauge immediately

after shutdown indicated am abnormality in the tube. The charge was

removed for inspection by the Component Testing Unit. The remaining
nickel-plated charge was discharged during the operating period

following the outage. A single control tube (containing standard
Jacketed regular metal) remains in the reactor for completion of its

production cycle. Inspection of nickel-plated fuel elements recently
discharged from C Reactor showed evidence of flaking of the nickel
plating.

Cb
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CG-_41 -.'_qenovation of BalI_X S_tem IO_-C" - The ball exit trough,

ball washer, bail dryer and _uck_t elevator were satisfactorily tested by
moving a bucket of clean balls through the system. Temporary plugs
were removed from the bottom of 21 ball 3X channels. All rad.'oactlve

balls above the plugs were moved to the inner rod room storage hopper
using the new ball recovery equipment.

Rear Face Connectors - Straight-type rear connectors and silicone "0"
rings vera instaii_ on 455 tubes, making a total of 1528 installed
to date.

E. Radiation Monitorln _ Experience - A Maintenance employee was found working
on the cask pad without personnel meters. Three test samples were

removed by a Eanford laboratories Operation employee from the 36" test

hole facility, by hand, exposing the hands and body to high dose rates.

External Exposure Ex_rience

Personnel Dose Rates

 atlo work_

Discharge Area Rupture Removal 2,000 150

Charge Face Rupture Removal 500 20

Ball 3X Tunnel Remove plugs

from channels 3,000 25

Metal Examination Weigh irradiat-

Facility ed pieces I,000 15

Experimental Operate 36" test

Level hole facility 2,000 i00

Twenty-three vehicles were surveyed and none were _'ound contaminated.
There were three reported cases of skin contamination and all were

easily decontaminated. There was one instance of personal clothing
contamination; item was decontaminated and released. 8_ air samples

were taken; none indicated activity densities greater than the permissible
limits for respiratory protection worn.

F. Events Influencin_ Costs - 64.2 nonexempt and 15.0 exempt overtime man-

hours were required during the month. A rupture outage and two panelllt
scrams resulted in 76.0 unscheduled outage hours.

POWER OPERATION

A. Operating Experience - When excavating to repair the leaking Fire and

Sanitary Line south of 190-B Tank Room, it was discovered that the 36
inch process header was resting on the 13.8 EVA concerte cable tunnel

and the pressure had caused the tunnel to crack; further work was de-

layed until an extended reactor outage when ample time would be made
available for repairs. Two bell-and-spigot leaks were discovered '_n

,OECLASSIFIED
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the export water line to I09-C on April 12. The leaks ired, t_

holding collars were installed, and the line was returned to service on
April 13 without _equlring shutdown time. Three bell-and-spigot leaks

were discovered in the 8" Fire and Sanitary line south of IIS-B on

April 15; the leaks were recaulked and the line was returned to service

on April 16. A third party inspection of No. 4 boiler was made by
W.A. Elliot of Traveler's Insurance Company; he found this boiler' in

good condition and ,_de no recommsndations for repairs. Chlorine feed

was increased for both reactors to reduce the manganese in the process
water.

B. Equipment Experience -At I81-B Building, new sleeves were installed in
the spider bearings; weldlngs were required on the auction bell and

shaft guide of No. 8 pump. _he unit was returned to service on April 8.

At 183-B Building , No. 13 south back,ash valve was replaced. At
183-C Building, new leathers were installed in the power pistons on
Nos. 8, LI and i_ influent valves. At 190-C Building, NO. 3 unit motor

and fluid drive piping was modified, the motor cooler tubes were rodded

out, the fluid drive was inspected and three bearings were replaced.
No. 4 unlt motor cooler tubes were rodded out.

C. Improvement Experience - CG-5_ - A new modified impeller with larger
casing wear rings was installed in No. 2 unit pump, supervised by

E.H. Budd, DeLa,,valPump ComlxLny. 58-IP "Aluminum Oxide-Sulfuric Acid

Feeders - 18_UB - These machines were operated almost continuously
during the month; the feeders were removed from service periodically
to clean out buildup in the reaction chambers.

Pro_ect CA-696 - "Coal.Car Shakers" - complete and accepted.
" it_ 181-C" - submitted to H.O.OCGI-_5 - Increased Pumping Capac at . -

A.E.C. for approval.

D. Events Influencin_ Costs - Chemical costs were reduced due to the use
of Bauxite feed at 183-B. Maintenance costs remained high due to work

on No. 8-B at 181-B, replacement of No. 13 south backwash valve at

183-B, work on Nos. 3 and 4 units in 190-C and repair of export and
Fire and Sanitary leaks.

M_TTZ_ANCE OPERATION
i ,N

A. Equipment Experience - B Reactor - 185 10-90 trip type panellit gauges

" were installed, making a total of 1,674 installed to date. A scram
occurred when an Instrument man valved the wrong panellit gauge. 2092

panellit gauges were rolled and 743 gauges were heised during the month;
six suspect leaker gauges were replaced. Operation of all rear ball
valves was checked; two leakers were repaired (broken line on 1075, and

faulty coupling on 1169). A Turcu mix tank was installed and outside

lighting was provided for the facilities. New leads for the Geminol

graphite stringers were installed from the control room to the stringer
locations in anticipation of new stringer installation.

The Butler Building addition has been completed and the maintenance equip-

ment items are being moved into location. The new radiation monitoring
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k_ office-laboratory modifications are complete, and room alterations have
been completed on the new sound proof timekeeping center.

A new impeller assembly, including shaft and center bushing, was installed
in No. 2 Bit at 190-BA. This is the re-designed impeller and shaft

assembly installed to test service llfe. The No. 2 speed increaser

gear train was inspected and the pitted section has increased.

C Area - During the Ap'rll llth outage, 15 rowe of straight nozzle connectors

were installed and 78 thermocouples were repaired. During the April 23rd
outage, 140 straight connectors were installed immediately under the

OCD facility. This installation was made to correct significant water

leakage in this zone.

Two sample llne leaks in the OCD pattern were corrected and this appears
to have eliminated the in-pile water leak created when this water
entered defective bellows, seals.

The April 26rh outage was caused by a stuck rupture in 2281. A pushing
force of 7000 pounds was required for removal. The tube was split

and removed, and the chanuel was blanked off.

Rel_irs are in _rogress on I05-C vacuum producer, requiring replacement
of the bearings and nlne-stage impeller.

B. Maintenance En_ineerin_ = C Reactor Effluent .Water Thermocouple Replacement-
A contract was negotiated with another vendor (Continental Wire Sales

Corporation) on April! 13rh to supply the replacement thermocouple wire
per Specification RWS-6355, Rev. 1; the original vendor could not meet
the desired delivery schedule because of a strike.

Graphite Thermocouple Stringers - B Reactor - A conversion kit for the
control room temperature indicator has been ordered. The first of the
Geminol wire stringers installed will be read out on a shop-modified
recorder. The first Geminol stringers are scheduled for installation
during the May outage. The 12-conductor Geminol lead wire cable arrived
on April 24th. Tests have been conducted using silicone foam rubber
instead of mineralac as a gas seal in the front face Junction box assembly.

Gunbarrel Bellows Repair - B Reactor - The design and drawings of a
boot'stretchlng tool, which will permit boot installation by removing
only the pigtail, have been completed. Prototype equipment will be
fabricated and tested as soon as possible.

Switchgear Revision - l_-B - Presentl_ one llne or fuse may be lost to

the 184 Building transformer and not start the emergency generator.

Design Change No. 267-B has been _ssued to permit correction of this
problem.

C. Productive Maintenance - 4,390 manhours of work were scheduled. This

Included _,852 manhours scheduled for April and 1,538 manhours carried

over from previous months. The total included 140 Class A overhauls,

406 Class B overhauls, 51 Class C overhauls, and 13 lubrications. Of
this total, 2,258 manhours (_2 percent) were completed. Reasons for

DECLASSIFIEO



non-completion were: Jobs in progress : 10%, shutdown items: -
merit not available: 2_, insufficien_ manpower: 30%; total: 48_. During
this period, equipment condition dictated changing 7 Class A overhauls
to Class B, 5 Class B to Class A, and 2 lubrications to Class B. The

percentage of completion was low due to the large amount of work per-
formed during outages.

D. Events Influencin_ Costs - Applied labor costs were increased due to the
large amount of work performed at I05-C, which required overtime and

extra personnel for leak testing, straight pigtail installation, and
thermocouple repair. A total of /1,333.2 hours of overtime were worked
during this period.

Manager
B-C REACTOR OPERATION

AB Maguire: ILK:mbc
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I. ORGAN  O
J

o

There was no change in the functions assigned during April

II. PERSONREL

Match 3_, 1959 April 30. 1959 Ne___t
A. Force _ NE E _ __. E _ Chance

, i
i

General 3 5 8 3 5 8 O
D Processing 39 17 56 39 16 55 - 1
DR Processing 34 16 50 34 16 50 O
Powor 102 14 116 102 14 116

I g I
I

Total 307 74 381 308 73 381 0
p

B. Movement o_ People
r

Effective Al_-ilI, R. J. Ascherl, Analyst, Reactor Operations,
D Processing 0peration, was transferred to F Processing Operation in
the same posit_on.

Nonexempt personnel movement during April included three transfers in,
two transfers out, one termination (retirement) and one reactivate.

iii.PERSONNELACTIVI

R. J. King, Supervisor in Power Operation, attended the annual meeting of
the American Water Works Association in Vancouver, B.C. on April 23 and 24.

SECU I

There were 18 medical treatment injuries during April. One, an injury to
an employee involving a back-hoe in operation, was'investigated as
Serious Acciden_ IPD 59-7. There were no security violations.

V. INV_TIOffS'AND DISCOV_!_
,#

Ali persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge suid
belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work

during the period covered by this report.u Such persons further advise that,
for the period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if any, kept
in the course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or
d/scoveriss.

V_I. NON I_ROUT iI_l _ OR TS ___gg/__D

None were issued.
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_II. COMPONENTACTIVITIES

A. _istration

A revised plan for 1959 exempt salary action was made and submitted for
department level approval.

Suggestion statistics for the month were:

Suggestions bY D-_R Reactor Employees:

In process at beginning of month 40
SubsLitted 18
Reopened 0
Completed 23
In process at end of month 35

B. Personnel Development

J. F. Music, Manager, Process Technology Operation, discussed the subject
"Optimizing ReactorProduction" at two information meetings, one of
D-DR Reactor Operation exempt employees and a second of nonexempt
maintenance people.

One rotational pool technical graduate completed assignment within
D-DR Reactor Operation during April. At month end no technical graduates
were assigned to the operation.

C. .CostControl

Coordination was provided in preparation of a detailed forecast and
schedule for maintenance and project work to be completed in 1959. The
plan outlines the expenditure pattern and schedules manhours, radiation
exposure and reactor outage time.

The H-1959 equipment budget was reviewed with the concerned personnel
of D-DR Reactor Operation in order to determine and firm up the expenditure
plans for the two months remaining in the fiscal year.

A representative of the Financial Operation conducted a cost meeting on
April 24, _ealing with the affect of concentration on unit cost.

D. Landlord
I

Localized asphalting to repair roads and wa_ys was completed during
the month.

Spraying of weeds with C.M.U. (soil sterilizing agent) in appropriate areas
in 100-D Area was completed and spraying of weeds with a 2-4-D mixture

was started during the month. Two weed control specialists, representing
the Dow and DuPont Chemical Companys, were conducted on a planned
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Landlord (Con't.

inspection of IO0-D Area on April 22. The intent of the inspection
was to align current weed control procedures with recent commercial
developments for possible cost reductions in weed control work.

D PROCESSING eU_-SECT_N

A. Production

Input production was ii0.i percent of official forecast. Maximum
operating levels were limited by a rupture control tube power limit.
The maximum level was increased 50 units above the previous high at
D Reactor during the month.

Time operated efficiency for April was 83.8 percent which was 102.1%
of the official forecast.

B. Ooeratin_ Experience

I. Oueratin_ Continuity

There were five outages during the month. The time of one outage,
which was caused by a rupture, _as utilized in removing the stuck
charge and for other miscellaneous maintenance work. A second outage,

:: caused by a swollen spline, was extended to complete a scheduled
charge-discharge. The third outage resulted from a tube leak.
Recoveries were successful from two Panellit scrams that occurred

during the month.

Hours Reason

4-3-59 43.0 Stuck rupture - Tube 3656-D
4-7-59 .2 Unexplained Panellit scram on row 16
4-25-59 59.6 Spline swollen in tube 3360-D. Extended £or

charge-discharge.
4-29-59 .2 Scram- Panellit board struck by chisel
4-30-59 13.5 Water leak- Tube 2667-D.

Total 116.5

2. Eauiument Exuerience

A graphite obstruction, 20' from the top of #13 VSR channel,
. was _chippedout, but the rod remains tied out because of another

obstruction at i0_'. VSR #36 was returned to se_ice after
eliminating a bind in the step plug. Twenty seven tubes were
probologged and two were determined to have sufficient exterr_l
corrosion to be charged with solid aluminum, preparatory to
replacement. Five others were found approaching the replacement
stage because of wall thickness. Splines used for turnaround
control following two outages presented difficulties, not in
insertion but in high radiation levels when sections lodged in the

DECLASSIFIED
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2. Eoui_ment Exmerie_@ (Con't._

chopper and hoses. A "hole" type rupture in an I & E slug
removed ,with difficult_a_er_Ick@reat_hg, r!_rs_a1_an_ ai j
_'(mm_.o,_.!8._,OQOlb.,-,:.1_mzrad_itionall_tubehwere equlpp_d with_all
Valves_f_ a&_O_al,of 12-su6h-tu_'_s-now_Ice for pai_on control.

C. Ismrov@me_t Ex_erie_c_

i. Product_on a_ _rocess Tests
f

a. PT-I_-O95-A-79-MT - "IVTadiat.ionof Lead Dipped Canned I & E
Slu_s in D Reactor"

Three tubes of this material were discharged.

b. PT-IP-6-C - "Scram Transient .Measurements"

Measurements were made during the 4-30-59 shutdown to revaluate
the recovery c_rves. No significant changes were found to be
necessary because of recent additional enrichment.

2. Prolects

a. CG-780 - "Improved Ventilation. BUild_s i0_ mhd .115-B, D, and F"

Installation of duct worm was begun during the month.

b. CGI-791 - "Reacto_ Confinement"

Measurements were made in the rear face during the 4-25-59 outage
in preparation for installation of the fog spray system.

c. CG-666- "Zone Temperature Monitoring"

The zone temperature monitoring was placed in operation during
the month and is working satisfactorily at month end.

D. Radiation Monitorin_ Ex_e_ien_e

I. _Radiation Occurrences

Five lapses of radiation control occurred during the month. Twu
consisted of low level contam_n,tion to skin and clothing, two of
unknown exposure in performing wore without monitoring and one a skin
dose of high 3svel. The latter, occurring while inserting dummies
in a stuck rupture tube from the D elevator, is detailed in HW-55977.

2. External E_Dosure Contro1

Dose rates ranging from i to 3 r/br were received in removing and
burying splines, repairing the spline chopper machine and removing a
rear gun barrel and tube cap. A rear pigtail dose rate of I00 r/hr
at i" was recorded at a rupture tube.
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3. Contamination Contro_

Routine survey found contamination up tQ 900 mrads/hr at surface
between the transfer area railroad tracks. The glove of a craftsman
was contaminated to 2 fads/br during a rib cutting operation. Gas
velocity equipment, used at a vent of the effluent line received
contamination with a dose rate of 1.5 rads/hr at surface which
decayed significantly in one day. Dosage rate of 9 rads/hr at
surface was found in contam4n-tion on the near rear stairwell
during a rupture outage.

E. Events Influencing Costs

I. O_ertime

A total of 303.5 hours of overtime was used during the month as
follows:

Nonexempt Shift Overlap 15'0
Shutdown Coverage 274.5
Exempt Overtime 14.0

Total 303.5

P_OCESSI_GS_...SEC_ON

A.

Input production was 102.2% of the official forecast. Time operated
efficiency was 80.7% which was 98.3% of the official forecast.

B. Oueratin_ Continuity

Operation was interrupted by one scram and two unscheduled outages.
Details follow:

Hours _Cause
4-1-59 41.9 Water la_ks in tubes 1286-DR, 1970-DR, 2065-DR.
4-23-59 0.3 Scram ca_usedby trip of panellit gauge 1178.

Gauge was not _umpered during charging of the tube.
4-24-59 96.6 Ruptured slug in tube 3873. Outage extended by

discovery and removal of stuck charges from tubes
1889, 3886,3885, 3589.

i. EcuiDment Exoe_'_en_e

Two slug ruptures were experienced in the month, one of the hot spot
type, the other a suspect'not identified. Metal from the same lot was

discharged prematurely with four stuck charges found. Forces up to
20,000 lb. were required to discharge the most reluctant tube.

Three tubes were replaced because of leakage and another which was damaged
during stuck charge removal. Three traverse tubes were probed
with a 15" probe to 12.5', indicating noncritical curvature
conditions. An inboard inspection of Panellit rows 1-16 was

I)ECSSIFIED
Cc-5



i. E=uioment Exoerie_ce (Con!t,)

performed, finding nine defective gauges. A design change was
initiated for a time delay feature on Panellit gauges servining
the PCCF, in order t9 reduce the frequency of scrams resulting
from human error.

C. Zm_rovement _merle_Q_

1. Production and P_oeees _ests
' Tubes In

Tubes Tubes Reactor
Test NQ, De_ri_ion _MM=g_ _
PITA-IP-4-1 Use of I & E E-Metal 27 21 105
PITA-IP-6-1 Central Zone Doading 442 444 1331

of I& E into DR

PT-IP-220-A Evaluatlon of t_e Dimen- 6 0 6
sional Instability of
Core Blank Heated Treated
Uranium

PT-IP-22-A Supplement C, Controlled 1 0 1
Temperature Exposure of

Graphite, HAPO-124

2. Prolec_

AEC-160 ,Recirc_lat4-¢ Gas _oop

Construction of the facility is pregressing according to schedule.

D. Radiation Monitoring E_oerience

I. Radiation O_cur_en_es

Two lapses of radiation control occurred during the month, one when an
employee walked through a neutron-gamma beam and the second involving
potential fission product ingestion and unknown radiation dose.
The latter resulted when steam issued from a stuck rupture tube. The
occurrence is detailed in HW-602_.

2. External Exposure CoDtrol

Exposures to employees ranged up to 8 rads/hr on work involving
rupture removal and burial ground activities during poison recovery.

3. Contamination CoDtro]

Ten cases of skin contamination and four of clothing cont-m_netion
were experienced during the month. Maximum to the skin was 200 mrads/hr
and maximum clothing contamlnation was 20,000 c/ro. There were three

instances of contamination spread out of radiation zones, one when up
to i0,000 c/m smearable was spread to corridors and offices from the
soiled clothing room.
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E. Events Influencin_ Costs

Recover,/of poison effected a saving of approximately 1% in total DR Reactor
Operatlon_oatclnApril.

D-D_POWERS_S-S_CTI0_
e"

A. ODeratinR Experience
_

Water tr_mtment in the IO0-D and _ water plants was satisfactory
throughout the report period. Normal seasonal fluctuactions of the river
qualit_ were.e_erienced_ Increased chlorine feed at each plant was
started on Apr__l3.

Boiler operation was satisfactory during April. The steam generating
load was 81,148 pounds per hou_ average and llSsOO0 pounds per hour
maximum. The average evaporation rate was 8.08 pounds of steam per
pound of coal.

A surge on the export system occurred on April 12. The surge was
caused when defective packing blew out of a bell Joint on the I05-C
line.

B. Ecuiument Ex_er_enc_

Inspections and necessary repairs were made on the 183-D-I and 184-D-I
air receiver, the No. 5 boiler at 184-D, the No. i, 6, and 7 process
pumps at 190-D and process headers:screensat the I05-D valve pit. The
No. 2 clearwell tank at 183-DR was drained and inspected by the principal
engineer of FE0.

The No. 8 process pump at 190-D and the Nco 7 at 190-DR were released
to FEC and Construction Operation for grinding of the,pump cases under
direction of the DeLaval field representative. Wear rings and impellers
are to be replaced with those of new design and enlarged shafts installed.

C. Imorovement ExoeFience

A cross tie between the 183 DR 16" process water line and 30" backwash
line was started by Construction Operation on April 20. The line will
provide backwash flexibility during the months when flow is demanding.

D. Events Influencin_ Costs

No unusual cost variances are expected in the April cost report.

D,DR MAINTENANCE SUB-SECTION

A. Equipment Exoerience

I. Instru_ent_

A modification was made tc the Triple Chamber PC in order to further
minimize the time delay when switching between the Cold Start and

DECLASSIFIED
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I. Instruments (Con'S.)

Hot Start chambers. The 27 RPM motor in the recorder _s replaced
with a 180 RPH motor, reducing the time delay in switching to less
than 40 seconds.

2. ............

'_o damage°mattress plates were replaced at 105-DR. The near
downcomer, with m_ications complete, was placed in service and
the far downcemer isolated for inepectAon. Activities in the
115 Building consisted of insta_ation of a working platform beneath
valves located near the ceiling and installation of a new air
colnpressor.

l

B. Maintenanc_ ]_nlz_u_ee_n_,

I. Instrument Eneineering

_hermal Shield Flow Com_en#_o,

A revision to the Foxboro power calculator which provides continuous
and automatic compensation for the thermal shield flow which was

successfully installed at DR Reactor last month will be duplicated
at D Reactor. This revision improves the accuracy oi _ pr6duction
accounting.

Vibration Readings _ Ma Icr Pn,m _,I_

With_one exception Initial vibration readings on major pu_p units
in ali process pump buildings in 100-D Area have been itaken. These

readings will be used for comparison to detect increasing imbalance
which may be indicative of impending equipment difficulties.

2. Electrica.lEngingerinu

C-Elevator Protection DevIQee

Design Change #282, which provides limit switches on the track of
the overhead charging machine to prevent possible damage to the front
face b7 these machines while the reactor water pressure is raised,
has been completed and is approved. Installation has been started
at D Reactor.

PCCF Automatic Pan¢ll!_ _ase

De_i_ Change #254, which provides remote bypass switches for poison
column Panelllt gauges, which was installed in IO0-F is being adapted
for use in both D and DR Reactors.

!
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3. Mechanical Eneineerin_

IO_-DR _c_ncomers

The modified near do_ncomer has been in use most of April. Removal
of ventilation pipings in the far downcomer was started but is

• being held up temporarily because of available personnel exposure.

Alter_ative to Cro_sun_er _Qne_

A design change to accomplish the Install_tionof an 8" drain in the
bottom of the near rear process riser at I05-D is nearly completed.
Parts are on hand and prefabrication has started. It is planned to °
use this drain in a test to determine if the need for valving
individual rear crosshbaddrs can be eliminated.

4. Pla_i_ and Schedulin_

During the month the following PM overhauls and inspections were made:

Class A ..... 31
Class B ..... 156
Class C ..... 90

Third party Traveler's Insurance inspector made inspection of IO5-DR
gas loop and 18_-D hi-pressure test facilities on April 13. On
April 22 and 23 Travelers Insurance inspector inspected three air
receivers in I08-D and the 195_D test tower. The _1_vatorin 195-D
was also inspected.

C. Events InflubncSnf Costs

During the month it was necessary to use overtime as follows:

Nonexempt - 8842.1manhours
Exempt - 223 manhours

. J.H. Brown, Manager
D & DR Reactor Section

JHB:JDR:ab
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AmUL,195_9

I. 0EIAITXZATXONAND FUNCTZON5

No changes in assigned rssponsibtlittes.

II. P_WO_L

A. Force Report

Ma:eh _i April _0 Net Change
E NE Total E NE Total of Total

General 2 2 4 2 2 4 0
Proceui_ 15 38 53 16 38 5_ +l
Power 7 50 57 7 50 57 o

Total 38 160 200 39 162 201 +i

B. .,,Movementof People

R. J. Ascherl, _t - Reactor 0perations, transferred from D
Processing to F Processing.

Nonexempt moves consisted of _ transfers out, two transfers in,
one retlrement_ and one reactivate.

III. PEBSORRELACTIVITIES
iiiii iii

Managers and supervisors of Y Reactor and Facilities Engineering reco6nized
National Secretaries Week by serving as hosts to their secretaries and
women clerks at a coffee-dessert function on April 22. Each secretary and
clerk was presented with a carnation.

C. N. Gross held tvo Conference Table Meetings with a total of 25 non-
exempt employees in attendance.

Dr. Polariezeck and H. Gar_nau, Chief Engineers for the DeLavel Company,
visited the a_ea on April 21 to discuss the 190-A pump modification
program.

IV. SAFETYARD SECURITY

There were no disabling injuries or security violations reported. Fourteen
medical treatment injuries were reported.

Serious Accident No. 59-5 occurred on April i when a Maintenance employee
received multiple lacerations to three fingers of his left hand when he
placed his fingers under a coupling guard on the No. 4 process water pump
in 183 Building to check a bearing. The coupling guard_ although meeting
plant safety standards_ has been modified to provide additional protection.
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V. NONI_tVI'INBREPORTS ISSUED
L __

None.

Vl. INVENTIONS AND DIS_
i ii iii i i

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveriee a_vise that, to the best of their knowledge and
belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work
during the period covered b_ this report. Such persons further advise that
for the period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if any, kept
in the course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or
discoveries.

VII. _ ACTIVITLESiii,

GENERAL

A. Administrative Activities
iii

The Specialist - Suggestion Administration, con_cted one seminar on
suggestion evaluation problems and procedures.

Y Ares participated in a practice Civil Defense Alert on April 17, and
one bus made the trip to the staging area.

A prel_m4-m_y site survey was made of the grounds for locatAon of the
new badge house and parking lot (Project CAI-831). The design portion
of the work will he completed by May 15, 1959. Project Engineering
forecasts completion of Project CAI-831 by the end of September, 1959.

F Reactor Section Objectives were developed, published, and distributed
to each employee.

B. Personnel Development

Two employees continued to participate in the current l_-I class.

C. Landlord Activities

All desert coolers were placed in operating condition for mnmner usage.
Work on Phase II of the 1717-F Maintenance Shops rearrangement is
95 per cent complete. The area weed spraying program was started and
will be completed in May.

D. Suggestion Plan Activities

TO be evaluated - start of month 36
Received for evaluation 20

Unanswered - end of month 25
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__ F PROCESSINGSUB-SECTION

A. Pro_ction

F Reactor pro@action was 123.5 per cent of forecast during April with a
time operated efficiency of 86.8 per cent. Maximum operating levels
were limited by rupture control tube power limit.

B. Opera_in_ :ecperi,ence

1. operatin_ cont:,.m_t_'

0uta_e Date Hours Reasoni iii

_-i0-59 95.4 Excessive water collection and charge-

2. Xco,d.:pm_t:]_-_ence

a. Water Leaks
ii

An increased rater collection rate necessitated sz, outage on
April 10. The follo_ leaks were confirmed:

0182 - external corrosion - tube removed and blanked.
1_6_ - tube leak - removed and blanked.

" 1468 - rear gasket leak.
1_85 - tube leak - removed and replaced.
1-590- rear gasket leak.
24_ - rear gasket leak.
2591 - rear gasket leak.
3157 - rear Vanstone - tube removed and blanked.
_373 - external corrosion - tube removed and blanked.
4375 - external corrosion - tube removed and 2_laced.

At month's end, the water collection rate was com_itant at 6 to
8' gallons per day.

'b. Tube Replacement

A total of 73 tubes were probologged for external corrosion.
Fifteen tubes were found to have various degrees of external
corrosion and are sche@nled for removal d_ring the May tube
outage. These tubes were hydrostatically pressure:tested and
those with the most severe external corrosion were either
short charged or loaded with B metal in an effort to strike a
l_ce between economy and reactivity considerations since
they vould have to be discharged green.

c. Gas Conservation

Two leaking rear boots (Nos. 0887 and 1269) were replaced during
the outage of April 10. Several loose ball hopper caps were

Cd-3
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found and corrected. Eight front loop header bellows leaks were
repaired with _utington cement du_ng operation. Several leaks
in the neoprene expansion seal were found and repairs attempted
without marked success.

d. Effluent Line

On April 2_ air bubbles were observed coming from the effluent
line_&pproxlmately _5 feet fr_a the shore. The river elevation
was then 371 feet. Inspection by a diver indicated a weld
failure. With the concurrence of Radlological Englneerlng, no
repair wrk is anticipated during the present high water period.
Facilities Engin.eering is evalu_ting the problem as to additional
checks, necessary repairs# and recommended start of work.

C. Improvement Experienc e

l. Pro_ecte

Project CG-_O - Improved Ven.tilation_ ,Buildings ,,105 and I_,-B t Dt ani
F

Work was started in the 105-Y Building in preparation for installation
of new duct work.

2. Other Improvementsi .

a. Panellit
i

Approximately 85 per cent of _ rp_s S_ monitor PanellAt gages
have been modified to include the 10-90 trip settings.

b. _ scr_ Delay (D.C. No. 2_5)

Installation was 90 per cent complete at month's end.

D. Radiation Monitori,.ng Activities

Y Reactor Section incurred one relation lapse of control during the
month. Reactor effluent activity reached a new maximum of 3680 mrads/day
as evidenced by the daily routine radiation monitoring control survey.
Discharge area dose rates during shntdown were _slightly higher. No
personnel were exposed to dose rates in excess of 3 fads/hour. A 183
Building pump motor had up to _DOO c/m contamination imbedded in the
grease and grime of the stator winding; the condition was corrected prior
to shll_nent for off-site repairs.

F POWERSUB-SECTION
i i ,, i

A. Operating Activities

i. No water treatment difficulties were experienced. The raw water
turbidity varied from 7 ppm to 174 pl3nduring the period.
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2. A fuse failure and broken fuse holder on one phase of the primary
circuit supplying 4AO volt power to 183 Building caused single
phasing of three-phase motors and lighting failure for period of
approximately six hours on April 1. However, continuity of oper-
&tion was maintained under single-phase conditions on the three-
phase electrical supply system. High winds and fatigue failure of

' the fuse were felt to be the main factors causing the incident.

B. EqUilnent Experience

1. Ultrasonic metal thickness measurements were taken of piping at
critical locations in discharge lines for process water pumpa in
190-A Building. The results are being studied.

2. Failure of the steel drive key for main oil pumps on No. 8A process
rater pump in 190-A Building on April 3 necessitated making a pump
change. A new drive slot was cut in the pinion shaft of the speed
increaser, and the deteriorated steel key was replaced by a nylon
key. After 44 hours of service, the unit was again removed from
service for installation of I_g-1417-2impellers on first and
second stages. On April 24, the pump was placed in service and oper-
ation has been satisfactory.

3- Off-site repairs to the motor stator for No. i process water pump
in 183 BuildAng Vere completed on April 15. The impeller for this

• pump was found to be in good condition. This completes the repair
program on the four original motor_ in this location.

4. The No. 8 raw _ter pump at 181 Building was removed from service on
April 20 for a complete overhaul. The No. 10 pump at this location
is still unsatisfactory and will be repaired after completion of
_rk on No. 8.

C. Improvement Experience

i. Prc_ects

(D-_ - I_O-A Buildin6 - The installment of PW-1417-2 impellers is
now under w_7 on No. 5A pump under the direction of a field engineer
from the DeLavel Company. Flow fluctuatlonP,of seven process water
pumps in 190-A Building were recorded on Visicorder tape by
Facilities Englneering personnel on April 23.

CA-696 - Coal Car Sha_-Outs - The facility was accepted on April 24.

2. Other Improvementsi

Coagulant Acid Feed Equipment

Installation of feed equipment for more accurate control of Hagan
material on all twelve filters was completed on April 6.

DCUss/o. .



i. Repair work to._No,.8 raw water pump at 181 Building, repair of No. I
process water pump in 183 Building, and painting of equilznent.

2. Coal consumption costs will he red_ced,due to seasonable reductions
in heating stem. demlands,.

i , _ i ai , _m ,,

i. Instruments _.

The No. _ control room Beckman at the 105 Building was replaced with
a new Be_ to eliminate an erratic operating condition.

Fourteen reac_r real face thermocouples were repaired during the
month. Xt was necessary to drop one new lead wire from the rear face
terminal board to reactivate thermocouple No. 1262.

2. Electrical
i i

New wiring was installed in the 183 Building for the permanent
installation of the new PE meters in the laboratory and revisions
in the lunchroom.

All exhaust fans at the 181 Building were overhauled, including a
thorough cleaning and application of& coat of insulating varnish
to the motor windings.

3. Mechanical•,,L , i

The.water seal piping to the 115 Building dryer was replace_ in an
effort to reduce the reactor gas losses.

Three reactor rear face ball valves were replaced due to difficulty
experienced during the discharge of the related process tubes 1171,
2185, and 36B5.

Work was started on safety improvements to the present work area
cranes in line with the recounendations of the Ederer Engineering

B. Maintenance Engineering

I. lO_-Y m_h Tank Lev,.el, ,Control s

Replacement float-operated valves have been received for controlling
level of water ir the 105 high tanks. These single seat valves will
ensure tight sh_t-off whereas the original double seats could not
control level sufficiently to prevent overflow.
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._ 2. 105-F Process Water Temperature Pot

A new flow pot was fabricated and installed in the "A" sample room
to aid in more accurate measurements of the effluent water temper-
ature. The thermometer is totally immersed to eliminate errors
previously experienced by partial immersion.

3. 184-F Boiler Steam Flow Meter
i i,,

Problem with the No. 4 boiler steam flow meter were investigated
and it was recommended that a revision be made to the condensate
pot arrangement at the steam header connection.

4. ,.,,Pre,,ssureMonitor Row Rela_ and Ground Detector Test Box

Design Change No. 267-F has been approved. Installation of this
system will be held up pending arrival of special order switches,
cabinet and connectors.

Ali F Area drawings have been approved. Target date for instal-
lation remains at J_ly.

6. No. I Cone Valve Adjustmentt 190-F Annex

Improper synchronization of No. I valve operation during automatic
. operation caused a lag in opening time for No. 1 as compared to the

other units. It is believed that the trouble was eliminated through
rea_i_us_nentof the geared limit controlling the close position. The
affect will be determined at the next start-up for simultaneous
automtic operation of the valves.

7. Control Room Air Conditioner - 10_-F Building.

A work review rejected this work for Plant Forces.

8. @unbarrel Tip Modification Sleeve - IO_-F

Design of a test sleeve which may correct Vanstone breaks due to
stuck gunbarrel_ is approximately 95 per cent complete.

C. Plannln_ and Schedulin_

Approximately 25 per cent of available manpower was assigned to
Productive Maintenance work which included the completion of LI Class
"A" overhauls and 317 Class "B" overhauls.

D. Events Influencin_ Costs
t

Withln-area costs should reflect a downward trend due to an increased
demand for loan labor from ocher areas.

MANAGER, F REACTOR

CNGross" det /)£/ AASSIFI£D
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H.REACTOR OPERATION

April, 1959

I. ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
i i i

No c_mges.

II. PERSONNEL

A. Force Sum_r 7
March 31 April 30 Net Change

E NE Total E NE Total of Total

General 3 2 5 2 2 4 - I
Processing Operation 16 35 51 16 37 53 + 2
Power Operation 8 52 60 8 52 60 0
Maintenance Operation i_ 62 76 14 62 76 0

Central Maint. Oper. 17 105 12__2 18 10__/7 12...__5 +3

Total 58 256 31_ 58 260 318 + 4

B. Movement of People

R. T. Jessen, Manager, E Reactor, was transferred to Facilities
Engineering Operation as Manager, Facilities Engineering effective
April 1, 1959. Pending appointment of a replacement, he continued as
Acting Manager, H Reactor. Also effective April i, 1959, H. W. Acker,
formerly Rotational Technical Graduate, was transferred into the
Central Maintenance Operation as assignment Engineer.

Nonexempt personnel movements included three transfers into the
Operation, two transfers out, two reactivations and one new hire.

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES

D. S. Lewis attended a meeting of subcommittee No. 6 of the committee on
reactor safety standards, American Standards Association at Shippingport,
Pennsylvania on April 27.

IV. SAFETYAND SECURITY
i

There were no disabling injuries, serious incidents, radiation incidents
or security violations during the month. A total of 15 medical treatment
injuries were reported.

V. NONROUTINE REPORTS

None
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Vl. INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES
.,, , m

Ali persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge and
belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work
during the period covered by this report. Such persons further advise that,
for the period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if any,
kept in the course of their work have been examined for possible inventions
or discoveries.

VII. COMPONENT ACTIVITIES

General

A. Administrative Activities - Coordinated IO0-H Area efforts related to
participation in the nation-wide civil defense practice alert on
April 17. Prepared a requisition for i0 instrument trainees and four
radiation monitor trainees to provide available trained personnel for
normal attrition and for long term NPR staffing.

B. Personnel Development - Five exempt employees continued participation
in the fifth presentation of Professional Business Management I. One
employee participated in the Understanding Human Behavior course and
one in the PMS and L course. Participated primarily from the Operation
standpoint, in the HAPO wide study relative to integrating correspon-
dence school courses with craft training courses for over-ali develop-
ment of craftsmen.

C. Cost Control Activities - Activities were routine during April.

D. Landlord Activities - Provided criteria for filing of bids by outside
contractors on tiling of 1703-H and 1704-H Building floors. Requested
that Facilities Engineering Operation scope a project to move the
IO0-H Area perimeter fence to decrease the size of the area and permit
more efficient use of patrol manpower.

E. Suggestion .Evaluation- At start of month, 28; received for evaluation
six; evaluated and returned, six; balance at month end, 28.

K Processing Operation

A. Production
- ,,

Input production exceeded the forecast by 8.8 per cent. Equilibrium
power levels reached the record high of March, and were governed by
administrative operating limits.

B. Operating Experience

i. Operating Coptinuity

The operating continuity of H Reactor was affecte_ by the events
listed below:

DECIAsSIREOCe -2



Day Hours

7 38.9 Scheduled outage for charge-discharge.

9 0.2 Panellit scram from excessive gauge oscillation during
stax_up.

9 21.3 Shut down for solid regular metal rupture in tube 0263-H.

28 58.8 Shut down because of excessive water collection due to tube

leaks in 0280-H and 3790-H. Performed charge-dlscharge

after removing and replacing these tubes. (The outage
continued into May. )

2. Equipment Experience

a. Rear Pigtails - During the April 7 outage, the first serious leaks in
the new J-type pigtails occurred. A study of the problem was started°

Preliminary evidence indicated that the leaks were caused by mechanical
damage of O-ring seals due to p0or alignment. A total of 30 leaks
were corrected.

b. Process Tubes - Probologing of 52 tubes revealed corrosion in certain

locations to be greater by four to eight mils than calculated. Of the
_';2tubes, 19 were of replacement thickness, compared to four as indicated

"oy calculated 'data. Probeloging will continue to receive emphasis until
current tube conditions are better established.

c. Modified Tube Orifice - Because of higher power levels, some fringe
tubes have required additional cooling. A modified orifice zone was
established, with a total of 32 tubes converted to the new zone.

d. Rear Header Sample Lines - Sections of the copper sample lines in the
near sample room which were seriously corroded were replaced. A
replacement bundle has been pre-fabricated and is ready for installation

in the far sample room.

C. Improvement Experience

1. Alterations to "C" elevator for improving charging rates continued.

2. A vacuum tip of new design for recovery of 3X balls was tested by removal

of balls from channel 19. Further alterations which appeared advisable

were incorporated in another tip which has not yet been tested.

D. Radiation Experience,,

Twenty-four hours after shutdown during the first April outage, dose rates

on the rear face were 20 per cent higher than pre-Turco decontamination

rates, and at pre-Turco rates during the second outage. Dose rates up to
500 m_/hr were encountered on initial entries. The high initial dose rates

reduced with a 1.5 hour half-life, while the dose rates after 24 hours reduced

with _.2 hour half-llfe. These high rear face dose rates are attributed to
seasonal change in chemical impurities of the Columbia River water.

Ce -3
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H Reactor Operation experienced three radiation occurrences, including two
lapses of control, one of which was a technical overexposure. This resulted

from a radioactive speck lodged in the insole of an operator's shoe, and

caused a localized exposure estimated at 2770 mrad. There were no cases of
skin or personal clothing contssnination this month.

Exposure to H Maintenance Operation pipefitters and welders is still 15 per
cent over the 3 r/year curve. With the exception of one nLillwright exposure

to all other H Reactor Oper&_ion personnel ,:_.Sbel_ the 3 r/Fr curve.

E. Events lnfluencin_ COsts

overtime requirements for the month consisted of 24.9 hours.

H Power Operation

A. Operating Experience

The average steam generating rate was BT,000 ibs/hr., with an evaporation
rate of 7.39 pounds of steam per pound of coal. Pit coal was utilized for
the entire month.

A stator coil in No. 5 190-H Building annex pump motor failed during a

routine start at 1:26 p.m. on April 29. A spare stator is being installed,
and the damaged stator was shipped to Seattle for repairs. Process water
pressure was reduced at the time of the coil failure.

No. 8 river pump motor at 181-H Building was inspected by Facilities

Engineering and H Maintenance Operations personnel on April 15 to determine

cause of excessive noise and odor during routine starts. Misalignment of

the rotor within the stator was observed which permitted an unequal air gap.
The unit was subsequently inspected by Westinghouse service engineers who

ascertained the trouble to be caused by bearing housing misalignment. The

motor will be shipped to Portland, Oregon for correction by the Westinghouse
Company. This is a spare unit and operating continuity will not be affected
by the outage.

Standard quality water was produced throughout the month with an average
alum and Separan feed of 4.7 ppm and .015 ppm, respectively. Raw water

turbidity averaged 29 ppm as compared to an average of 94 ppm during March.

A heavy voltage surge occurred on the BPA system at 8:32 p.m. on April i0.
Operating continuity was not affected, but a dip in process water pressure
was experienced.

A draw down test of the 190-H Building process water storage tanks was

conducted on April 7 to determine the accuracy of flow instrumentation.

The results were very satisfactory, with errors of O.173 and 1.46 per
cent at I05-H and 190-K Buildings respectively.

B. Equipment Experier,c__ee

Building 183-C - The power pistons for both raw water cone valves were

repaired during April. The air diaphragm to filter controllers No. 7,

I)ECL,SSIrrlEl)
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15 and 16 ruptured the latter part of the _onth. Repairs were not completed

due to priority work.

Build in_ 184-K - Safety valves were tested and set on No. 3 boiler which
replaced No. 2 boiler on April i0. Considerable difficulty was experienced

in the operation of No. 3 boiler feedwater regulator, necessitating
installation of a Copes valve from a spare boiler.

Building 190-K - No. S storage water tank was inspected and photographed by
Facilities Engineering Operation personnel on April 8 in conjunction with a
corrosion study of all i00 Areas storage water tanks. Straightening vanes

were installed in the pump suction line of No. 8 annex pump unit on April 8

to improve pump characteristics. Little if any improvement in pump performance
was observed however. Consequently, it is planned to alter the blank end of

the P-inch suction header adjacent to No. 8 pump lateral at the first
opportunity. The drive shaft keys in all main annex oil pumps except No. 7

were inspected due to difficulties experienced at other areas. Ali keys were

found to be in good condition with only normal wear. A new running assembly
was installed in No. 4 annex pump unit on April 21. Hunting was reduced but
is still evident. Noise level was also reduced.

C. Z_rovement Experience

Project CA-6_ - Coal Car Shake Out - The project is essentially complete
except for minor items that will be handled by plant forces.

E Maintenance Operation

A. Field Maintenance
i

I. KAPL-120 M_dification - The reactor tube piping insulation was completed.
Thermocouples and RTD's were installed, and all instruments calibrated.

The recirculating pump discharge check valves failed to function during

test operation, and corrections were made under direction of vendor's

representative. Tests were conducted on the power supply system and the
safety circuit. The oscillograph test on the power supply indicated that

no problem should occur on transfer of pumps or electrical power from BPA
to the MS set.

2. Near Downcomer - The eight-inch vent lines were removed from between the

downcomer trays in accordance with Design Change 253-H. A new level

indicator line was installed in the top section of the downcomer.

3. Reactor Tool Dolly - The '°D"elevator was cleaned of obstructions, and
the lower limit switches were adjusted to run the tool dolly on the

elevator. The dolly ran partially out on the elevator and was then
blocked by a rail dog on the elevator. Insufficient time was available

for correcting the problem during the outage.

4. Tube Replacement - Leaking tubes 0280-H and 3790-H were r_placed with an
average of 1.4 hours per tube by the one-tube-at-a-time method. This

indicated improvement over other tube replacements of this small magnitude_particularly considering the need for removal of the rear elevator hand
rail to allow setup on 0280-H.
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5. Flexowriter - Twenty-slx indexing relays were removed from service in

the Flexowriter relay cabinet. Subsequent operation of the equipment
has been satisfactory. Efforts were continued to finish revision
checkprints and to bring the write-ups into agreement with revised
drawings. Training classes are tentatively scheduled to commence in
May.

B. F_ngineering

I. Graphite Thermocouple Strin6er ,,(25"_-_) - Failure of two thermocouples
in stringer 2577-I[were observed this month. The failures were due to
open circuits. Performance of this stringer will be monitored care-
fully during the nex_ few weeks to detect any failure,trend.

2. 4500-hp Motor Failure- I_0-_ Buildin_ - During a routine start on -
April 29, No. 5 motor at 190-K Building annex developed a phase-to-
ground fault. Power was tripped by the instantaneous overcurrent and
the differential current relays in the 151-K Building. Upon removal
of the stator, melted copper and other melted components, such as
varnish, were found. Very little iron dA-_e was apparent with the
stator coils intact. The motor has been shipped to Seattle for a
thorough inspection and coil replacement.

3. Overhead Sup_rted Char_in_ Machine and C _levator - Work was
continued on the C elevator revisions, and assembly of the charging
machines and overhead supports. The charging machines, with the air-
powered overhead support, have been temporarily set up in the shop for
testing. The new overhead hose reels for air and oil are installed on
the elevator, and supporting rails will be installed soon.

4. Rear Face Ca_ and Tool Decontamination Facilities - A work review on
the proposed installation of rea-face cap and tool decontamination
facilities was returned with recommendations to use outside forces.
A description of the proposed installation, with sketches, was
prepared for cost estimates.

5. Helium and Carbon Dioxide Piping Systema - Sketches for the _roposed
modifications to the helium and carbon dioxide piping at 109 .K Building
have been completed. Work is in progress on the preparation of a
material list, equipment procurement specifications and cost estimates.

central Maintenance O_eration

A. EngineerinG and Plannin_

The Reactor Tool Manuals were recalled for revision and reclassification
before distribution. Experiments with favorable results were conducted in
connection with chrome plating of venturis to give them longer life. A
valve cutting tool was designed and fabricated for utilization on special
KAPL valve problems. Considerable effor_ and time was expended in planning
and scheduling for the _ Reactor outage for thermohm replacement. Work
included several major Jobs within KE Reactor and several Jobs outside the
facility.

DECLASSIFIED



B. Sho9_

A large quantity of tools from H, D, and K Reactors were reclaimed. A total
of 425 venturis were resized. Hot Shop work was scheduled to permit temp-
orarily shutdown so that supervision could be utilized in connection with
the KE Reactor outage. Switch arrangements were modified in connection with
the mock-up for the Ball 3X changes. During the month considerable work was
performed on river and process pumps, particularly for lO0-K Area. Five
graphite stringers were fabricated. Work was completed on zirconium tubes
and related equipment for 1706-K_R Building. Special ri_s were made for
the damming of water in the I07-KE retention basins.

C. Projects and Special Services

Projects active this month included: CG-666, CG-706, CG-707, CG-708, CG-817
and M3A-A. The major efforts of the Central Maintenance Operation forces
were directed toward the replacement of the thermohm wiring and RTD's in
KE Reactor. The pump modifications required in 1706-_ Building were started
and have progressed satisfactorily. Modifications to Design Test 1042 for
containment in 189-F Building were continued, as required by the engineering
tests. Cooling equipment for gamma monitoring was fabricated and installed
at _ Reactor. Major paint programs consisted of repaintiug the I07-KE tanks
on the outside, the hot zone corridors of 1706-KER Building, and the water
headers in the 190 Buildings _ lO0-H, F, and K Areas.

H Reactor

RT Jessen:HCS:met

Ce-7
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REACTOR,OFm TION
MONTHLYREPORT
APRIL.1959

I. 0RG.ANIZATIONAND FUNCTIONS

The responsibility for coordination of hiring, transferrlng_ terminating,
reclassifying and all similar movements of Radiation Monitoring personnel
was assumed by the Supplemental Crews Operation.

II. P_SONNEL

. A. Force Report

_March31 April 30 Net Change
of

E NE Tot_..__ E NE Tot____ Total

General 3 2 5 3 2 5 0
KE Processing Oper. 16 _2 58 16 42 58 0
KW Processing 0per. 15 39 5a 15 39 5a 0
Power Oper. 13 72 85 13 72 85 0
Maintenance 0per. 23 123 146 22 123 145 -i
Supp. Crews Oper. IO 57 __ 10 __ _ 0

TOTALS 80 33S 415 79 335 414 -i

B. Movement of People

C. C. Jones, Specialist, Reactor Operations, B Processing Operation,
was transferred to Supplemental Crews Operation, KE-EW Reactor Operation,
and assumed the duties of Supervisor, I00 Operations,effective April I,
1959.

J. W. Jones, Supervisor, I00 Operations, Supplemental Crews Operation,
was transferred to B Processing Operation, B-C Reactor Operation, and
assumed the duties of Specialist. Reactor Operations,effective April i,
1959.

H. J. Miller, Analyst, Maintenance Methods, KE-KW Maintenance Operation,
resigned effective April 10, 1959 to accept employment with Boeing
Aircraft.

Changes for the month included one transfer in, and two terminations.

III. Pm ONNELACTIVITIES
t a " tS. L. Nelson, Man_er KEProcessing Operation t presented he p per, Radia ion

and Contamination Control at _OZ'd Reactors", at the fifth annual Nuclear
Congress. . .

W. A. Elliot of Travelers Insurance Company made third party inspections of
four air receivers in 105-EW and two carbon dioxide storage tanks at 115-EW.

Iv. SAFETZANDSECtm

Twenty-three medical treatment injuries were incurred for a frequency rate
of 3.2 per cent.

DEC/ SSIFIED
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The safety program developed by the K Plant Safety Council fc
the month in carrying out the 1959 theme "As Ye Sow, So Shall Ye Reap", was
related to good housekeeping. A quiz was prepared and used in safety meetings
as a guide for analysis of individual housekeeping habits.

One serious accident, IPD 59-6 was investigated. This involved the dropping
of loaded charging imaehlnemagazines from the "Ce elevator metal hoists.

A film demonstrating the proper technique for mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and
use of the resusitube was shown to plant personnel.

No security vlolations,were incurred.

v Nq-ROUTX

None.

vi. DZSCO

Ali persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in inventions
or discoveries advise that, to the best af their knowledge and belief, no inventions
or discoveries were made in the course of their work during the period covered by
this report. Such persons further advised, that, for the period therein covered
by this report, notebook records, if any, kept in the course of their work have
been e_ for possible inventions or _ieeeveri_e.

. Fu cI0w@

Gm_tL

A. Adm!nlstratlvo

Suggestion Plan Statistics for the month were as follows:

Suggestions at start of month -- 53
Received for evaluation -------- 8
Replies submitted ....... I_
On hand at end of month ....... 47

A dlscussion-type information meeting was held with KW Instrument Personnel
to review the various General Electric Benefit Plans.

To improve consistency of form of the Operations' Monthly Record Reports, a
set of general rules was compiled and distributed to the various report
authors.

Special arrangements were made with the Production Operation, KE Processing
and K Maintenance for the reporting of extended outage work progress.

B. Personnel Development Activities

A formal plant exempt training program was initiated. The Operation Manager
was course leader for the initial sessions on the philosophy and associated
aspects of Union Relations. Additional sessions on selected topics are
planned.
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_ Nineteen employees began a series of group discussion meetings to study
the American competitive enterprise economy.

Attendance to IPD Training Courses was as follows:

Principles & Methods of Supervision & Leadership --- E. Miner
E. Weasner
J. K. Grady

C. Cost and Measurements

To comply with a request by the services d_vislon of the Schenectady Office,
Janitor costs of the five Reactor Areas for the twelve month period ending
February 28, 1959 were compiled and submitted.

Graphs were compiled and issued h_dicating current operating expenditure
status, as compared to estimated cost.

A study was made of the expenditure pattern of KE-KW Reactor Operation
equipment items funded from the FY-1959 Equipment Budget to determAne
what items would extend beyond the end of the fiscal year.

D. Landlord Activities

Display boards for mouth-to-mouth resusitubes were installed in selected
building locations.

Work was completed to provide space in the 1720-K Building for the mail
room.

The 2-_ D spraying program of weed control was started.

m0C SSZNGOZmA O

A. _Product!on

Input production was*401 per cent of forecast. Power level was limited by the
rupture control point. The reactor was shut down for the last half of the
month to repl_ce resistance temperature detectors, gas seals and to accomplish
other major maintenance work.
*_Ae to rescheduling the extended outage.

B. Operatin_ Exoerience

Reactor outage time totaled 393.8 hours. Operating continuity was affected
by the following events:

Day Hours Remarks

6 30.1 Scram caused by instrument power supply voltage surge at KER.

7 2.9 _anual scram due to lack of control at turnaround during cold
start-up.

15 0.8 Panelllt trip on the 0376 caused by partial plugging of the

venturi with acrossheader_ strainer 0____SS_ED
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16 360.0 Rema_m_d down for hl/er_d4r._:of'the _ the:'.RTD
_xten_e_ _htage_!,-,!_,:.'c._.,,_,'.',._,..•......' .

2. .Eau!10ment_]_eL'_-ien=_"_-,_i._.

a_ Instrument and Circuitry - There were 995resistance temperature detector
circuits out of service at the start-up of April 7 due to water flushing
from the open Km_ Loop 2 Crossheaders. The RTD circuits were cleared
by applying the "hot shot" method.

Design change work schedtuledfor the extended outage was accomplished
as shown._bymonth, end.

Title Per Cent Complete
Number 155, Safety C_rcuit Revisions 64

Number 177, Safe to un-by-pass lights 85

Number 19_, Safety Circuit Trip Modifications 83

Number_199, 1706 Kl_ Safety Circuit Re_sion-2 I00

Number 201, Temperature Monitor Power Supply 93

Number 2_0, Ball 3X System Circuit Revisions 93

b. Horlzgn_al Control Rod System - Borescope examination of HCR channels
16 and 19 revealed the presence of 3X balls in the channels. Plans
were made for removal of balls before the rods are returned to service.

c. _ - Ali rear face gas seals were replaced by month end except
13_ on the bottom rows.

d. Other OutAge Work - The status of other extended outage work at month
end was as follows:

rtem

RTD and L@ad Replacement Per Cent Complete

Cable Splicing 90
Installation of Leads 85
Bundle Dropping 95
String Pulling 80
Bundle Positioning 50
Loop Resistance Check 2
RTD Connecting 2

_Miscellaneous

Design Change 268 - Downcomer Orifice I00
Desi_ Change 241 -"Venturi .Reaming I00
Mattress Plate Replacement 50
Bellows Replacement 96
Painting 107 Tanks 75
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e. KER Facilities - One scram initiated by the KER facility resulted in
a total of 30.1 hours outage time.

C. Imorovement Experience

I. Production and Process Tests

The reactor contained 12 tubes charged with production test material at
month end. One front to rear test hole was empty.

2. Pro._ects

The fog spray system was installed in the rear face area (Project CG-79).
Instrumentation and valve controls remain to be completed.

D. Radiation M.onitorin_ Experience

I. Radiation Occurrences.

There were six radiation occurrences within the Oper_tlon. Due to late
submission dates, classification was incomplete at month end.

Two radiation occurrence reports were written on 1706-KER activities.
One of these was classed as a Lapse of Radiation Control.

2. External Exposure Control

Turco was successfully used to internally decontaminate the rear face
plpln_. The average dose rate of the rear face was reduced from 125 to
20 mr/hr. The pickup chutes were cleaned and flushed in an attempt to reduce
the radiation level prior to personnel entry for mattress plate replacement.
The maximum personnel dose rate was 300 mr/hr for cleaning and 20 to I000
mr/hr for equipment removal. The maximum dose rate over the sump was 5
r/hr at one foot.

3. Personnel Contamination

There were five cases of personnel contamination and four cases of
personal clothing contamination during the month, with a maximum skin
contamination of 20,000 c/m and the maximum clothing contamination was 125
mrad/hr at the surface including 2 mr/hr at two inches. Ali skin con-
taminatlon was successfully removed.

.EwmOC SSZNGOZmA  ON

A. Production
, _

Input production was lll.1 per cent of forecast. The maximum power level was
limited by the planned power increase program. Judicious use of poison splines
for long-term reactivity gains and flattening resulted in a long operating
period at maximum power levels.

B. Ooeratln_ Ex]oerlence _EC_S_/___ _
cf-5
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i. Ouerat_ Cont_n,_tv

Reactor outages totaled lll.6,hou_.8.Operating continuity was affected
by the following events:

20 75.6 Reactor shut down to discharge a rupture_slug in tube
3665. Following rupture removal, outage%imo was used
for metal processing.

28 36.0 Reactor manually scrammed following ruptured slug
indications in tube 3091.

2. Equipment Ex_nerienc?
J

a. _- The first rupture in tube 3665 was discharged by the
charging machine. Tube 3091 contained a poison spline which had

become stuck in the tube prior to rupture slug indications. During
removal of the tube and contents, • spontaneous fire o_curred in a
five foot seotion which was hangin_ vertically in the rear face.
Duration of fire was estimated at less than ten seconds. Some

contsmination was evident on the exhaust fan room floor, on the caps
and nozzles below the rupture tube,and in the exhaust fan ducts.

b. _ - An abnormally high number of plugged Panellit sensing lines
(124) were discovered during the April 20 outage and was attributed
to the long operating periods recently experienced. Plans were made
to check ali of the Panellit lines during each outag@..

4

c. The lack of an aluminmn washer caused a front raco cap leak on tube
1671. A holding plate and Jack b_its were installed to assure that
the cap would not come off during reactor operation.

C. Imn_ovemAnt Ex_e_iens_

i. Production and Process Test.

a. PT-TP-I_-_: Snn_IA._n% C: "Poison Snli._ Fle_ble Control S7.t_,_

To.ts at K P_leP - The following spline operations we_e accomplished:

Spllnes inserted - 39
Splines removed -/_44

Splines stuck - 2 (Tube and contents were removed)
Spline torn off in cap - I (Removed during April 28 outage)

Considerable difficulty was experienced due to the Jamming of spline
choppers during removal operation. Two tubes Were removed due to
lodging of splines within the tube. Spline usage was discontinued
for the present time.

b. PITA-IP-_-I. ,Char_n_ KYII FuAI ElemAnts Into K Reac_or_._- A total of
1,226 F_II N and 209 KIII E metal columns has been charged into KW
Reactor to date. Total reactor flow increased approximately 4,000 gpm.
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D. Radiation ExD_ri_na_-

1. Radiation Onet_rsness

The classification of lapses of Radiation Control was not completed atmonth end.

2. External Exmost_e Contro]

During spline removal operations, the screen in the catch hrough became
plugged, causing water and spline cuttings to blow back into the cutter.
The dose rate to repair the cutter was 2.5 r/hr.

Discharge operations were conducted at dose rates higher than normal by
a factor of three. The change was attributed to increased mAuganese in
the raw river water from spring run-off.

During the removal of a rupture from process tube 3091 and the subsequent
fire which flamed from a five foot section of process tube containing
irradiated metal and poisonspline, some contamination spread resulted. Dose
rates up to 3.5 rads/hr, including 1 r/br, were measured on exhaust fan
expansion Joints. Dose rates through the lunch room and adjacent corridor
floor, ranged from 5 to 50 mr/hr due to irradiated particles in the exhaust
fan ducts, requiring that these areas be restricted from dormal usage.
The occurrence was formally investigated on May l, and reported in document
HW-60274.

3. Contam_nation Cnntrol

As a result of the rupture removal fire, the discharge area below tube
3091 was contaminated to 15 rad/hr. The levels were reduced to 400 mrad/hr.
by decontsmination efforts.

KE-KW POWER OPERATION

A. Ooeratin_ ExoeriencA

_he KE Reactor extended outage enabled the peak control point to be established

at 310 megawatts. Use of the K generators for control purposes was required
for approximately 19 hours. Maximum load generated was four megawatts for eight
Hours on April 15.

B. Equipment Ex_erlencA

I. River Plmp Overha,11- 181-_

Overhaul of the Number 6 pump was completed on April i0. During routine
testing, the shaft froze. Investigation revealed three wiped shaft
bearings. New bearings were ordered and at month-end, reassembly of the
pump was in progress.

2. Trip Test: 480 Volt Station Servi_

On April 29, trip-out tests of the 480 volt station service system were
conducted in both 165-KE and EW. The test at KE was carried out without

incident. At EW, the system failed to transfer on the first trip. However,
the system functioned sati_ on several suci_P]_kl ..A_lPll 1.

 LIAIrltU
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3. Number i Au_dliar_ Fan Turbin_

As a result of the momentary power loss occasioned by the failure of the
480 volt station service to transer, the steam auxiliary @quipment on Number
i boiler came on the line. The packing in the forced draft fan turbine

overheated and burned. It was no_,essaryto shut down the boiler temporarily
to permit uncoupling the auxiliary turbine from the fan. An investigation
to determine the cause of the failure was initiated.

4. N_mber I Generator. 16%-K_

During routine operation on April 2, the turbine on Number I generator at
165-KW started "Hunting". Attempts to smooth out the operation were unsuc-
Cessful. The unit was removed from service and the standby Number 2

generator was placed on the line. An investigation indicated that faulty
governor action was a factor contributing to the erratic generator operation.
A replacement governor unit was installed. ' ' .....
Imnrov_,_n_ Ex_rfenc_ ' •

I_...CG-77_.,.K_,_ata_.Plant Eroanmion '

During initial tests of the Number I KE pump set, as a prototype unit for
. CG-775, overheating of the rewound low lift motor was apparent. The motor

was dismounted and shipped to the Westinghouse Plant at Sunnyvale, California
for inspection and repair. Utilizing the Number 1 river pump motor, the
Number i high llft (with trimmed impeller)was tested. A maximum flow of
43,000 gpm was achieved. Additional testing and alterations of the impellerwere planned.

KE-E',,7MA"['W'_NA_,_r'_.0_ATI0_

A. EauiDmsnt ETDerlene_

i. In_tr,_-_nt_

Range changes were made on 2,608 gages. Jum@ers we_e checked in Number 4
panel in 105-KW and approximately five per cent required repairs. New
jumpers were placed on order for replacement. Ali the resistance temperature
detectors were,_replacedduring the extended outage in I05-KE and four were
replaced in IO_KM. Twenty-four controller boxes were required in I05-KW
and eight in I05-KE. Installation of lead wire and harness assemblies was
in progress in I05-KE by Central Maintenance at month end._

2. KlaAtri=A

Installation of the 24-Unit annuciatior was completed at I05'KE in accordance
with K Maintenance Engineering recommendations.

3. Me chanica!

During the extended outage at I05-KE, new gas seals (bell_ws) were installed
on all but 134 gunbKrrels .bymonth end. Ali the venturi throats were reamed
to accommodate the increased flow requirements for I05-KE.

Other work in con_unction with the KE extended outage is summarized:
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a. Installation of new office plates in the downcomer (Design Change
268).

b. Revision (Mechanical Portion) of I_er-outer baD. 3X system (Design
Change 240).

c. Modification to equalize line (Design Change 274).

d. Installation of piping for turco internal decontamination.

e. Revision of 1706 KE-KER Communication system.

f. Relocation of clean-up vent valves for all KER loops.

g. Examination and resolderlng of all signal leads in the KER cells,
ball 3X room, 1706 KER panel board and in ali Swartout instruments
iu cells i, 2, 3 and _.

B. En_ineerin_
I

I.
0

A greater portion of the Maintenance Engineering effort was applied
to preparations for and follow up on KE extended outage work.

Assistance was given during the 0@-775 prototype pump tests of the
high and low lift Number I pump unit. The problems of excessive
vibration of the high lift pump and over heating of the re-wound low
lift m_tor were successfully overcome with the cooperative efforts of
representatives from _estlughouse, Ej_-onJackson and F_O. The low
llft motor was removed, sent to Igestinghousein Portland for re-winding
for increased horsepower, returned and re-installed. After initial
tests were not satisfactory, it was again removed and shipped to the
vendor's plant in Sunnyvale, California _or correction of heating
problems. Upon its return, it was re-installed and satisfactorily
tested.

. New low lift pump impeller and bowl assemblies was installed on the
Number I low llft unit and new impeller was installed in the Number i
high llft pump. The assembly was removed and altered by Central Shops
in accordance with the vendorts recommedatlons. The housing profile
was also modified in accordance with the vendor's recommendations.

2. In_trllmAntEn_neer__n

Recommendations were forwarded to the Processing Operations for the
installation of a light bank read-out system in the zone temperature
monitoring system.

3. Mechanical Enminmmrin_

An engineering study was completed by CEO on the 1704-K Building heatingand ventilating together with alternate methods of cooling the peripheral
offices. A project proposal was initiated.

DECSSIED
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To reduce the "C" elevator motor load, an additional 5000 _ .f
counterweight was recommended. A container was designed to hold 99 lead
bricks as an addition to each counter-weight column of the I05-KE-EW ,C"
elevators.

4. _Iec_riaal En_In_e_In

A design change to modify the riser vent flow alarm system was prepared
and routed for approvals.

C p1_-nn4nn' anti S_h_1111-1nn,

Class "A" overhauls were completed on 131 items of equipment and class "B"
on 87 items. The class "A" overhauls included the Number i high lift and
low lift pumps and motors in 190-_, Rumbers 1 and 6 pumps and motors at
IaI-KE and the Number 1 liquid rheostat in 190-KE. The _B" overhauls included
the flywheel and speed increaser for Number i pump iu 19GLEE, Number 3 generator
and exciters in 190-EM and the Number 2 boiler in 165-EN.

SUPPLEMENTAL _S OPERATION

A. ImproyemAnt Erg_ioncn

The roving badge system for Supplemental Crews was discont_uued in favor of
use of a single badge for all areas. The new system will eliminate the
processing of 260 badges per month and improve exposure accountability.

B. Ev_nt.qInfluenc_n_ _mst.q

There were 448 hours of non-exempt Overtime worked for outages and extra
coverage.

Man_er
KB-KW REACTOR OPmUtTION
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PRODUCTION OPERATION

APRILa 1959

I. ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS

No change.

II. PERSONNEL

A. Force Re_ort

March 31 _ April 30 Net

_. _._.Tot_ ___:N._._otaA Change

General 2 1 3 2 1 3 0
Prod'n Reports & Statistics 1 2 3 1 2 3 0
Prod'n Forecast 'g & Sched'g 5 4 9 5 4 9 0
_'od'n Computing 3 3 6 3 3 6 0
Essential Materials _ _ 2 1 1 2 0

Total 12 11 23 12 11 23 0

III. PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES,,,

J. R. Young attended the Fifth Nuclear Congress Meeting at Cleveland,
Ohio on APril 6 through 10, 1959. At this meeting he presented a paper
titled "Operational Problems of the Original Hanford Production Reactors".

IV. SAFETY AND SECURITY

There were no injuries or security violations. Safety and security
meetings were attended as scheduled.

V. NON-ROUTINE REPORTS

Doc. No. Title Author_s_ Dat___ee Class.

HW-60123 Forecast Routine Process J. R. Young 4/22/59 Con.-Undoc.
Tube Replacements - E.F. Fairweather

FY 1960 to 1964 W.S. Sllppern

HW-59633 HAPO Five-Year Program W.D. Gilbert 4/20/59 Secret
S. Goldsmith
R. E. McGrath
L. M. Meeker
C. A. Priode
H.F. Zuhr

VI. INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in
inventions or discoveries advise that, to the best of their knowledge and

DfCLASSIJ:I.ED



belief no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work

during the period covered by this report. Such persons further advised,
that for the period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if
any, kept in the course of their work have been examined for possible in-
ventions or discoveries.

VIii. FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

A. Production Forecastin_ _ Scheduling and _ysis

i. Production Forecasting

Document No. HW-59820 titled Production Computation and Scheduling
for Hanford Re'actors has been completed, reviewed, and typed for

publication. It is presently undergoing final correction and proof-
reading prior to publication.

The ei_teen-month IPD production forecast was completed and issued

as TS Document No. CLV_-69S. Production forecasted is about one

per cent higher for the period than the previous forecast.

2. pro duction Sch.e.duling '

a. Discharge Concentrations

The goal exposure plan was reviewed to make proper allowance
for rising inlet water temperature and for tube power increases
effecte@ or planned° The resultant general plan is given in the
table below. Fine adjustments to cover particular area needs will
be made as they become apparent.

Variable Goal Discharge Plan
,,, , J

Material "_ ..ReactOr(S) I ,, M *C,max **Usual Dischg. Exposure

Solid Regular B3D,DR,F,H,EE, KW i000 4_0 700
Solid Regular C i000 550 650

z a X Be_,uJ.arX 1400 5_ 780
I & E Regular B, D_ DR, F 1400 520 725
I & E Regular C 1400 600 725

I'& X _eEmlmr KE,_ 15oo 680 900 7oo
Solid Enriched B,DR, H 1800 1160 i000 850
I & E Enriched H 2100 1030 I000

I & E Enriched B,D,DR,F 2100 1030 900
I & E Enriched C 1900 ilO0 650

I & E Enriched EE,KM 1900 1050 575

* Where low tube factors would result in discharging well above the economic upper

limit, a maximum goal has been specified.

**The exposures of individual batches can vary widely from those listed because of

the timing of the outage and the powers of the tubes discharged.

"e
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'4_ Note: M values may change with inlet water temperature, tube
flow rate and reactor power level.

The variable goal plan is described by the equation:

G=I-Mf

Where: G = Goal exposure in MWD/ton

I = Variable goal intercept
M = Variable goal slope

f = Tube factor (relative tube power)

With the exceptions noted below, material was discharged in
accordance with the goal plan.

_e_ _OW GOal Di ,sch_r_i_ ,- A_ril 1959

Tons

Tons Excess Mat 'I

Reactor Disch. Use_e Type Reason

B 2.0 i.i Regular Rupture prone lot CL-831-D.
B 2.5 i.6 Regular Rupture prone lot SL-O64-D.

D 2.3 1.4 Regular Material discharged to permit optimum place-
ment of enrichment.

D 2.9 1.5 Regular Further adjustments to enrichment pattern.
DR i.i 0.5 Regular Rupture prone lot CL-8!2-D.

DR 1.0 0.3 Regular Rupture prone lots KL-OSO-D and CL-O54-D.
KW 1.4 0.5 Regular Rupture prone lot CK-817-D.

KW 0"9 0.2 Regular Tubes used for temporary poison

14.1 7.i Totals for Regular Uranium

There was no significant discharging of enriched metal below
goal during April.

Comparison of April Discharge Exposure (MWD/ton)

Re6ular u Enriched U

Month Solid " I & E Solid I & E

February 706 782 1176" 755

March 704 747 914 717

April 721 774 848 751

* Less than one ton discharged.

b. Process Tube Replacement

There were no tube replacement outages during April. A
number of tubes were removed from service to await future

tube replacement outages. During regular maintenance work

there were four tubes replaced at DR Reactor and two at F.

OECSSI En



c. 0ff-Plant Shipments

Five casks of irradiated bismuth were shipped to Mound Labo-

story and one cask of isotope material was shipped to ORNL.

3. Operations Analysis

Corrections and revisions to the final draft of HW-59633, Hanford

Atomic Products Operation Five-Year Program, were completed and the
•oc_ent issued.

Process tube replacement schedules for all reactors were completed

and set forth in document HW-60123, Forecast Routine Process Tube

Replacements - FY 1960 to 1964. Distribution was made to all people
concerned with the replacement program.

Work continued on the zirconium tube replacement program in con-

Junction with the Task Force assigned to this problem.

B. Production Computing,,

Tube-by-tube source d_ta were processed to establish the current pro-
duction and corrosion status for each tube in all reactors. Routine

and emergency reports were issued to implement the scheduling, fore-

casting, and accountability functions of the Production Operation.

Charge-discharge and tube replacement information for each reactor

operation was provided in accordance with production schedules. Pro-
duction data were supplied to each Pile Physicist for reactivity evalu-

ations, and to Process Technology for EDPM processing.

Individual tube source data were supplied to the SS Accountability

Operation for calculating weights of SS material in discharges and
month' s end inreactor inventories.

Upon request Production Computing is now prepared to furnish a machine

report which presents sums of certain reactor variables in a compact,
easy-to-scan, matrix format. The new report form is especially useful

to the pile physicist. By dividing the reactor into zones of a con-

venient size, he can readily estimate reactivity changes in each zone
during the operating period as well as following an outage.

C. Production Reports and Statistics

i. DailyReportin

Routine processing of the Daily Production Report and Daily

Operations Report in both summary and complete forms was con-
tinued.

2. Monthly Reporting

The combined report of Production and Reactor Operations for
March was assembled and issued.
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The March production summary was prepared for management.

Special monthly report information was assembled for personnel

of the AEC-EO0 (Process Englneerlng and Manufacturing Division)

summarizing plant operation and related statistics for March.

3. Production Statistics

Si_Iflcant production statistics work performed during April
included the followlng :

a) A chart book showing reactor outage time, ruptures and

scrams was maintained for department management.

b) The Product Cost and Budget Operation was fur_Ished pro-
duction data, operating efflciencles, outage hours and
tube replacement information.

c) The Radiation Protection and Analytical Laboratories

Operations, HLO, were given weekly reports showlng process
water flows and related reactor data.

d) The Plant and Industrial Engineering, Component Testing
and Supplemental Crews {_Deratlons were supplied infor-

mation each morning showing which reactors were operating.

e) The Processing Engineering Operation, Fuels Preparation

Department, was given power level, water flow and tube re-
placement data.

f) The number and duration of reactor outages, exceeding

minimum downtime, from January, 1958 to date was tabulated

for Plant and Industrial Engineering Operation.

g) A breakdown of reactor outage time showing the percent of
time operated efficiency lost to the various causes of un-

scheduled outages from January, 1957 to date w_s tabulated
for IPP management.

h) The number of process tubes installed at each reactor

during FT 1958 and 59 was given to H Reactor Operation.

i) The number of outage hours charged to the various causes

of Panellit scrams during CY 1958 was given to the Plant

and Industrial Engineering Operation.

J) The average time per month spent for charge-discharge

during the last year was given to the Expansion Operation.
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i iiiii
D. Essential Materials

Rall and truce shipments'received in April were as follows

Carload shipments for IPD 9.02
Carload shipments for other Depts. 177
Truce shipments for IPD 61

,a,

Total 44O

Helium consumption darting the month of April for all reactors was as
follows :

IO0-B " 372,078 cu ft.

100-C - 372,077 " "

IO0-D - 309,822 " " '
100-DII - 228,872 " "
100-F - 202,195 " "

loo-ll - 2o4,787 " "
IO0-KE - 350,665 " "
lOO-_ - 28o,475 " "

Total - 2,320,971 cu ft.

In addition to the routine duties involved in the procurement and
delivery of essential materials_ the following items were included in
the group's activities during April:

1. Fuel oil requirements for the K Areas which had been delivered
by tank truck from Pasco during the col_ months were changed back

starting April 1 to rail tank car shipments from Cutbank, Montana.
This was done according to prior agreement with the vendor.

2. One small truck load of liquid Sodium Dichromate was received from
Columbus, Montana on April 15. Laboratory analysis of samples
taken found the material to be of acceptable quality.

E. Miscellaneous Activities
m ' ' o

Central assistance with the Job knowledge tests used in the formalized

Pile Operator selection procedure continued to be given the Reactor
Operations.

Security classification matters continued to be handled for the de-

partment. New _idance from the AEC-HO0 and from ELO was given ap-
propriate dissemiuation within IPD. This included temporary d?fi-
nitions for use with the NPR Project. Special assistance was given
the Technical Information Operation, ELO, in the development of pro-
cedures for implementing HAPO OPG-1.5 with respect to unclassified
documents.
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Discussions were held on April 27 and 28 with AEC-HO0 representatives_

EE-K_ Reactor personnel, and two visitors associated with the N. S.
Savannah Project: R. O. Mehann (States Marine Line) and E. K. Sullivan

(AEC - Washington). Certain revisions in the planned Hanford (IPD)

assistance with the training of the ship's personnel were considered
and tentative agreements were reached. The visitors confirmed that the

first group of these trainees (15) still are scheduled to arrive at

Hanford on May 17 for a 5 to 8 weeks stay.

CA
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_o FACZLITIES ENGINEERING SECTICR
MON_E_ RECORD REPORT

Imlmw

APRIL, 1959

I. CRGANIZATION ARD PERSORREL

A. Reelxmsibili_

Process Design, Exl_nsion, one Consulting Engineer, a_i one
_Ti_ci_l Engineer were t_ansferre4, effective April I, 1959, to
the newly-establlshed NPR Project Section. The Reactor Modifica-
tion Design group of Process Design will continue to functio_ as
a unit in Facilities Engineering. Responsibility of Facilities
Engineering to the NPR Project Section will be on a service-type
basis.

Ali other assigned resl_nsi_illties retained unchanged during the
month.

B. Per_sG_nelStatistics

March 31, April SO, Net
1959 1959 Change

Employees on Permanent Roll 216 165 51
Technical Gz_luates (Rotational) 1 1 0
Technical Trainees 2 2 0

Technical Graduates

Ro tlo l

Transferred into Section 4 0
TTansfezTed out of Section 53 0
Payroll Removals 2 0

C. Personnel Chsnges

J. L. RusE, Engineering Assistant, t_ansferTe_ from Financial
Section to Equlizent Develo1_ent on April 20, 1959.

A. D. Keefer, Engineering Assistant, t_ansferred from Research an_
Engineering to Equil]aentDevelolzaent_ April 27, 1959.

J. W. McKeown, General Clerk B, transferred from Financial Section
to Project Engineering on April 6, 1959.

R. T. Jessen, Manager, transferred from N Reactor Section to
Facilities Engineering on April i, 1959.

J. S. McM_hon, Manager, transferred from Facilities Engineering to
NPR Project on April I, 1959.

D-I
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Hazel J. McAllister, Steno.typist, died on April 21, 1959.

Jacqueline Shipp, Secretary, on leave of absence, terminated
April 30, 1959.

A total of _ employees from Process Design, Expansion, Consulting
az_ Principel Engineers transferred from Facilities Engineering to
NPR Project on April l, 1959.

D. Personnel Develo_memt

Title of COurse Personnel Attending

Principles and Methods of Supervision 2
Understanding Human Behavior 3

E. Safety and Securit_ Experience

Three medical treatment injuries were reported.

One security violation _as reported.

II. HE.mT nW TI S

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result
in inventions or _iscoveries advise that, to the best of their know-
ledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course
of their work during the period covered by this report. Such persons
further advise that, for the period therein covered by this report,
notebook records, if an_, kept in the course of their work have been
examined for possible inventions or discoveries.
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@ ,
L. III. ACHIEVEMENT

A. Reactor Modification Design

I. Research and Development

The second phase of the existing reactor downcomer model test
program at Washington State College was completed during the
month. The test results indicate that significant flow
increases may be achieved in the 105-F downcomer with relatively
minor structural modifications. Additional generalized data
regarding downcomer flow characteristics was also obtained in
this series of tests. The contract modification for the third

" phase of the downcomer model test program has been approved
and fabrication of the 105-DR downcomer model and modification
of the 105-F model for the performance of additional flow and
boiling studies has been started.

Pre1_m_nary design studies of the proposed K area emergency
back mp system modifications are continuing pending receipt
of the requested project authorization. Pr_ attention is
being given to the additional high pressure process water
crosstie line, the Steam driven back-up water pump in each
area_ and the associated steam cross-tie line between areas.
The proposed 4160 volt emergency electrical crosstie will be
included in the scope of CG-775 at the request of HOO-AEC. Tests
to determine the i65-K boiler minimum steaming rates are under-
way. Studies of required pump characteristics, turbine controls
and re_tction gear availability are continuing, with some
delays being encountered in the receipt of necessary vendor
information. The contract modification for model flow studies

of the effect in installation of an additional pump in the
190-K low lift pump suction wells has been approved and
preparatory test work is underway. Preliminary evaluations
are being made of the possibility of installing the steam
crosstie line in a separate underground conduit rather than
in the existing KE-KW utilities crosstie tunnel, due to
anchoring and cooling problems which would be encountered in
the existing tunnel. An analytical review of the back up
pump and high pressure process water crosstie .systemrequire-
ments has been initiated in order to establish a design basis
for the proposed project. These activities will permit the
initiation of formal design scope preparation without
unnecessary delay upon receipt of project authorization.

A review of equipment and system functional requirements and
justificatic;nfor the installation of full pile charge-discharge
while operating facilities at I05-C has been _tarted. The
accumulation of supporting data for project proposal preparation
is underway.
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2. Desiam Projects

a. outfallStu
I

The close out notice for this project was issued during
the month with an indicated funds '_underrunof $5000.

b. CG-77_- lO0-K Area Wate_ Pl%n$ Modifications

Installation of the prototype process water pump modifica-
tions in 190-KE was accomplished during the month and
performance testing has been partially completed. The
initial test data indicates that satisfactory operation of
both the high lift and low lift pumps will be a_hieved
at flows of up to 38,000 gpm and that ali performance
specifications for the pump set will be met or exceeded.

A design change authorizing the necessary electrical system
modifications to support the increased low lift pump
horsepower was approved and issued during the month.

Several problems were encountered in installation and testing
of the prototype pump modifications. The low lift pump
drive motor was rewound from a 900 to 1500 HP rating by
the Westinghouse Corp. at the time of replacement of the
existing low llft pump by the prototype pump. Upon initial
testing of the modified pump and motor,higher tha_1normal.
coil temperatures were noted at a load of approximately
1400 HP in addition to smoking and sparking of the motor.
Upon confirmation of this problem by additional tests
the motor was removed from service and sent to the
Westinghouse shops in Sunnyvale, California for examina-
tion and repair. It was determined that the apparent
cause of the motor difficulties was a mechanical mis-
alignment of the rotor which caused rubbing on the stator
frame. At months end these mechanical problems have been
corrected and the motor is being returned to HAPO for
reinstallation and final testing. To date the rewound
motor has not demonstrated its ability to carry the rated
1500 HP load without excessive _e_berat_r_s.' _AII:lo_d tests of
this motor will be made as part of the remaining pump
test.program. In order not to delay the testing program
beyond the available outage time,an available 1500 HP
river pump motor was utilized for operating the low lift
pump during the pump testing program. This motor was
adapted to the pump discharge head by means of field
fabricated ad_pter plates.

No unexpected problems were encountered in the installation
of the new impeller in the presently installed high lift
pump case; however, considerably more grinding of the
interior of the pump case to accommodate the impeller was
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required than had been expected. The high pump
impeller has been trimmed to a final diameter in prepara-
tion for an extended period of i_service operational testing
after the completion of additlCnal performance and trip
out tests.

Due to the additional costs which were encountered in the pump
testing program as a result of the low lift motor problems
and the additional high lift case modifications, a project
proposal _evision has been prepared for submission to the
Atomic Energy Commission requesting an increase in authorized
project funds from $250,000 to _285,000. These additional
funds have been requested in order to provide funds for contin-
uation of the development and preliminary design programs
until full project authorization is requested.

Testing of the 181-K river pump house model at Washington
State College is underway. Preliminary test results indicate

' that the achievement of satisfactory flow distribution patterns
to additional pumps in the existing structure is questionable,
without structural modifications. The model testing of the
190-K low lift pump suction wells at Oregon State College has
been completed. The test results indicate that no serious
flow distr_.bationproblem will be encountered at increased

process water flow rates. Inspection of a 183-K butterfly
control valve indicated little damage from cavitational
attack in the pipinE although the valve was severely eroded.

c. CGI-791 - Reactor Confinement

At month's end overall design progress is estimated to be

81 percent complete, with Phases I, II, and III respectively
99.5, 76, and 71 percent complete. The remaining item of
design activity to be completed on Phase I is final issuance
of the fog spray Acceptance Test Procedure. The design drawings
for Phase Tru site clearance work are essentially complete.
Additional design funds have been requested in the Phase Via
project proposal as a result of the increased scope and cost
of the developmental testing associated with this project.
The Phase Tr design criteria was approved by the Project
Representatives during tL_ month. Preparation of a topical
report containing an analysis of crediole incidents and
d_gree of protection offered by the CGI-791 facilities is
underway.

The uranium oxidation tests being performed at ORNL in
support of this project included the initial 500 MWD/T
irradiated samples this month. The data obtained gener_lly
agrees with results previously obtained by HLO. Significant
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increases in the oxidation rate of irradiated uranium as
compared_to cold or trace material were noted.

The counter-current fog nozzle tests have been completed
and the facility is being modified for the concurrent air
flow tests. The filter life tests have been completed on
ali filter material currently available and data obtained
which will provide a basis for the preparation of filter
media specifications. *

Initial test data regarding the strength of concrete
block walls and tile roofs, typical of the older reactors,
has been obtained. Additional cost information regarding
low pressure gas-tight doors has been received. The test
data and cost inforzation is being incorporated in the
building sealing stud_. Ventilation flow diagrams for the
K reactors were also completed during the month for
inclusion in the study.

At month's end, contract negotiation with the A. D. Little
Co. of Cambridge, Massachusetts for the perfozmance of
the halogen collector test program are underway. Approval
of the _I__ of this firm for the performance of the
proposed tests was received from the Atomic Energy
Commission. The initially proposed CFFF contract for
performance of the required testing was unacceptable to
the A. D. Little Co. and the requested "time and materials"
type of contract has been prepared and forwarded to them
as a basis for proposal su_nission.

d. CGI-839- KER Loop Conversion

Authorization of $115,000 for design of modifications to
four KER in pile loops in order to permit prototype NPR
fuel testing was received during the month. Initial Project
Representatives meetings have been held to define the
general objectives of the project and to start establish-
ment of the basic process requirements for the modified
loops. Studies of the relative attractiveness of "canned
motor" or mechanically sealed pumps for use as loop
circulating pumps have been initiated, so as to permit
early procurement of these long delivery items upon
rec6_pt of appropriate authorization.

Authorization permitting initiation of the proposed
program for restoration of the K reactor graphite was
received during the month. Advantage of the current KE
reactor _r_hnoutage is being taken to drill a series
of holes in the reactor top shield. These holes are being
drilled to permit observation and measurement of the actual

DEC SSIFIEn
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external distortion of the graphite stack develop
shield drilling techniques. At months end,'the first
hole isnearly completed through the B shield. Extension
of this hole through the cast iron thermal shield will
complete the _ operation. Lack of available outage
time may preclude the drilling of more than one additional
explanatory hole during the current outage. Some difficulty
with the use of available drilling equipment has been
encountered, resulting in del_y of the hole drilling
operation.

A prototype push bag, 40 feet long, has been ordered for
trial insertion through the shield hole in order to deter-
mine the feasibility of the proposed desi_. Design test
authorizations have been issued for the graphite stack
pushing and HCR ceramic sleeve tests, and the necessary
_upporting procurement action initiated.

3.

M. H. Schack visited Washington State College on two occasions
to observe model _aa_s of't_e 100-F downcomer and discuss the

downcomer m_del test program.

N. F. Filer visited Washington State College to observe model
test_ _f th_ 18t-K pump house.

4. SiJmifi.cant Reports Issued

HW-58578 - "Design Test Request No. 1041, Stress Analysis of
Existing 190 to 105 Bldg. Piping Systems for
Xncreased Water Capacity-Study, B, D, DR, F, H &
C Areas", F. J. Kempf, March 31, 1959.

HW-59830 - "Performance Test of CG-558 19a Bldg. Pump with
Replaceaent Rotating Assembly", N. F. Fifer and
M. H. Schack, March 31, 1959.

HN-6010? - _w_nction Test IP-242-M, Performance Test of
190-DR Pump No. ? with Replacement Rotating
Assemhl_, M. H. Schack and S. S. Jones, April 20,
1959.

HW-60199 - "CGI-?91, Reactor Confinement, Representatives
Meeting No. 7, April 24, 1959", R. C. Walker,
April 28, 1959.

HW-60200 - "Project CGI-839 Modification of Fuel Element Test
Facilities - 1706-KER - Project Representatives
Meeting #I", E. R. Eudock, April 28, 1959.

Design Change 278 - "Electrical Prototype Pump Installation
Project CG-775 190 and 165-KE", Mo H. Schack,
April 8, 1959.
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B. Equipment Development

Portable radio transmitters and receivers were used successfully at DR
Reactor on April 3, 1959, to cc_micate between the rear-face elevator
and the front-face elevator, the front-face work area, and the control
room. Y_ signals were transmitted through the reactor shielding
through coaxial cable. On the rear face, a speaker and microphone were
mounted lh an assault mask; in the other locations conventional ear-

"phones and microphones were used. The compact prototypes were manufac-
tured by RCA for the Army Signal Corps. Usefulness of the prototype is
being evaluated by DR Reactor before additional units are purchased for
other reactors.

Technical assistance was provided EE Reactor during its rear-face decon-
tamination on April 18, 1959. During the 16-hour Turco 4306-B treatment
the radiation level _as reduced from 100-120 mr per hour to 10-25 mr per
hour (average reading 15 mr per hour). Decontamination at KE Reactor
was 5-10 mr per hour better than KW Reactor and was achieved by increas-
ing the Turco _306-B flushing period from 10 to 12 minutes while water
rinsing was reduced from 5 to 3 minutes.

Testing was initiated on a projection fuel element charging machine. A
standard B-D-F Reactor type char_ machine was procured and the charging
tube and char_ing tray modified. The modified charEin6 tube holds the

fuel element in a fixed, indexed position during the chargin6 stroke.

A purchase order was placed with the Teleflex Corporation for a proto-
type charge seater.

In the confinement develol_nent program, concrete roof tile of 212-N
Building was moved at 0.15 psi and lifted free frca their supports at

0.25 psi. The concrete block wall was rigid with an internal pressure

of 0.15 psi but was quite porous as shown by smoke-bomb tests.

Numerous contacts were made with northwest fabricators in developing an

electric winch for use in the poison column displacement program,
reaming of process tube gunbarrels, replacement of existing gunbarrels

with thin-walled gunbarrels, replacement nozzles for F Reactor to elimi-

nate the effects of stuck rear gunbarrels, and an explosive process
tube flanger.

Five "strap-on" resistance temperature detectors have been received from

A. C. Ruge for evaluation for potential use in the zone temperature mon-

itoring system at C Reactor. Preliminary tests, indicate no marginal
behavior. No failures have been encountered to date with the 630 T. A.

Edison solid barstock resistance temperature detectors installed in the

zone temperature monitors at D, DR and F Reactors.

One hundred solid sintered aluminum boron splines were ordered from

Sintercast Corporation for evaluation in the poison spline program.

Fifty pounds of gadolinium-poisoned alumina balls have been received
from the Electric Auto Lite Company for testing of nuclear and physical

properties for potential use in the ball safety system.

DECL4ITED
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An air-operated chipping hammer has been fabricated and to D-DR

Reactor Maintenance for evaluation of its utility in removing broken vertical
safety rod, _raphite channel block liners.

A quantity re_ulsltion for 360 double-clapper, double-coli solenoids was

issued by Project Engineering for the Ball 3X hopper doors. Specifica-

tions were derived fr_ development efforts over the past year. They
will be powered directly from dual 120-volt battery power supplies.

' Fabrication of a K Reactor graphite moderator motion monitor and step
pl_ have been completed by Minor Construction an_ testing is under way
in 189-D Building.

An under_mter slug press was cqmpleted and delivered to Component Testing
at C Reactor. The press will be used to test the compression strengths
of irradiated I and E mixing slugs.

Visitors

Mr. B. Pearson of Norfin, Inc., Seattle, Washington, visited Mechanical
Develolznent A on April 24, 1959, to discuss new nozzle designs, wye
fittings for pigtails, poison column hoists, and tube choppers.

The followim6 ofT-site personnel visited Mechanical Development B:

Mr. J. Po Jones of the Travelers Insurance Ccmpan7 visited to provide
third party inspection of the Prototype Concept Evaluation Loop piping
syste_ on April 13, 1959.

Mr. J. R. Humphrey of Ingersoll-Rand Ccmpam_ visited on April 13, 1959,
to discuss drilling techniques and equipment.

Mr. J. L. Ellis, Vice President of the Sintercast Corporation of America,
visited to discuss sintered aluminum splines, on April 9, 1959.

Messrs. N. 0vuka and Louis Scheib, representing American Machine and
Foundry, visited the 189-D Mechanical Development Laboratory to discuss
the _Tdraulic drive for the NPR horizontal control rod.

Mr. P 0hmart, President of 0hmart Corporation, visited Instrument De-
velopment on April 2, 1959, to discuss fuel rupture monitoring problems,
Area monitoring problems, and the 0hmart cell principle and its possible
applications at HAPO.

The following off-site personnel visited Materials Development:

Dr. K. W. N_ of Turco Products Cumpamy, LOs Angeles, California,
visited on April 17, 1959, to discuss metal cleaning and decontamination

problems.

Mr. G. McFarland of Dow Coming Corporation, Alhambra, California,

visited on April 2, 1959, to discuss matters concerned with silicone
rubbers.
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Messrs. H. Kelley and C. Call_, of U. S. Bureau of Mines; Seattle,

Washington, and Yakima Clay Products Company, Yakima, Washington, res-

pectively, visited on April 8, 1959, to discuss matters concerning the
sealing of the 107 Basins with Bentonite Clay.

Trips

J. H. Yastabend traveled to the Los Angeles Area to visit Marman Division

of Aeroquip Corporation to integrate the problem of NPR end closures, and

to visit Leonard Precision Products Company to observe 37° flaring of

NPR Zircaloy tubing, on April i-_, 1959.

C. W. Botsford visited Western Gear Compa_ and Norfin, Inc. in Seattle,

Washin_on, on April ll-14, 1959, to discuss procurement of tube re-
moval devices and a program to develop equipment for enlarging graphite
channel bores.

J. W. Hedges (4-13-59) anl R. D. Schilling (4/13-14/59) visited Norfin,

Inc. in Seattle, Washin_on, for engineerln6 inspection of winch parts

and discussions on winch design. Also, Schilli_ made vendor contacts
on servo system components.

J. W. Green visited the following on a trip made on 3/14-28/59: Ohmart

Ccmpa_ in Cincinnati, Ohio, to discuss application of Ohmart cells to
fuel rupture and area monitoring; Anton Electronics in New York City, to

consult on in-core monitor prototypes and development; Victoreen in

Cleveland, Ohio, to check on progress of Project CG-707 low level neutron
monitors and in-core flux monitor prototypes; Battelle Memorial Institute

in Columbus, Ohio, to consult on DDR-63, in-core neutron monitor develop-

ment and silver halide halogen collector development; Radiation Counter

Lab, Inc. in Skokie, Illinois, to discuss requirements of a multi-channel

analyzer for gamma spectrum analysis during ETR fuel rupture tests; and
W. A. Kates Company, Deerfleld, Illinois, to firm up design of flow reg-

ulators for rupture monitoring systems.

R. R. Henderson attended a symposium on manufacturing of silicones and
discussed decontamination materials with the Turco Products Company in

Los Angeles, California, on 3/18-22/59.

M. R. Wood traveled on April 4-16, 1959, to Cleveland, Ohio, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, Elmira, New York, and Rochester, New York, to attend the
Nuclear Congress and consult with vendors on progress of existing fabri-

cation work for HAPO, and investigate their development work for appli-

cation to HAPO instrument problems.

J. D. McCullough visited the Bristol Company in Waterbury, Conn., on

April 15, 1959, and discussed modifications to be made on flow monitor

prototypes previously returned to them, and discussed further develop-

ment activity on differential pressure transducers; he also visited the
Norwood Control Unit of American Radiator at Norwood, Mass., on April 13

and 14, 1959, on a similar subject.

R. K. Smith, on April 12-20, 1959, attended a metallurgical symposium at
G. E. Metallurgical Products Department, and inspected boron steel splines

at the Wolverine Tube Company in Detroit, Michigan.

I)EC[ASSIRfD
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si #icantaeports is ea

Undocumented_- "Status Re_l_ - NPR Fitting Development," J. H. Fastabend,
April 13, 1959.

Undocumented - "Investigation of Coil Failure in the G-E 12 HFA D.C.
Control Relay from the 4500 HP Synchronous Motor Control
Panel," W. Delos, April 21, 1959.

_-59257 - "Pro_bActlon Test IP-128-Ct, Supplement C, Poison Spline
Flexible Control System at K-Piles," P. B. McCarthy and
W. S. Nechodmm, Yebruaryl3, 1959.

HW-59627 - "Interim Report - Pro@action Test IP-174-IE, Evaluation
of I_-PLIe Performance of Dummies and Poison Pieces of
New and Scrap 300 Area Ai-Si," D. Y. Bolender and
M. R. Moon_ April 14, 1959.

EW-59890 - "Interim Report No. 3 - Part A- D. T. 1024 - NPR Fuel
Nandlim6," C. W. Eigby, April 24, 1959.

Ng-59895 - "Trip Report - NPR Process Piping Fittings,"
J. H. Fastabend, April 6, 1959.

Ng-59925 - "Report No. 1- D. T. 1033 - NPR Diversion Valve,"
C. W. Eigby an,_D. D. Wodrich, April 24, 1959.

HW-60035 - "K Area Cap Leak Tests," P. B. McCarthy, April 14, 1959.
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C. Plant ..and, Industrial ESafflneeri_

I. Drafting O_eration

Summary of Drafting Operation services provided is:

Revised or New Drawings, BPYs, Graphs and As-Builts 167
Microfilm Drawings Added or Retired 855
Film Prints Produced 200

Check Prints Produced 971
Catalogs Added 59
Total Customers Serviced 291

2. Industrial Engineerin_

Protective Clothing

Service tests on protective clothing are continuing in i05-_. B.B.
Evans, Supervisor of Laundry Services, believes that a full-length
brass zipper will be satisfactory. The zippered protective cloth-
ing could be equally applicable to all areas and to blue and brown
suits, offering additional Benefits to those predicted earlier.

IE Service -Reactor O_eratlons

IEO assistance has continued on the installation of downstream dummy
pre-insertion methods. A pre-marking tag was developed with the
assistance of D Maintenance Operation to use with pre-insertion and
charge-discharge. This tag (made of neoprene) is a fast and economi-
cal tube pre-marking device which speeds process tube preparation
for charge-discharge and permits better Job control.

Analyses of the outages experienced at the H Reactor during April
1959 were summarized and outage variances were reported to the
Processing and Maintenance sub-section managers.

A schedule board was installed in the maintenance outage control
center to assist the H Maintenance Operation in performing their func-
tions. Scheduling of punch-list items as well as outage controlling
tasks will enable the maintenance operation to record and measure
their progress during the outage. Following the outage, the schedule
can be analyzed and the necessary action can be initiated to improve
future outages.

Standards and Measurements,

As a continuation of our recent activity directed towards improving
maintenance operation, a meeting was arranged with the maintenance
managers and LEO personnel of IPD and CPD. At the meeting Don Hagen
of CPD-IEO presented his plan and program for improvements in CPD
maintenance. His usual fine presentation was well received and
should prove helpful to the IPD viewpoint.

0fC Sgl0
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3. Reactor, Plant Engineering

Victoreen Remote Area Monitor

A shop test on the vendor's upgraded equipment was performed. A
report dated March 23, 1959, has been prepared and issued which
showed this equipment as unsatisfactory with failure to meet pur-
chase specifications.

oise

Operation of recently installed coal car shakers in the I00 areas
caused a problem of high noise levels. Methods of controlling per-
sonnel exposure have been recon_ended to the Power Operations.
Also, methods of reducing the noise for reasons of comfort and
speech interference are being provided the customer.

Charge Seater - IO_-F

Approved prints for the charge seater have been issued. A work order
for $2,000 has been issued to Central Maintenance for fabrication
of two assemblies. Delivery of the two seaters is scheduled for
June I, 1959. The print numbers are H-I.I1688 to H-I-I1704, inclu-
sive, and H-I-I177_ to H-I-I1773, inclusive.

  atmenFac li - 1717-H

Drawing H-i-I1499, Metal Heat Treat Facilities - Power Layout, was
circulated to electrical distribution, safety and Central Mainten-
ance for approval.

An addendum was prepared_on:NAS-6_i6, Heat Treating Equipment -
ITI7-H, to clarify several points of difference between the vendor
and the off-site inspection group.

4. Water Plant & Utilities En_Ineerlng

. _ VoltageSplice

A splice developed in order to minimize re-connection costs of
4500 HP stators using 13,000 volt cable and standard lugs looks
satisfactory on tests to date. In addition, this splice will allow
tests at two to four times rated voltage to evaluate the effects of
corot.

ExI0ortWater Backup at 100-B Area

Due to several recent breaks in the 20-inch cast iron portion of the
export water backup system for the B and C reactors, WP&UEO is under-
taking a feasibility study to provide an all-steel backup line from
the 42-inch reinforced concrete export line to both reactors. This
may be accomplished by breaking the 14-inch steel line where it
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Export Water Backup at IO0-B Area (continued)

now passes underneath the _2-inch export line near the I05-C build-
ing and making a tie-in to both sides of the export line. Water

can then be supplied from this tie-in through the 14-inch steel
line to both the B and C reactors.

Increased Filtering Capacit 7

At the request of the D and F area power managers, WP_UE0 is making
a study to coordinate the filter re-building program for the I00

areas and to establish the best methods and schedules for perform-
ance of the work.

o

107 Basin Modification Program

An effluent routing concept for 105 B-C effluents was prepared and

a rough estimate made in an attempt to provide an immediate solution

to the forebay heating problem at 181-B. A minimal-sized detention

tank for B effluent is visualized plus the use of one existing I07-C
tank for normal C effluent routing, with diversion of either stream

to the other i07-C tank on high activity signal for crib disposal.

_00 HP Motors - 190 Buildings

.7.nspectionof these u_llts is progressing as scheduled and the first

series of inspections is essentially complete.

A section of the brace ring of unit #5, 190-H, was treated with the
epoxy and M ylar as suggested by the manufacturer. A study of this

modification indicates that it would be advantageous to make this

treatment a part of our regular Preventive Maintenance Program.

F A_ea 0utfall Line

At the request of F Reactor Operation, an emergency study was made
to assess the extent of damage to the leaking south outfall line.

The diver of McCray Mk_Ine Construction reported that the south line

is cracked at the top and is partially uncovered and venting air

from a limited portion of the top of the crack. Because the severe
current condition and rising water would require an extensive coffer-

dam, it did not appear practical to attempt repairs until mor_
favorable river conditions in September. There is additional evi-

dence of bank settlement and steaming in the area of the Junction
box between the concrete and steel portions of the line. For this

reason it appears that a broader program will be required, since

there is a possibility that the break in the line may be associated
with settlement of the Junction box.
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5. S_tt_rds __erln_

part ?3

Stock Adjustment Requests Processed
Maximum authorized dollar value of new items $ 17,014

added by SAR 's
Maximum authorized dollar value of Sl_Lreparts

requested by letter to Project gngineering 15,060
Maxinnnaauthorized dollar value of s_are parts 4,132

requested for Projects by SAR's 60
Number of Engineered spare parts items reviewed 5
Number of Drawings ordered revised
Actual dollar value of Itemsdeleted from Spare 1,835

Parts stock
Maximum authorized dollar value of items deleted

from Spare Parts stock 31,181

Difficulty is being experienced by the Phoenix plant of Reynolds
_etal Con_ in meeting s_ecifications and inspection requirements
on our order for 1,o00 process tubes. Zt will be necessary to
piace another order soon if Reynolds is unable to deliver satis-
factorY tuoes. Close contact is being maintained through Purchasing
with the EeTnolds M_tal Company on this problem.

Craft Trainlng
_

One class on the Poison Spline System was conducted for twelve

operatin6 employees from H and B areas.

Films on blueprint reading and engineering drawing were procured
and lusned to IO0-H Maintenance for possible use in their craft
trainin@ program,

6.

j. P. Corley and H. A. Kramer attended a meeting of the Columbia
River Basin Water Forecast Committee in portland, Oregon, on April
15, 1959, for information on anticipated river conditions for 1959.

H. A. Kramer visited Priest Rapids Dam on March 30 and April 8,
1959, and Rock Island Dam on March 31, 1959, to check the reason
for increased river turbidity and to review conditions there which
might affect HAPO activity.

7. Visits

W_Iter H. Taylor, Electric Storage Battery Company, Spokane, Wash-
ington, visited ali 100 areas for inspection of storage batteries.
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7. Visits (continued)

E. R. Summers, General Electric Compan7, Schenectady, New York,
visited the plant during the week of April 6, 1959, to inspect

#l KE secondary process pump drive.

Representatives of the following vendors consulted with Standards

Engineering personnel during the month:

M_7 Smith Company, Seattle - Carbon Rings

R. S. Hughes Ccmpa_y, Los Angeles - Carbon Rings

Western Plastic, Tacoma - Plastic Sleeve for Process Tube

U.S. Rubber Com_mny, Seattle - Plastic Sleeve for Process Tube

8. Significlnt Reports

S_-59945RD, SECRET, "Electrical Power Forecast -- Fiscal Years

1960 an_ 1966 For Irradiation Processing Department", by V. G.

Blanchette, dated April 15, 1959.

HW-59962 RD, SECRET, "IPD Five-Year Forecast -- Fiscal Years 1960

Through 196A", by V. G. Blanchette, dated April 20, 1959.

Electric Lighting and Power Load Study - I05-C, by J. L. Deichman,

dated April 6, 1959.
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1. Protects

Number of

Asslxmaents Description Balance

19 Active Cons=rUc=ion ProJec=s $2 620 500
3 Active Design Projects 31 300
6 Active Expense Jobs 667 200

18 Cofple=ed Projects - Accrued 3 $71 700
Plant Assistance 13 300
Customer Work Orders 32 i00

. Total _6 936 I00

.AEC,-I60 - Recirculatin 8 Gas-Cooled Test Loop

The initial calibration o£ all instrt_en=s has been completed. The
three loop compressors have been assembled and permanent installa-
tion made. During chs period of a=tempts =o make test runs with
these compressors, t_o compressor failures were experienced. In
one, the _tor eta=or was burned out and there was a bearing failure

' in the other one. These _o machines have been returned Co

Schenectady for repairs. The =hird Lapp diaphragm compressor has
been received and is now being installed. The primary loop was
successfully operated on one compressor for a very brief time on
April 17, 19S9.

CC-SS8 - Reactor Plant Modi£ications £or Increased Production

Pump Tesc Stand

Bids were Zet on April 22, 19S9 wiCh a bid opening dace seC for
May 13. 19S9.

DeLaval Pump S=acus
• o

Mr. Car_nann and M_. Polarcsyk, representatives of the DeLaval

Stem Turbine Company, were here on April 20 and 21 for the pur-
pose of reviewing test da_a revealing the irregularity of flow in
the various DeLaval pumps and to consult with us relative to pOssi-
ble suction piping disturbances which Nigh= affect pump operation.

During their visit, in a meeting with representatives of HAPO Legal,
Purchasing and Stores, and IPD, FEO, it was agreed that we would
proceed with removing ba£fles as previously instructed by DeLaval.
lt was further agreed that straightening vanes would be installed
for ali DR pumps and the header would be modified at H-8.

In order to pin down the exact effects of baffle removal on top of
riser pressures, measurements have been taken of all pumps and both
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risers in F Area. As soon as four pumps to one riser can be modi-
fied, a =est duplicating =he previous one will be made to record

the exact pressure fluctuations, lt was agreed by DeLaval tha= if
it ts found that a baffle £8 re%uired in the pump following the
above steps, the location of baffles would be different from the
present baffle in the f1:8= stake. & ssmple set of baffles and
drawins8 has been supplied by DeLaval for trial installation if
thio is found neceomary. . .

To date eleven rotatinK elements of the new design have been
received from DeLavel end two more are enroute,

CC-674 T Water Plant Component Test Loop - Buildin_ 1706-KE

The repair Work on the test loop haw been completed and the loop
is now bein 8 installed by the fixed-price contractor.

CG-707 -. Improvements to Reactor Nuclear Instrumentation - Aliii i II i

Reactors ._

AI-1 advance work required to run wire and conduit _'rom the reactor
X-levels, where the po-__ei,mins devices are located, to the control
rooms has been completed in all areas. This i8 an important phase
of the project because much of the work had to be completed during
reactor shutdown, and it means that as soon as vendor-supplied
electronic equipment and posit£oner equipment is received we will
be in the final installation stake on this project. Two position-
ere and their controllers were shipped from Victoreen Instrument
Company on April 17p 1959o

CC-780 - Improved Ventilation ! Buildings 105- and llS-B! D! and F

all work at 105-B has now been completed and tested with the excep-
tion of a stemn controller. This controller has Just been received
and upon its installatios', 105-B work will be complete. Other work
is continuing at 105-D az _ F.

CGI-791 - Reactor C0nfinement

Phase Xj Fog Spray.

All piping has been installed in 105-KE and the filtered water tie-
ins have been made. approximately four shifts were utilized on shut-
down work. The fog spray system will be manually operable at the
completion of this seal and RTD lead replacement outage.

I

Electrical work is proceed_q_ but tie-ins cannot be made during
this outage due to lack of instrumentation.

Sampling work in the fan room that requires outage time will be
accomplished durinK this outage if possible. Fans cannot be taken

OECIASSIFIE ,
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out of service uncll rear £ace work is completed. Thus Llows and
RTD work w£11 be chs concrollLn8 +accors.

CGZ-807 - Mod:l.f£caC:Lons c0 ,!713-D B_
.-' . ,

Bids ware re_a£ved on :hT lump sum work required Co complete modifi-
cation8 Co Building 1713-D. The low bidder was Ray Britton at
$&5,817. and cho (Z fair cool: eet:imst:e wmo $40.000..A Notice Co
Proceed vae £ssua_ to the contractor by the. Counntssion on April 22,
1959,

R-62352 - .NI_-I_E PrototTpe Loop - 189-D Buildin_

The loop. was physically complete wi=h exceptions on April 3.

2. ProJec,t:, Proposals

]Project: Proposals Approved

CGZ-824 Remotely Operated Cap Removers, ICE and I_ Reactor
" Discharge Areas

CG_-839 Modification of Fuel Element Test Facilities, 1706-
I_R

Projects Awa£tin_. AZC Approval
-.

CGZ-802. Rev. I P_-ocese Safety MoniCoring eye Cam', High-Speed Scan-
nine Type for Temperature Honi=or_ng

C&Z-835 Addtc£onal Office Space, 100-D Area
CGI-84A 100-R Area Coolant. Backup
CG1-845 Additional 181-C Pumps

Pro Jec= P.ro.posal.s Submi:ted

CG_-802, Rev. 1 Process Safety Monitoring System, High-Speed Scan-
nine Type for Temperature Monitoring

CGZ-84A 100-KArea Coolant Backup
CGI-84._ Addi=tonal 181-C Pumps

Re(_es=s Receive d for Protect Preparations Re.visions a and Chan_es
-- . .

E-20921 105-Building Crossunder Lines, B, D, DR, F, & H
R-43609 Columbia River Scale Model

CG-666, Eev. 4 Zone Temperature Monitoring. 100-B. C, D, DR, F,
&S

CG-775, Eev. 1 Wa_er Plan: Expansion, 100-KE and I_ Areas
CGZ-791, Rev. 2 Reactor Confinement

•-L:(_-',J>,,,r
D-19
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3_ Visitors

Mr. Hans Gartmann and Hr. Karol Ptlarczyk of the DeLaval Steam
Tu:'b£ne Company v£s£_ed the plant on April 20 and 21 for the pur-
pose of cousul tat ion and examination of the DeLaval pump cases and
to recommend procedures and changes to decrease the flow oscilla-
tion present £n the un_ts. The£r v_sit requi_ed entry into the
190 Butldtnse £n B, D, DR, ¥, and H Areas.

•

FACILITIES ENGINEERING



_ZL_TIO_SPSACTICZSOFn_AT_ON __e#_D_
195_

_PLA_

Experienced _ and PhD recruitment decreased somewhat during the month. Exempt
transfer activity remained at a low level while non-unit, non-exempt placement
activity continued heavy. Two experienced BS/MS candidates were interviewed

during the month with no offers being extended. Four rejections to prior offers
were rece£ved leaving one remaining at month end. Four PhD candidates were inter-

viewed during 'the month with three offers extended, two rejections to prior
offers were received with four remaining open at month end.

There was one _ transfer into the dep_nt, a Technical Graduate accepted
permanent employment. There were eleven transfers ou_ of the dep_nt as the
result of reorganization within Employee Relations. There were three other exempt
losses, all to accept outside employment.

There were four non-unit additions to the roll, fifteen removals and five transfers

within the _nt. Nine _oe_Lon_ were filled, with twenty-three remainin6
•opea.:a'=-amath.aO_.

OFFICE" SERVICE

Additional mail service was initiated during April to the Standards Engineering
Building in White Bluffs and to the 185 Building in 100-D Area. Installation of

additional accessory duplicatlng equipment was completed and its operating techni-
_tes discussed with affected employees.

CCMMU_ICATION
i

Mass co_-.m_cation activities included the publication of nine Management News
Bulletins, one _ound Table Guide, _: I_D Employee Headliners, one letter to

all IPD Exempt personnel and IPD secretaries and clerks from the Gener_l Manager,

one OPG and 8 Advices were issued durin6 the report period. GE NEWS coverage

included seven items about I_D activities totalln6 208 column inches or 30 per-

cent of all available space. One Mana6ement Information Meetln6 was held during
April.

SALARY_TRATION

Salary review activities consistln_ of appraisal analyses and salary recommenda-

tions, broken down into priority categories, were studied and adjusted throu6h-
out April. The salary changes approved reflected a more conservative over-all
average than has previously been the case. The results of this review _Ill

provide 113.2 percent of position rate and an 8.1 average position level at the
end of the year. These figures are based upon the current salary structure.

EEALT_A_DSA_ET_

There were no disabling injuries durin6 April; however, a very near serious

@
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HEALTH & SAFEIT - cont'd

accident occurred in 100-D on April 21, 1959when a power engineer narrowly escaped

death Bk he became pinched between the moving frame of a back-hoe and a building
exit door. Details are fully covered under investigation Serious Accident No. 59-7.

A noticesble increase in medical inJurles was observed the l_st half of April with
a total of 104 belng reported. Simple neglect of safe working habits and out-

right carelessness were the principal causes for most of the minor i_Juries.

Four Security violations were reported during April making a total of eight
violations documented for 1959

A comprehensive inspection of F Area was completed during the month. Conditions

in general were found good with a better degree of employee morale manifested.

H Area will undergo a similar inspection during the month of May.
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Aud_Iti_

An auditor observed the physical inventory of precious metals taken March 31, 1959.
A z__ summarizing the results pre_ed by General Accounting was reviewed by
Auditing and issued Jointly.

The cash funds maintained in the I_adlation Processing Del_rT_ent were counted on
April 30, 1959, and a report of the findings was issued.

Revisions to nine AEC Rk_ml Chapters were reviewed f_ the effect on IPD operations
and for possible problems arising fr_n AEC requests for compliance.

" , .

Procedures

Based on a change in security requirements for storing classified i_information in
plant exclusion areas, a survey has been made throughout the Department to determine
how man_ three-way c_._!_=tion-lock filing cabinents could be replaced by regular
key-10ck files. It was found 30 combination-lock files could be replaced iu this
DMLnne_.

General

No inventions or discoveries were made during the month by Financial personnel.

IRRADIATION PROCESSING DEPARTMENT

DR MacNaughton: kd
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NPR PROJECT SECTION

APRIL, 1959

I. ORGANIZATION AND PERSORREL

A. Responsibility

When the A_c Ener_ Commission requested HAPO to undertake a

stu_v on s 4ual-lmn-pmme reactor in the fall of 1957, this study

was assigned to Facilities Engineering Operation in the

Irra&lation Processing Department. The study was assimilated into

the existin_ or_u_Ization and completed on sche_ALle. Early in 1958
it became apparent that the stu_7 might materialize into a project,

referred to as the New Production Reactor. A planning group with

Facilities Engineering Operation was established. It was called

Expansion Operation and has been a part of Facilities Engineering

Operation since January, 1958. In October of 1958, plant acquisi-

tion and construction fun4s for scope and design were received

from AEC. Early in the calendem ye_, of 1959, when receipt of con-

struction funds for the continuance of the project was indicated,

it becsme Increasim@ly clear that the continued execution of the

RPR pro_ect required either a substantial re-orientation of duties

within FEO or an organization reco@_Itlon of the large and important

New Production Reactor. On April i, 1959, the NPR Project Section

was established and assigned complete responsibility for functions

assigned to GE by the AEC.

B. Personnel Statlstics
_ i

April i, April30, Net

Employees on Permanent Payroll 53 54 +i

Technical Gradnates (Rotatlona_) 0 1 _i "

Technical Trainees _ 0 0 0

• Technical Graduates

Transferred into Section* 54 1

Transferred.Out of Section 0 0

Payroll Removals 0 0

* With the establishment of the NPR Project Section, 53 people

were transferred from Facilities Engineering into NPR Project

Section effective April i, 1959. The above figures exclude the

level III Manager.
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C. Persgnnel Chan_es

E. C. McAndrew, Fiel: Clerk "A", transferred from Construction

Engineering and Utilties Operation on April 6, 1959.

G. E. Cunning_am, Technical Graduate, formerly with Research and

Engineering, is on rotational assignment with Process Design ef-

fective April 20, 1959.

D. Safety, an_ Security Experience

No med.lcal treatment injuries were reported.

One security violation was reported.

II. MONTELY REPORT OF INVENTIONS OR DISCOVERIES
ma ,| t ,i

Ali persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to re-

sult in inventions or diacoveries advise that, to the best of their

knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the

course of their work during the period covered by this report. Such

persons further advise that, for the perio_ therein covered by this

report, notebook r_cords, if any, kept in the course of their work

have been examined for possible inventions or discoveries.
I

III. S_@_RY
i

The archltect-englneer presented a general review of the overall heat

dissipation system desigh for the benefit of Hanford personnel.

Progress on NPR heat dissipation system scope design is being delayed

while decisions are being reached regarding standards of reliability

to be applied to process cooling system design.

Contract negotiations were initiated for process piping model testing

and supporting stress computations.

Assembly of the high pressure process tube rupture test facility was

essentially completed.

NPR Project Representatives and Design Council met regularly during the

month. Four scope items were approved by the Council. Field and

Operations Engineering was relieved of the responsibility for approval

of detail design.

Preparation of position guides and position evaluations for Field and

Operations Engineering was completed, and arrangements were made for

reviewing candidates for vacancies in the operation.

o
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I_Z. ACH_VIN:HT

A. Process Design

I. Research and Develo;menti

Machined _phite for the h_h pressure process tube rupture test
was received and installed during the month. A manhole ras added
to one of the 24" pressure vessel exit lines to enable visual
inspection of the test stack without disassembly of the pressure
vessel. Remaining work includes installation of electrical bus

bars, inst_aentation manifold, and relief pit stump pump. The
o facility will be ready for %ast operation when shakedown of the

Cmrponent Test Loop as the source of high pressure, high
temperature water has been completed.

Curves have been constructed which present key thermal, hydraulic,
and heat exchan_r characteristics which must be considered in the

_is of _ual-puzpose reactor design and operation. Calculation

of heat exchanger area requirements for the wide r_e of steam
pressures of RPR interest requires extrapolation of available heat

transfer d_a so that the accuracy of results is somewhat uncertain.

It is understood that heat ex_r mamnfacturers have developed
relatively refined analytical aethods for such conditions.

Arl'angeaents have been made t o discuss the problem with several
heat exehan6_r meum_actuzers at an e_ly da%e. Discussions have

also been a_ranged vlth a number of water to steam exchanger users
including KAPL, APPR, and PWR reg_ the relation of calculated
to actual heat exchanger pexTorsance.

The IBM code for anal_ls of reactor cooling tube pressure drop
has been successfully conver%ad for use with the new IEM-709 now
available at Hanford. A number of new features have been added

which make boiling and transient pressure analyses quite simple.

2. n  ectOAZ-BZ6

Paz_ V of the Desi6n Bases on Auxiliary Control and Instrumentation

SysTams was approved by the Reactor Plant Project Representatives
durlng the month.

Six reactor plant design criteria were issued for comment during

the month, bringing the total to twenty out of forty scheduled
for the ecerplete scope package. Reactor Plant Project Representatives

appz_ved three criteria as did the NPR Deslgn Council while the AEC
a_d seven criteria. Two detail drawings have been design

approved and about twenty miscellaneous detail design drawings have
been issued for cc_ent. At month's end, overall design completion
of the reactor plant was estimated to be 12.5 percent complete
cumpared to 10.4 percent at the end of last month.
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In regard to heat dissipation system design, a number of area

electrical service drawings were reviewed, commented upon, and
returned to the A-E. Two criteria were issued for comment.

Twenty scope drawing_ ou_ of the total of twenty-one scheduled

far the complete scope package have now been issued for comment.

One criteria was approved by the AEC during the month. Principal

Design Council action concerned reliability of emergency cooling

water supply and of process coolant pump drives, in general.
The revised design progress schedule based on current estimated

scope material approval sequence has not yet been made available

by the A,E. However, their current semi-monthly repor_ to the

AEC shows Title II work as 12 percent complete. By current

methods of estimating design scope progress, this portion of the

design program is about 47 percent complete.

Early in the month key A-E personnel presented a review of the

overall heat dissipation system design for the benefit of GE

Management personnel, members of the NPR Design Council, and the

two Project Representatives groups.

The firm of Dames and Moore, soils engineers engaged for 100-N

site studies, commenced test drilling activities late in the month.

The design development and testing program in support of NPR now

, numbers eighty active items. Of these, fifteen are in the planning

stage and sixty-five are in progress. Nine items have been

completed.

Process tube deflection tests have been completed and strain gauge

data are being evaluated for final comparison with computer stress

analysis program results. Preparations are now being made for

l_l_e_ce of tube insertion tests wit_ the full length process

channel mock-up.

The in-reactor boron steel thermal shield test was initiated this

month. Heat removal data indicate that the test facility is being

subjected to flux levels greater than those anticipated in the NTR.
Foll irradiation will be used to determine actual flux levels.

Acceptable methods of welding stainless steel cooling tubes to

one-inch thick boron steel plates have been demonstrated.

A contract for process piping model testing and supporting stress

computations is still being negotiated.

No re-estimate of total plant capital cost is planned until scope

is more completely defined and some actual vendor quotations are

avalla_le on the cost of major equipment. However, a current

cost evaluation has been made which itemizes plus and minus effects

which have resulted since the last cost estimate was made. In general,

OEClAN.[D
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it was the conclusion of this evaluation that the savings
from going to carbon steel in the reactor portion of the primary
cooling system somewhat more than offset the changes which have
been made in the d_sig_. The contingency defined as us,ml as
the difference between the current estimate and the $145,000,000
limit, appears to have risen slightly to a level of about seven
_ercent. A program of monthly evaluations, each to be logically
more rigorous than the one preceding, are planned up to the time
that a formalproject estimate can be made.

3. Visitors

Richard Graham of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation visited Process
Design to discuss seismic design of reactors and critical plant
structures.

J. L. Barnes and @. E. Messa of Teleflex, Inc., visited Reactor
Plant Design to discuss their proposal of an inlet connector
valve drive mechanism.

The following personnel of Burns and Roe, Inc. visited Hanford
to present their current overall heat dissipation system design
concept:

John Gronan
Michael Lizza
George Lewis
Frank Sreinbrucker
Henry Gittermam

W. D. Bainard visited Consolidated Edison installations in New
York City an_ attended the American Power Conference to obtain
information regarding damineralizer installations. Burns and Roe,
New York City, was also visited as was the Dresden Reactor site
in the course of the trip.

G. R. H_sack visited the Large M_tor-Generator Division of General
Electric in Schenectady on NPR emergency drive design. A
Reliability Symposium was also attended.

H.S. Davis attended a meetlng of the Committee on Structural
Materials in Reactor Design being sponsored by the American Society
of Civil Engineers in Denver, Colorado. Hammond Iron Works in
Provo, Utah was also visited to inspect their manufacturing
facilities.

A. B. Carson and H. R. Kosmata, in company with W. J. Gartin of
Field and Operations Engineering, visited the Savannah River Plant
of the du Pont Company to discuss design, operation, and maintenance
problems associated with their reactor cooling systems.
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5. Significant Re_orts Issued

HW-59477 - '_el Oil Storage System"

HW-59483 - '_eat Exchanger Arrangement"

Ng-5_12 - '_rocess Design Operation - M_nthly Design Test and
Develolment Program Status Report, March 1959,"
W. J. Morris.

Ng-57014 - '_LII Safety System," J. F. Nesbitt, April 13, 1959.

RW-57037 RD - "Irrad/ated Metal Handllag Facilities," J. F. Nesbitt,
April 17, 1959.

HW-57041 RI_, "IOO-N Design Bases - Part Y - Functional Requirements
of the Plant Auxiliary Control and Instrumentation
Systems," D. L. Condotta and D. E. Seba_e, March 31, 1959.

HW-570_6 RIR, "IOO-N Design Bases - Part IV - Functional Requirements
of the Nuclear Control and Safety Systems," C. A. Manslus,
D. L. Condotta, and D. E. Simpson, April 30, 1959.

HW-570_A RD?, "lO0-N Design Bases - Part II - Functional Requirements
of the Primaz7 Loop Control and Instrumentation Systems,"

D.L. Condotta, April 24, 1959.

Ng-59835 - '_FR Storage Basin Water Depth," D. E. Sebade, April 1, 1959.

HW-6010_ - "NPR Riser to Riser Operating Conditions, H. G. Johnson,
April 20, 1959.

HW-60103, "Analytical Bases for Side Coolant System Criteria,"
R. F. Corlett, April 20, 1959.

HW-5986e - "Conditions and Ground Rules for Further Optimization
Studies on NPR".

u-6
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_ B. Development and Testin_

A development contract between Battelle Memorial Institute and Hanford
was approved whereby Battelle will develop a silver halide column for
the separation of halogen gas frc_ the sample flow stream of a rupture
monitoring system. Such a techzLlque could increase substantially the
siSAl to back_ound ratio of the system and would thus permit earlier
detection of a rupture.

A prototypic, gross-ganm_-sensltive, rupture-detection system was
ordered frcw the Ohmart Corporstion for evaluation for use in rupture
monitoring. Ten chambers plus readout equipment were purchased. The
chambers conCa_u nitrogen or argon bet_een two metals from opposite
ends of the electromotive series and which are insulated from each other.
When subJecte_ to radiation, the gas ionizes, the ion pairs are collecte_
on the plates, and current flows through connecting circuitry. Potential
advantages Anclude apparent long life, low initial cost, reduced cable
and insulator re_ulrements and elimination of an ionizing voltage source.

"Pull-apart" tests were pe_orm_d on two rolled, zirconium tube Joints.
The first Joint failed at 59,400 pounds at 580°Y and the second at
67,200 pounds and 580°F. Wall reduction during rolling was _ in the
first case and 10% in the second case. Samples of threade_ zirconium
tube Joints were fabricated for pull-apart tests; gripping rings are
made of zirconium.
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C. FIELD AND OPERATIONS ERGIREERING
iiii tliiiii i ii i i i il

i. Actlvltles
iii i ,iiiii illi|

Construction
i i ii i

A meeting was held on April 8, 1959 with the AEC and Burns & Roe to

discuss obtaining Burns & Roe loan-labor personnel for inspection

services on the 105 Building. It was agreed that such arrangements

could be made. More detailed discussion on this subject will take place

after the AEC has exercised their option for Title III Services on the

present Buims & Roe contract.

An informal meetlng was also held with the AEC to discuss the rela-

tionshlps of the ve_ious Field and Operation Engineering components,

the AEC, and the contractor. General a6reement was obtained.

The latest information available was incorporated into a more detailed

schedule for 105 BuAldlng construction effort than has heretofore been

published. _hls information was reviewed with the AEC with their

general concurrence.

Pr= mnt

The study by Research and Engineering on the radiation damage to the

reflector graphite is being formalized. A meetlng to arrive at

definite conclusions as to the physical characteristics required

for the NPR design is planned to be held in the next few weeks. A

more firm cossnitment of procurement action may be made at that time.

There has been no action taken in the agreement on financing of

movement of personnel in the _I01 Building. This item should bes

settled before the construction contractor settles in the facility.

Zirconium Procurement
, •

Three vendors have been selected for the fabrication of the pilot

lot of approximately 70 process tubes each. These are. Harvey

Aluminum Company, Alle_heny-Ludlum Steel Corporation, and Chase

Brass Company. Final contract negotiations are being completed by
the Commission.

Installation of preparation facilities by Construction Operation

for the PR_q zirconium tubes is being generally reviewed to con-

sider future possible use for the NPR tubes.

oEc SSI7
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Admlnistr_tlve
i i

The following material was processed by Drawing and Specification
Control this month.

Drawings 41

Cr_ter_ 14

Specifications 13

Miscellaneous 13

• 81

Fmmpower sttmlycharts for the K pro_mm were completed and issued.
office furniture and equilment forecasts were completed. Revised
issues were made of the NPR Material and Equipment List and the
Drawing Schedule.

Twenty-_o _osition guides for Field and 0_erations Engineering were
completed and evaluations were made. A total of twenty-nine new
position guides have now been prel_-_d to accommodate the res_lign-
ment of G.E. field responsibilities. Arrangements were made to
review candidates for current and future vacancies in this operation.

Design Review and Consultation

Reviews were completed and formJl comments were offered on the
following scope material:

HW-57025 Gas System Instrumentation
_-57031 BasicBuilAing Requirements
HN-59491 Co--nmic_tions Systems
Sk-l-i_806 Containment Vent _T_ugement
BN-570A6 Functiomal Requirements of the Nuclear Control

and Safe_y Systems
Sk-i-26797 Inlet Header-Nozzle Connector Arrangement

Durin8 the mouth the Heat Conversion Project Representatives attended
meetinss with Burns and Ro#, representatives concerning the over-all
plan of the reactor coolln8 system. System reliability was given
particular attention during these discussions.

On April 13, 1959, the Heat Conversion Project Representatives
reached a decision that the raw water supply to the plant should
be furnished by four pumps with electric drives and that these should
be b_cked up by two additional pumps driven by quick starting diesel
ensines•
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The Manager-NPR Project relieved Field and Operations Engineering
of the responsibility for approving detail design either from the
construction or the o_erating standpoint.

NPR Design Cotmcil

_e Council conai_ere_ in considerable detail the operating
features and back-u_ arrangements for the primary and secoudary
cooling loop. _e followin_ items were approved by the Council:

HM-57020-RD-3 IO0-N Design Criteria 1.13 - Power Calculator,
Boiling Point and Bulk Coolant Flow and
Temperature Meseurement System.

_-57013-RD-3 100-N Design Criteria 1.6 - Horizontal Rod
System.

HM-57029-ED-3 100-N Design Criteria 1.22 - Pile Motion,
Seismoscope, and Optical Systems.

HW-57960-RD He_t Conversion Plant Representatives' Minutes
of Meeting No. 16, held on April 13, 1959.

2. Visitors
i

Mr. QuadS, Vice-President and Mr. Cleveland, Engineer_ of Bridgeport
Brass Com_, and Mr. Randle, Mallory-Sharon Metals Corporation
visited the plant April 6 and 7, 1959, to negotiate NPR tube
co_tr_cts.

Messrs. Burg_off and Duran, Engineers_ and Quay, Legal Counsel,
Ch_se Brass an_ Copper Compsmy, visited the plant April 8, 1959,
to negotiate _mR tube con1_racts.

Mr. McC_skie, Secretary, and Dr. Me@le, Technical Director,
Allegheny-Ludlum S_eel Corporation visited the plant April I0_ 1959
to ne@otiate the lqPR tube contracts.

Mr. Jack Rose, Secretary-Treasurer, and Mr. Gib Mondry, Technical
Director, Esa-veyAluminum Com_, visited _he plant April i0, 1959
to negotiate the NPR tube contracts.

Messrs. Johnston, Marketing Mana@er, Hastings, Nuclear Engineer, and
Wells, Cleveland Plant Me_ager, all of National Carbon Company
visited the plant April 16, 1959, to discuss the NPR graphite pro-
curemeut program.

Mr. McCormick of the Ingersoll-Ran_ Company visited the plant
April 20, 1959. The economics of centralized air compressor
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